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The Myriad Legacies of 1917
A Year of War and Revolution
M. Abbenhuis, N. Atkinson, K. Baird, G. Romano (Eds.)

- Examines the myriad legacies of the key year of war and revolution: 1917
- Brings together experts from across the world to focus on the political, social, cultural, and economic implications of 1917
- Considers the impact of 1917 on a global, national and local scale

This book explores the ramifications of 1917, arguing that it was a cataclysmic year in world history. In this volume, thirteen scholars reflect on the myriad legacies of the year 1917 as a year of war, revolution, upheaval and change. Crisscrossing the globe and drawing on a range of disciplinary approaches, from military, social and economic history to museum, memory and cultural studies, [...]

About the author
Maartje Abbenhuis is Associate Professor in Modern European History at The University of Auckland, New Zealand. Neill Atkinson is Chief Historian at Manatu Taonga Ministry for Culture and [...]

Fields of Interest
History of Military; Modern History; World History, Global and Transnational History; Imperialism and Colonialism; Political History

February 2019
XVII, 299 p. 20 illus., 14 illus. in color.
Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89,99 | € 99,99  | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-030-08835-4

All Languages Rights Available

Globalization, Democracy and Oil Sector Reform in Nigeria
A. O. Akinola

- Unravels the complexities of oil wealth management in Nigeria
- Provides empirical and theoretical frameworks for other developing countries navigating economic or institutional reforms, especially in the natural resource sector
- Appeals to scholars in the fields of political science, political economy, global politics, public policy and administration, resource studies, and development studies

The Nigerian state has been oil-rich for decades, and yet perennially incapable of converting its oil resources into wealth for ordinary Nigerians. Adeoye O. Akinola tackles this “vexed” oil question by examining the political economy of efforts to deregulate the Nigerian downstream oil industry. Focusing on themes of globalization and democratization, this book considers how a resource-rich [...]?

About the author
Adeoye O. Akinola is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Public Administration and Political Science at University of Zululand, South Africa. He holds a doctoral degree in political science from the [...]?

Fields of Interest
African History; African Politics; Globalization; Development Studies

Series Title
African Histories and Modernities

February 2019
XV, 323 p. 1 illus.
Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89,99 | € 99,99  | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-030-03969-1

All Languages Rights Available

Health and Safety in Contemporary Britain
Society, Legitimacy, and Change since 1960
P. Almond, M. Esbester

- Charts the development of modern British health and safety, in response to ideas around risk society, managerialism, regulatory capitalism, and demographic and economic changes in the workplace
- Draws on interviews, detailed archival research, and a review of both academic and policy literature
- Contextualises recent debates over voluntarism and identity, the limits of political consensus, and the commercialisation of health and safety

This book analyses the perceived legitimacy of health and safety in post-1960 British public life. Since 2010 health and safety has appeared to be in crisis, being attacked by press, politicians and public alike, but are these claims of crisis accurate? How have understandings of health and safety changed over the past 60 years? By exploring the history, culture, and operation of health and [...]?

About the author
Paul Almond is Professor of Law at the University of Reading, UK. His research explores the interrelationship of the criminal law, corporate criminology and regulation and governance studies, and [...]

Fields of Interest
Legal History; History of Britain and Ireland; Modern History; Employee Health and Wellbeing

February 2019
XIX, 317 p. 1 illus.
Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59,99 | € 69,99  | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-03969-1

All Languages Rights Available
Socialism before Sanders
The 1930s Moment from Romance to Revisionism
J. Altman

- Establishes the significance and scope of the socialist revival in the 1930s, the importance of its most radical elements, its successes and limitations at the local level, and how its participants evolved through the 1940s and beyond
- Foregrounds the development of two key institutions, Soviet House and the Highlander Folk School
- Connects the 1930s revival to the successes of the Socialist Party in the early twentieth century and to American politics today

The early years of the twentieth century are often thought of as socialism’s first heyday in the United States, when the Socialist Party won elections across the country and Eugene Debs ran for president from a prison cell, winning more than 900,000 votes. Less well-known is the socialist revival of the 1930s. Radicalized by the contradiction of crushing poverty and unimaginable wealth [...]

About the author
Jake Altman is active in the trade union movement. He holds a PhD in history from the University of Iowa and currently works for a chapter of the American Association of University Professors.

Fields of Interest
US History; Labor History; Social History; Political History

Counterinsurgency Intelligence and the Emergency in Malaya
R. C. Arditti

- First book to examine the full range of counterinsurgency intelligence during the Malayan Emergency
- Maps the breadth of the intelligence apparatus in existence at the start of the Emergency and how this developed and changed over time
- Shows how intelligence strategies developed during the Emergency continue to remain at the heart of modern counterinsurgency doctrine

This book examines the full range of counterinsurgency intelligence during the Malayan Emergency. It explores the involvement of the Security Service, the Joint Intelligence Committee (Far East), the Malayan Security Service, Special Branch and wider police service, [...]

About the author
Roger C. Arditti is a full-time police officer in London and an associate researcher at Canterbury Christ Church University, UK. He previously studied at Brunel University London and Royal [...]

Fields of Interest
Modern History; History of Southeast Asia; History of Military; Imperialism and Colonialism; Terrorism

Series Title
Security, Conflict and Cooperation in the Contemporary World

Napoleon’s Hundred Days and the Politics of Legitimacy
K. Astbury, M. Philp (Eds.)

- Explores different dimensions of French responses to Napoleon’s return to power in 1815
- Considers British cultural responses to Napoleon’s return, including theatre, song and print media
- Examines the impact of Napoleon’s Hundred Days on events within Europe, and internationally

This book examines the politics of legitimacy as they played out across Europe in response to Napoleon’s dramatic return to power in France after his exile to Elba in 1814. Napoleon had to re-establish his claim to power with initially minimal military resources. Moreover, as the rest of Europe united against him, he had to marshal popular support for his new regime, while simultaneously [...]

About the author
Katherine Astbury is Reader in French Studies at the University of Warwick, UK. Specialising in literary, theatrical and cultural production during the French Revolution and First Empire, she is [...]

Fields of Interest
History of France; History of Early Modern Europe; History of Modern Europe; History of Military; Cultural History

Series Title
War, Culture and Society, 1750-1850
Historical Perspectives on Democracies and their Adversaries
J. Augusteijn, C. Hijzen, M. L. de Vries (Eds.)

• Explores how democratic regimes have dealt with anti-democratic forces in society, from the late nineteenth to the early twenty-first century
• Takes a historical rather than a theoretical approach to show how the state and oppositional groups have interacted across a wide range of case studies
• Argues that these threats to democracy and the actions taken against anti-democratic groups have elicited new definitions of democracy within society

This book historicizes the debate over how democratic regimes deal with anti-democratic groupings in society. Democracies across the world increasingly find themselves under threat from enemies, ranging from terrorists to parties and movements that undermine democratic […]

About the author
Joost Augusteijn is Senior Lecturer at Leiden University, the Netherlands. He is the author of Patrick Pearse: […]

Fields of Interest
Modern History; World History, Global and Transnational History; Political History; Social History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Political History

An Armenian Mediterranean Words and Worlds in Motion
K. Babayan, M. Pifer (Eds.)

• Offers fresh perspectives on the study of Armenian history, literature, and visual culture
• Appeals to scholars of comparative literature, global history, Mediterranean studies, Armenian studies, and medieval history
• Draws from and contributes to a wide array of comparative and theoretical frameworks, including world history, world literature, and Mediterranean studies

This book rethinks the Armenian people as significant actors in the context of Mediterranean and global history. Spanning a millennium of cross-cultural interaction and exchange across the Mediterranean world, essays move between connected histories, frontier studies, comparative literature, and discussions of trauma, memory, diaspora, and visual culture. Contributors dismantle narrow, […]

About the author
Kathryn Babayan is Associate Professor of Iranian History and Culture and Director of the Armenian Studies Program at the University of Michigan, USA.; Michael Pifer is Lecturer in Armenian […]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Social History; African History; Asian History; European History

Series Title
Mediterranean Perspectives

The Tokyo Trial, Justice, and the Postwar International Order
A. Babovic

• Challenges the predominant view of the Tokyo Trial by observing it as a politico-legal event
• Offers a deep conceptualization of the Trial by using relevant disciplines, history and international criminal law
• Covers not only the Trial but also the temporal grid well beyond its end in 1948

Fully utilizing the latest archival material, this book provides a comprehensive, multi-dimensional and nuanced understanding of the Tokyo Tribunal by delving into the temporal aspects that extended the relevance and reverberations of the Tribunal beyond its end in 1948. With this as a backdrop, this book contributes to the study of Japanese postwar diplomacy. It shows the Tokyo Tribunal is […]

About the author
Aleksandra Babovic is Assistant Professor at Osaka University Graduate School of Human Sciences, Japan. She holds a PhD from Kobe University Graduate School of Law with a specialization in […]

Fields of Interest
History of Japan; Criminal Justice; International Criminal Law; War Crimes

Series Title
New Directions in East Asian History
Personal Narratives, Peripheral Theatres: Essays on the Great War (1914–18)
A. Barker, M. E. Pereira, M. T. Cortez, P. A. Pereira, O. Martins (Eds.)

- Offers a different perspective: from theaters and also from the home front, as part of the specialist bibliography that this 4-year-long event has inspired
- Explores topics that are rarely covered in the fields of history and cultural studies
- Widens our understanding of the impact of this cataclysm, generally seen through the prism of the main combatant countries, and notably in the context of the Western Front

This book is a collection of essays on neglected aspects of the Great War. It begins by asking what exactly was so “Great” about it, before turning to individual studies of various aspects of the war. These fall broadly into two categories. Firstly, personal, micro-narratives that deal directly with the experience of war, often derived from contemporary interest in diaries and oral histories. […]

Fields of Interest
Modern History; Theatre History; Language Education

Series Title
Second Language Learning and Teaching

Post-War Eugenics, Reproductive Choices and Population Policies in Greece, 1950s–1980s
A. Barmpouti

- Offers new insights into the eugenics and birth control movement in Greece to show the continuity of eugenics during the post-war period
- Presents research from previously unexplored Greek, American and British archives
- Situates the Greek case within an international context, exploring the development of a network of Greek, American and British eugenicists

This book sheds light on the history of Greek eugenics during the post-war period. At this time, eugenics had already been condemned by international declarations. Alexandra Barmpouti, however, challenges the assumption that eugenics disappeared and confirms the continuity of eugenics after the Second World War. She looks at the Greek paradigm because it included the establishment of a […]

About the author
Alexandra Barmpouti holds a PhD in the History of Medicine from Oxford Brookes University. Her research interests include the relationship between eugenics and the control of human reproduction […]

Fields of Interest
History of Modern Europe; History of Medicine; Gender and Sexuality; Social History

Series Title
Genders and Sexualities in History

Ireland and Masculinities in History
R. A. Barr, S. Brady, J. McGaughey (Eds.)

- Examines how expressions of masculinity have been central to Irish history from the eighteenth to the twenty-first century
- Engages with the cultural and social possibilities inherent in understanding gender as historically contingent, shifting and multiform
- Promotes new and creative avenues for questioning how gender has shaped Ireland’s past, present and future

This edited collection presents a selection of essays on the history of Irish masculinities. Beginning with representations of masculinity in eighteenth-century drama, economics, and satire, and concluding with work on the politics of masculinity post Good-Friday Agreement in Northern Ireland, the collection advances the importance of masculinities in our understanding of Irish history and […]

About the author
Rebecca Anne Barr is Lecturer in English Literature at National University of Ireland, Galway. Her research focuses on fictional form, masculinity, and sexuality in the eighteenth-century novel. […]

Fields of Interest
Cultural History; History of Britain and Ireland; Gender and Sexuality; Social History

Series Title
Genders and Sexualities in History
Family Life in Britain, 1650–1910
C. Beardmore, C. Dobbing, S. King (Eds.)

- Expands our understanding of the pillars of family history in Britain from the sixteenth to twentieth century
- Utilises an inter-disciplinary approach to explore the ways that families were formed and responded to challenges they faced
- Argues that families and households had porous boundaries and were essentially fluid and able to reconstitute themselves

This book explores the ways that families were formed and re-formed, and held together and fractured, in Britain from the sixteenth to twentieth century. The chapters build upon the argument, developed in the 1990s and 2000s, that the nuclear family form, the bedrock of understandings of the structure and function of family and kinship units, provides a wholly inadequate lens through which to [...]
Marxist Historical Cultures and Social Movements during the Cold War
Case Studies from Germany, Italy and Other Western European States
S. Berger, C. Cornelissen (Eds.)

- Explores the influence of Marxist theories in the political cultures of the Left in Western Europe, focusing on Germany and Italy
- Covers the 1968 student movement, the New Left, the peace movement, the women's movement and the solidarity movement
- Contributes to the growing body of work that takes transnational approaches to twentieth-century social movements

This book explores the relationship between diverse social movements and Marxist historical cultures during the second half of the [...]
Abolitionism and the Persistence of Slavery in Italian States, 1750–1850
G. Bonazza

- Offers the first comprehensive study of slavery in the Italian states from 1750 to 1850
- Examines the international abolitionist debate and post-abolition survival of slavery in the Italian states
- Appeals to scholars of Italian history, the history of slavery, Atlantic history, global history, and imperial history

This volume offers a pioneering study of slavery in the Italian states. Documenting previously unstudied cases of slavery in six Italian cities—Naples, Caserta, Rome, Palermo, Livorno and Genoa—Giulia Bonazza investigates why slavery survived into the middle of the nineteenth century, even as the abolitionist debate raged internationally and most states had abolished it. [...] About the author
Giulia Bonazza is a fellow at the German Historical Institute in Rome, Italy, and former Max Weber Fellow at the European University Institute.

Fields of Interest
History of Italy; African History; World History, Global and Transnational History; Imperialism and Colonialism; Labor History

Series Title
Italian and Italian American Studies

Ego-histories of France and the Second World War
Writing Vichy
M. Bragança, F. Louwagie (Eds.)

- Provides intellectual autobiographies of fourteen world-leading researchers in the history and memories of France during the Second World War
- Brings together scholars history, literature, film and cultural studies from across the globe
- Illuminates the evolution of a dynamic international and interdisciplinary field

This volume presents the intellectual autobiographies of fourteen leading scholars in the fields of history, literature, film and cultural studies who have dedicated a considerable part of their career to researching the history and memories of France during the Second World War. Based in five different countries, Margaret Atack, Marc Dambre, Laurent Douzou, Hilary Footitt, Robert Gildea, [...] About the author
Manuel Bragança is Assistant Professor in French Studies in the School of Languages, Cultures and Linguistics at University College Dublin, Ireland, where he is also a member of the Centre for War [...] About the author
Florence Bretelle-Establet is a senior researcher in history of science at SPHERE (UMR 7219, CNRS & Université Paris Diderot). Since her PhD (1999), devoted to the history of the social, [...] Fields of Interest
History of Science; World History, Global and Transnational History; Philosophy of Science; History of Medicine; Landscape/Regional and Urban Planning

Series Title
Boston Studies in the Philosophy and History of Science

Making Sense of Health, Disease, and the Environment in Cross-Cultural History: The Arabo-Islamic World, China, Europe, and North America
F. Bretelle-Establet, M. Gaille, M. Katouzian-Safadi (Eds.)

- Provides a multi-spatial and historical approach to the issue of environment, health and disease
- Enlarges the analysis beyond the traditional disciplinary borders
- Highlights the variety of sources that give us an insight on the perception, understandings and theories of the relationship between health, disease and environment

This book has been defined around three important issues: the first sheds light on how people, in various philosophical, religious, and political [...] About the author
Florence Bretelle-Establet is a senior researcher in history of science at SPHERE (UMR 7219, CNRS & Université Paris Diderot). Since her PhD (1999), devoted to the history of the social, [...] Fields of Interest
History of Science; World History, Global and Transnational History; Philosophy of Science; History of Medicine; Landscape/Regional and Urban Planning

Series Title
Boston Studies in the Philosophy and History of Science

January 2019
XXV, 227 p. 11 illus., 9 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59,99 | € 69,99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-01348-6

April 2019
XVII, 333 p. 2 illus. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 79,99 | € 89,99 | $ 99.99

August 2019
X, 351 p. 10 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 89,99 | € 99,99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-030-19081-1

All Languages Rights Available

All Languages Rights Available

All Languages Rights Available
Jean Le Rond D'Alembert: A New Theory of the Resistance of Fluids
J. S. Calero (Ed.)

- New approach to d'Alembert thoughts in fluid theory
- The d'Alembert success and mistakes in the fluid theory
- The turning point in the fluid theory evolution

In the commentaries to this book we try to understand d'Alembert thoughts and how he contrives to translate his ideas on mechanics to the fluid realm with a new and radical point of view; how he arrives at the first two fundamental differential equations among the velocity components; and how he tries to reduce the resistance of a moving body, which is a change of its momentum, to the [...]

About the author
Julián Simón obtained the degree in Aeronautical Engineering of the Polytechnical University of Madrid in 1966. For more than 40 years, until his retirement in 2007, he worked in the Spanish [...]

Fields of Interest
History of Science; History and Philosophical Foundations of Physics; Fluid- and Aerodynamics; Classical Mechanics

Series Title
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science

January 2019
IX, 292 p. 90 illus. Softcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-88529-2

All Languages Rights Available

Bondage and the Environment in the Indian Ocean World
G. Campbell (Ed.)

- Presents the first serious study of the relationship between bondage and climate
- Comprises essays from leading experts on the history of bondage in the Indian Ocean world
- Examines the complex set of environmental, economic, and political conditions which have helped to drive and shape human bondage in the Indian Ocean world

Monsoon rains, winds, and currents have shaped patterns of production and exchange in the Indian Ocean world (IOW) for centuries. Consequently, as this volume demonstrates, the environment has also played a central role in determining the region's systems of bondage and human trafficking. Contributors trace intricate links between environmental forces, human suffering, and political [...]

About the author
Gwyn Campbell is Canada Research Chair and Founding Director of the Indian Ocean World Centre at [...]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Modern History; Imperialism and Colonialism; Environmental Sociology; African History; Asian History

Series Title
Palgrave Series in Indian Ocean World Studies

January 2019
XIII, 304 p. 5 illus. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00 ISBN 978-3-319-88878-1

All Languages Rights Available

Human Rights, Transitional Justice, and the Reconstruction of Political Order in Latin America
M. F. Carmody

- Examines transitional justice as a tool of the state for transforming political culture and securing state authority
- Draws from the disciplines of history, sociology and cultural studies in order to analyze post-Cold War state formation in Latin America
- Moves beyond the focus on the origins of human rights to examines how human rights have been instrumentalized since the Cold War through the present

In Argentina and elsewhere in Latin America, decades after the fall of authoritarian regimes in the 1970s, transitional justice has proven to be anything but transitional—it has become a cornerstone of state policy and a powerful tool of state formation. Contextualizing cultural and political shifts in Argentina after the 1976 military coup with comparisons to other countries in the Southern [...]

About the author
Michelle Frances Carmody is a Latin Americanist with an interest in combining historical, sociological, and cultural approaches to understanding political processes in the region. She currently [...]

Fields of Interest
Latin American History; World History, Global and Transnational History; Political History; Memory Studies

May 2019
IX, 244 p. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm

All Languages Rights Available
The Fall of France in the Second World War
History and Memory
R. Carswell

- Examines how the fall of France in the Second World War has been explained and remembered by historians and society more widely
- Argues that most explanations of the fall of France focus on four main themes – decadence, failure, constraint and contingency
- Explores the context and constraints which influenced the decisions made by French policy-makers and the effect this had on the nation

This book examines how the fall of France in the Second World War has been recorded by historians and remembered within society. It argues that explanations of the fall have usually revolved around the four main themes of decadence, failure, constraint and contingency. It shows that the dominant explanation claimed for many years that the fall was the inevitable consequence of a society grown [...]

About the author
Richard Carswell is an independent researcher specialising in French and British history of the mid-twentieth century. His doctoral thesis, from the University of Reading, analysed the image of [...]
The Auschwitz Sonderkommando
Testimonies, Histories, Representations
N. Chare, D. Williams

- Analyses testimonies in a variety of media including art, film, literature and photography, to demonstrate the importance of the Sonderkommando for histories of the Holocaust
- Compares testimonies produced during the Holocaust with retrospective accounts to trace changing conceptions of the Sonderkommando and their experiences
- Examines how gender influenced the experiences of the Sonderkommando and the impact this had on the forms taken by their testimonies

This book is the first to bring together analyses of the full range of post-war testimony given by survivors of the Auschwitz Sonderkommando. The Auschwitz Sonderkommando were slave labourers in the gas chambers and crematoria. Forced to [...] 

About the author
Nicholas Chare is Associate Professor of Art History in the Department of History of Art and Film Studies at the [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of World War II and the Holocaust; Modern History; Memory Studies; Cultural History; History of Modern Europe

Series Title
The Holocaust and its Contexts

---

A History of War Crimes Trials in Post 1945 Asia-Pacific
Z. Cheng

- Provides an in depth analysis of the Tokyo war crime trials in Asia-Pacific after World War II.
- Addresses the concepts of conventional war crimes, crimes against humanity, crimes against peace (such as the Pearl Harbor Incident) and violations of warfare law.
- Examines the legacy of Japanese war crime trials in Asia

Written by the Director of the Tokyo Trial Research Centre at China's Shanghai Jiao Tong University, this book provides a unique analysis of war crime trials in Asia-Pacific after World War II. It offers a comprehensive review of key events during this period, covering preparations for the Trial, examining the role of the War Crimes Commission of the United Nations as well as offering a new [...] 

About the author
Zhaoqi Cheng is Professor and Director of the Tokyo Trial Research Centre of Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China. His research focuses on Tokyo Trial studies, Nanjing Massacre studies, and [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Japan; Political History; War Crimes; World History, Global and Transnational History; History of China

---

Histories of Global Inequality
New Perspectives
C. O. Christiansen, S. L. B. Jensen (Eds.)

- Singles out some of the most pressing themes in historical research on global inequality today
- Brings together fourteen essays from specialists across the history of inequality, of human rights, of decolonization and social movements, and of the contemporary history of global governance
- Presents a broad range of geographical contexts using qualitative approaches, supporting existing data sets and statistical overviews

This book argues that inequality is not just about numbers, but is also about lived, historical experience. It supplements economic research and offers a comprehensive stocktaking of existing thinking on global inequality and its historical development. The book is interdisciplinary, drawing upon regional and national perspectives from around the world while seeking to capture the [...] 

About the author
Christian Olaf Christiansen is Associate Professor at Aarhus University, Denmark. He is the author of Progressive Business: An Intellectual History of The Role of Business In American Society [...] 

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Social History; Economic History; Labor History
From Influence to Inhabitation
The Transformation of Astrobiology in the Early Modern Period
J. E. Christie

- Offers a new theory on the decline of astrology in the 17th and 18th centuries
- Shows the role of astrological tradition in early theories of extraterrestrial life
- Discusses astrobiology, combining the search for ET life with the study of terrestrial biology

This book describes how and why the early modern period witnessed the marginalisation of astrology in Western natural philosophy, and the re-adoption of the cosmological view of the existence of a plurality of worlds in the universe, allowing the possibility of extraterrestrial life. Founded in the mid-1990s, the discipline of astrobiology combines the search for extraterrestrial life with the […]

About the author
James E. Christie is a historian of early modern science and cosmology. His particular areas of interest include the history of astrology, the history of the ‘plurality of worlds’ philosophy, and […]

Fields of Interest
History of Science; History of Philosophy; Astrobiology; History of Early Modern Europe; Intellectual Studies

Series Title
International Archives of the History of Ideas Archives internationales d’histoire des idées

July 2019
155 x 235 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-22168-3

All Languages Rights Available

Bodies, Love, and Faith in the First World War
Dardanella and Peter
N. Christie, M. Gauvreau

- Charts the relationship and marriage of Gwyneth Murray and Harry Logan, through their personal correspondence from 1911-1919
- Explores conflicted and complex attempts to frame male and female self-identity during a period of cultural flux
- Demonstrates that ‘normative’ heterosexuality was not a fixed category in Edwardian society, but had to be constantly rearticulated

This book explores the courtship and marriage of Gwyneth Murray, an English woman, and a Canadian, Harry Logan, who wrote in the personae of their vagina (Dardanella) and penis (Peter) during World War I. Through an analysis of their extensive daily correspondence over nearly a decade, it uncovers the couple’s changing attitudes to the intersection of sexuality and religion, to marriage and […]

About the author
Nancy Christie is Adjunct Professor of History at the University of Western Ontario, Canada. Previous publications include Engendering the State: Family, Work and Welfare in Canada (2000), which […]

Fields of Interest
Cultural History; Social History; History of Modern Europe; Gender and Sexuality

Series Title
Genders and Sexualities in History

May 2019
XV, 319 p. 4 illus., 2 illus. in color. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00

All Languages Rights Available

Corpses in Belgian Anatomy, 1860-1914
Nobody’s Dead
T. Claes

- Examines the impact of changing medical practices and cultural attitudes towards death and the donation of bodies to medical facilities at the turn of the twentieth century
- Takes a unique methodological approach, following the trajectory of the corpse in anatomy from acquisition to disposal
- Offers new insights into understudied European centres, drawing comparisons with other continental cases and showing how religious and cultural ideas influenced the practice of dissection

This book tells the story of the thousands of corpses that ended up in the hands of anatomists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Composed as a travel story from the point of view of the cadaver, this study offers a […]

About the author
Tinne Claes is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the Cultural History since 1750 Research Group at the University of Leuven, Belgium, and Fellow of the Research Foundation – Flanders (FWO), Belgium.

Fields of Interest
History of Germany and Central Europe; History of Medicine; History of Science; Cultural History; Social History

Series Title
Medicine and Biomedical Sciences in Modern History

August 2019
XIV, 342 p. 21 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 64.99 | € 74.99 | $ 89.99
ISBN 978-3-030-20114-2

All Languages Rights Available
Drafting the Irish Constitution, 1935–1937
Transnational Influences in Interwar Europe
D. K. Coffey

- Pioneers a new method of constitutional dating in order to re-construct the drafting of the 1937 Irish Constitution
- Places the Constitution within the context of transnational constitutional trends
- Appeals to scholars of Irish legal and constitutional history, comparative legal history, and European history

The second of two volumes, this book situates the drafting of the Irish Constitution within broader transnational constitutional currents. Donal K. Coffey pioneers a new method of draft sequencing in order to track early influences in the drafting process and demonstrate the importance of European influences such as the German, Polish, and Portuguese Constitutions to the Irish drafts. He also […]

About the author
Donal K. Coffey is Senior Research Fellow at the Max Planck Institute for European Legal History, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Fields of Interest
Legal History; History of Britain and Ireland; Imperialism and Colonialism; Constitutional Law

Series Title
Palgrave Modern Legal History

America’s Failing Economy and the Rise of Ronald Reagan
E. R. Crouse

- Analyzes the economic crisis of the 1970s and the subsequent 1980 presidential campaign as a watershed era in American history
- Weaves a vivid, accessible narrative of Keynesian thought and American politics in the 1970s
- Appeals to scholars and students of American economic history, Keynesian economics, and twentieth-century American politics

This book examines one of the most important economic outcomes in American history—the breakdown of the Keynesian Revolution. Drawing on economic literature, the memoirs of economists and politicians, and the popular press, Eric Crouse examines how economic decline in the 1970s precipitated a political revolution. Keynesian thought flourished through the presidencies of Lyndon B. Johnson, […]

About the author
Eric R. Crouse is Professor of History and Global Studies at Tyndale University College, Canada.

Fields of Interest
US History; Economic History; Modern History; Political History

Series Title
New Approaches to Byzantine History and Culture

The Velestino Hoard
Casting Light on the Byzantine ‘Dark Ages’
F. Curta, B. S. Szmoniewski

- Examines, in detail, the origins, iconography and purpose of the Velestino hoard
- Explores the Byzantine cultural and political context in which the Velestino hoard was created
- Provides fresh insights into a poorly studied period of Byzantine history

This book examines the remarkable Velestino hoard, found in Thessaly in the 1920s, and analyses the light that this collection of artifacts sheds on a poorly studied period of Byzantine history, and on largely neglected aspects of Byzantine civilization. Many collections of Byzantine gold- and silverware, such as Vrap and Seuso, have been surrounded by controversy. None, however, has been […]

About the author
Florin Curta is Professor of Medieval History and Archaeology at the University of Florida, USA. He is the author of Southeastern Europe in the Middle Ages, 500-1250 (2006) and The […]

Fields of Interest
History of Medieval Europe; Cultural History; Archaeology; Social History; History of Technology
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148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00
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All Languages Rights Available
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148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
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All Languages Rights Available

March 2019
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148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-04845-7

All Languages Rights Available
The Religious Left in Modern America
Doorkeepers of a Radical Faith
L. Danielson, M. Mollin, D. Rossinow (Eds.)
- Offers a comparative and long-term perspective on the intersecting histories of religious radicalism and the secular left
- Challenges the perception that religion is antagonistic to democratic politics and culture
- Chapters explore a diverse range of religious groups that contributed to the key social movements of the twentieth century
This edited collection of exciting new scholarship provides comprehensive coverage of the broad sweep of twentieth century religious activism on the American left. The volume covers a diversity of perspectives, including Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish history, and [...]
The Changing Face of Early Modern Time, 1550–1770
J. Desborough

- Explores the changing use of clocks and watches from 1550-1770 to offer new insights into early modern perceptions of time
- Focuses on the design of dials, showing how their shifting functions and appearances are central to knowledge transmission during this period
- Considers the wider context of literature, emotion and temporality, connecting changing ideas about time with other aspects of early modern culture

This book provides a reinterpretation of early modern clock and watch dials on the basis of use. Between 1550 and the emergence of a standard format in 1770, dials represented combinations of calendrical, lunar and astronomical information using multiple concentric rings, subsidiary dials and apertures. Change was gradual, but significant. Over the course of eight chapters and with reference […]

About the author
Jane Desborough is Curator of Scientific Instruments at the Science Museum in London, where she manages the museum’s Time Measurement collection. She has worked in a curatorial capacity in museums […]

Fields of Interest
Intellectual Studies; History of Early Modern Europe; History of Technology; Cultural History

Resistance and Colonialism
Insurgent Peoples in World History
N. Domingos, M. B. Jerónimo, R. Roque (Eds.)

- Proposes a critical re-examination of resistance in colonial and anti-colonial thought
- Explores new ways of thinking about resistance and colonialism during the period of modern European imperialism in the light of renewed interest in resistance studies
- Chapters cover a range of case studies, from ‘hidden’ accounts using oral and written records, to local case studies and transnational perspectives

This volume offers a critical re-examination of colonial and anti-colonial resistance imageries and practices in imperial history. It offers a fresh critique of both pejorative and celebratory readings of ‘insurgent peoples’, and it seeks to revitalize the study of […]

About the author
Nuno Domingos is Research Fellow at the Institute of Social Sciences at the University of Lisbon, Portugal, and Associate Researcher at the SOAS Food Studies Centre, UK. He is author of Football […]

Fields of Interest
Imperialism and Colonialism; World History, Global and Transnational History; Social History; Labor History

Italian Renaissance Utopias
Doni, Patrizi, and Zuccolo
A. Donato

- Provides the first English study of five prominent Italian Renaissance utopias by Anton Francesco Doni, Francesco Patrizi of Cherso and Lodovico Zuccolo
- Explores how the study of Doni, Patrizi, and Zuccolo sheds light on the debate about the essential traits of Renaissance utopias
- Includes comprehensive introductory essays, notes, and translations of this set of utopian texts to further our understanding of these texts

This book provides the first English study (comprehensive of introductory essays, translations, and notes) of five prominent Italian Renaissance utopias: Doni’s Wise and Crazy World, Patrizi’s The Happy City, and Zuccolo’s The Republic of Utopia, The Republic of Evandria, and The Happy City. The scholarship on Italian Renaissance utopias is still relatively underdeveloped; there is no […]

About the author
Antonio Donato is Associate Professor of Medieval and Renaissance Philosophy at Queens College, City University of New York, USA. He is the author of Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy as a […]

Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe; History of Italy; Cultural History; Intellectual Studies; History of Philosophy

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Utopianism

The Changing Face of Early Modern Time, 1550–1770
J. Desborough

Resistance and Colonialism
Insurgent Peoples in World History
N. Domingos, M. B. Jerónimo, R. Roque (Eds.)

Italian Renaissance Utopias
Doni, Patrizi, and Zuccolo
A. Donato

About the author
Jane Desborough is Curator of Scientific Instruments at the Science Museum in London, where she manages the museum’s Time Measurement collection. She has worked in a curatorial capacity in museums […]

Fields of Interest
Intellectual Studies; History of Early Modern Europe; History of Technology; Cultural History

Resistance and Colonialism
Insurgent Peoples in World History
N. Domingos, M. B. Jerónimo, R. Roque (Eds.)

About the author
Nuno Domingos is Research Fellow at the Institute of Social Sciences at the University of Lisbon, Portugal, and Associate Researcher at the SOAS Food Studies Centre, UK. He is author of Football […]

Fields of Interest
Imperialism and Colonialism; World History, Global and Transnational History; Social History; Labor History

Italian Renaissance Utopias
Doni, Patrizi, and Zuccolo
A. Donato

About the author
Antonio Donato is Associate Professor of Medieval and Renaissance Philosophy at Queens College, City University of New York, USA. He is the author of Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy as a […]

Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe; History of Italy; Cultural History; Intellectual Studies; History of Philosophy

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Utopianism
Civilians Under Siege from Sarajevo to Troy
A. Dowdall, J. Horne (Eds.)

- Analyses siege warfare as a discrete type of military engagement from ancient to modern times
- Examines the hitherto neglected effects of siege warfare on civilians
- Deploys a distinctive regressive method in order to avoid teleological interpretations

This edited volume analyses siege warfare as a discrete type of military engagement, in the face of which civilians are particularly vulnerable. Siege warfare is a form of combat that has usually had devastating effects on civilian populations. From the near-contemporary Siege of Sarajevo to the real and mythical sieges of the ancient Mediterranean, this has been a recurring type of military [...]

About the author
Alex Dowdall is Lecturer in the Cultural History of Modern War and Simon Research Fellow at the University of Manchester, UK.; John Horne is Emeritus Fellow of Trinity College Dublin, Ireland, [...]

Fields of Interest
History of Military; World History, Global and Transnational History; Cultural History; History of Ancient Europe; History of Modern Europe

The Belgian Army and Society from Independence to the Great War
M. Draper

- Explores the complicated relationship between the Belgian army and society from 1830 to 1914
- Provides insight into the concepts of citizenship, nationalism and militarisation in a divided society
- Argues that the Belgian army failed to foster a unified national identity from independence to the start of the First World War

This book explores Belgian state-building through the prism of its army from independence to the First World War. It argues that party-politics, which often ran along geographical, linguistic, and religious lines, prevented both Flemings and Walloons from reconciling their regional identities into a unified concept of Belgian nationalism. Equally, it obstructed the army from satisfactorily [...]

About the author
Mario Draper is Lecturer in Modern British and European History at the University of Kent, UK. His research focuses on the links between European armies and their parent societies in the [...]

Fields of Interest
History of Modern Europe; History of Military; Modern History; Social History; Political History

The Irish Medical Profession and the First World War
D. Durnin

- Examines the role of the Irish medical profession during the First World War
- Uncovers the key concerns related to Irish medical involvement in the British Army in the First World War and highlights the broader significance of the conflict on the twentieth-century development of Irish healthcare
- Considers both the physical, mental and emotional impact of war on Irish doctors and nurses, as well as the effect of war on the development of Ireland’s domestic medical infrastructure

This book examines the role of the Irish medical profession in the First World War. It assesses the extent of its involvement in the conflict while also interrogating the effect of global war on the development of Ireland’s domestic medical infrastructure, especially its hospital network. [...]

About the author
David Durnin completed his PhD in History at the Centre for the History of Medicine in Ireland, University College Dublin, Ireland. He has received several grants and awards for his work including [...]

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Imperialism and Colonialism; History of Medicine; History of Military; Social History

Series Title
Medicine and Biomedical Sciences in Modern History
Critically Mediterranean
Temporalities, Aesthetics, and Deployments of a Sea in Crisis
y. elhariry, E. T. Talbayev (Eds.)
- Liberates the Mediterranean from land-bound and historicist constructs
- Features a unique focus on the Mediterranean in the modern period, rather than the medieval or early modern
- Appeals to scholars of Mediterranean studies, memory studies, comparative literature, and history
Traversed by masses of migrants and wracked by environmental and economic change, the Mediterranean has come to connote crisis. In this context, Critically Mediterranean asks how the theories and methodologies of Mediterranean studies may be brought to bear upon the modern and contemporary periods. Contributors explore how the Mediterranean informs philosophy, phenomenology, the poetics of [...] 

About the author
yasser elhariry is Assistant Professor of French at Dartmouth College, USA. He is the author of Pacifist Invasions: Arabic, Translation, and the Postfrancophone Lyric (2017); Edwige Tamalet [...] 

Fields of Interest
Historiography and Method; Modern History; Cultural History; European History; History of the Middle East; History of North Africa

Series Title
Mediterranean Perspectives

The American Press and the Cold War
The Rise of Authoritarianism in South Korea, 1945–1954
O. Elliott
- Features the first scholarly study of American press coverage of South Korea in the 1940s and 1950s
- Examines the political, military, institutional, cultural, ideological, and personal factors that influenced American journalists covering South Korea
- Documents the largely forgotten stories of the foreign correspondents who sought to warn the United States about the rise of authoritarianism in South Korea as well as the efforts of the South Korean government to influence American public opinion
During the Cold War, the United States enabled the rise of President Syngman Rhee's repressive government in South Korea, and yet neither the American occupation nor Rhee's growing authoritarianism ever became particularly controversial news stories in the United States. [...] 

About the author
Oliver Elliott has taught at the London School of Economics and Political Science, U.K., where he earned his PhD in International History.

Fields of Interest
US History; History of Korea; World History, Global and Transnational History; Media and Communication; Political History

Transforming Empire in Japan and East Asia
The Taiwan Expedition and the Birth of Japanese Imperialism
R. Eskildsen
- Examines the history of a military expedition the Japanese government sent to southern Taiwan in 1874
- Explores the Japanese government's colonial intent, and its justification that a state must spread civilization and political authority to territories where it claimed sovereignty, thereby challenging Chinese authority in East Asia and consolidating its power domestically.
- Considers the origins of Japanese imperialism as emerging as part of the process of consolidating government power after the Meiji Restoration in a dynamic relationship with Western imperialism
This book examines the history of a military expedition the Japanese government sent to southern Taiwan in 1874, in the context of Japan's subordination to Western powers in the [...] 

About the author
Robert Eskildsen is Senior Associate Professor, Department of History, International Christian University, [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Japan; World History, Global and Transnational History; Imperialism and Colonialism

Series Title
New Directions in East Asian History
The Origins of Ethnic Conflict in Africa
Politics and Violence in Darfur, Oromia, and the Tana Delta
T. Etefa

- Offers a comparative study of three armed ethnic conflicts in three East African countries, in order to deepen our understanding of the political and transnational dimensions of ethnic conflict
- Argues that poor political governance and misuse of power by elites, rather than resource competition, ethnic diversity, or climate change, are the most fundamental causes of internal ethnic conflict
- Suggests political solutions to mitigate armed conflicts in Africa

From Darfur to the Rwandan genocide, journalists, policymakers, and scholars have blamed armed conflicts in Africa on ancient hatreds or competition for resources. Here, Tsega Etefa compares three such cases—the Darfur conflict between Arabs and non-Arabs, the Gumuz and Oromo clashes in Western Oromia, and [...]

About the author
Tsega Etefa is Associate Professor of History and Africana and Latin American Studies at Colgate University, New York, USA.

Fields of Interest
African History; Political History; Conflict Studies; Peace Studies

Series Title
African Histories and Modernities

March 2019
XIX, 271 p. 4 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-10539-6

All Languages Rights Available

The Worlds of Positivism
A Global Intellectual History, 1770–1930
J. Feichtinger, F. L. Fillafer, J. Surman (Eds.)

- Presents the first global history of positivism
- Explores the relationship between natural sciences and the humanities, science and religion, and universalism and cultural diversity on a global scale through Positivism’s culture of enquiry
- Provides a genealogy of scientific governance, with important social and ethical implications for today

This book is the first to trace the origins and significance of positivism on a global scale. Taking their cues from Auguste Comte and John Stuart Mill, positivists pioneered a universal, experience-based culture of scientific inquiry for studying nature and society—a new science that would enlighten all of humankind. Positivists envisaged one world united by science, but their efforts spawned [...]  

About the author
Johannes Feichtinger is Senior Research Associate at the Austrian Academy of Sciences and Visiting Professor for modern history and the philosophy of science at the University of Vienna, Austria; [...]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Intellectual Studies; History of Science; History of Philosophy; European History

February 2019
XX, 367 p. 6 illus., 1 illus. in color. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-88099-0

All Languages Rights Available

Colonial Justice and Decolonization in the High Court of Tanzania, 1920-1971
E. R. Feingold

- Provides the first account of the development and decolonization of a British colonial high court in Africa, as well as the first account of the development and decline of the Colonial Legal Service
- Takes a new approach to the study of decolonization, shifting the focus from the moment of independence toward more subtle changes in colonial state institutions
- Shows how the decolonization process maintained most British judicial attributes and practices, while removing features that reinforced colonial authority

This book is the first study of the development and decolonization of a British colonial high court in Africa. It traces the history of the High Court of [...]  

About the author
Ellen R. Feingold completed her DPhil in history at the University of Oxford in 2012. She is a museum curator and also a faculty affiliate of the African Studies Program at Georgetown University.

Fields of Interest
Imperialism and Colonialism; African History; Legal History; History of Britain and Ireland

Series Title
Cambridge Imperial and Post-Colonial Studies Series

February 2019
XV, 278 p. 12 illus., 8 illus. in color. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-88823-1

All Languages Rights Available
Magic and Witchery in the Modern West
Celebrating the Twentieth Anniversary of 'The Triumph of the Moon'
S. Feraro, E. Doyle White (Eds.)

- Presents a range of new and innovative studies on Wicca and related forms of modern occult and Pagan witchcraft
- Builds upon the pioneering work of Professor Ronald Hutton on modern Western beliefs regarding magic and witchcraft
- Examines Paganism and occultism from a range of perspectives including historical, anthropological, and psychological ones

This book marks twenty years since the publication of Professor Ronald Hutton's The Triumph of the Moon, a major contribution to the historical study of Wicca. Building on and celebrating Hutton's pioneering work, the chapters in this volume explore a range of modern magical, occult, and Pagan groups active in Western nations. Each contributor is a specialist in the study of modern Paganism [...]

About the author
Shai Feraro is Lecturer at the Oranim College of Education, Israel, and the Secretary of the Israeli Association for the Study of Religions. He has published on modern Paganism and Goddess [...]

Fields of Interest
Cultural History; Social History; European History; Modern History

Series Title
Palgrave Historical Studies in Witchcraft and Magic

August 2019
XIII, 259 p. 1 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-030-15548-3

Juana I
Legitimacy and Conflict in Sixteenth-Century Castile
G. B. Fleming

- Cuts through romantic myth-making about Juana 'the Mad' to rethink her as a key political figure
- Examines the causes and circumstances of the comunero uprising of 1520–1522, perhaps the first modern revolutionary movement in Western Europe
- Appeals to scholars of queenship and late medieval and early modern European and Spanish history

This book examines the deep and lengthy crisis of legitimacy triggered by the death of Prince Juan of Castile and Aragon in 1497 and the subsequent ascent of Juana I to the throne in 1504. Confined by historiography and myth to the madwoman's attic, Juana emerges here as a key figure at the heart of a period of tremendous upheaval, reaching its peak in the war of the Comunidades, or comunero [...]

About the author
Gillian B. Fleming received her doctorate from the International History Department of the London School of Economics and Political Science, UK.

Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe; Women's Studies; Imperialism and Colonialism; Social History

Series Title
Queenship and Power

April 2019
XXI, 356 p. 5 illus. in color. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00

Print and Party Politics in Ireland, 1689-1714
S. Forbes

- Provides the first comprehensive study of the development of Irish political print culture from 1688 to 1714
- Utilises a wide range of print media, including newspapers, sermons and pamphlet literature
- Demonstrates the significant role that printed publications played in escalating partisan tensions in Ireland

This book is the first full-length study of the development of Irish political print culture from the Glorious Revolution of 1688–9 to the advent of the Hanoverian succession in 1714. Based on extensive analysis of publications produced in Ireland during the period, including newspapers, sermons and pamphlet literature, this book demonstrates that print played a significant role in [...]

About the author
Suzanne Forbes is Lecturer in History at the Open University, UK.

Fields of Interest
Cultural History; Political History; History of the Book; History of Britain and Ireland; History of Early Modern Europe

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in the History of the Media

April 2019
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-10080-3
Biography and History in Film
T. Freeman, D. Smith (Eds.)

- Examines the relationship of biographical films from the 1920s to the 2010s to historical knowledge
- Demonstrates how films reflect changing understandings of historical figures and events
- Considers how the categories of race, gender and sexuality are represented in biographical film

The essays in this volume seek to analyze biographical films as representations of historical individuals and the times in which they lived. To do this, contributors examine the context in which certain biographical films were made, including the state of knowledge about their subjects at that moment, and what these films reveal about the values and purposes of those who created them. This is [...] 

About the author
Thomas S. Freeman is Lecturer in the Department of History at the University of Essex, UK. He is the co-author of Religion and the Book in Early Modern England: the Making of Foxe's ‘Book of [...] 

Fields of Interest
Cultural History; Film History; Modern History; Media Studies; Social History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in the History of the Media

Sculpture, Sexuality and History
Encounters in Literature, Culture and the Arts from the Eighteenth Century to the Present
J. Funke, J. Grove (Eds.)

- Offers a new understanding of the different ways in which the reception of statuary has been shaped by debates about sexuality and history
- Explores how sculptures have opened up debates about queer desires and identities, as well as obscenity, censorship and morality
- Brings together leading international experts and cutting-edge scholars from an extensive range of disciplines

This book investigates the wide-ranging connections between sculpture, sexuality, and history in Western culture from the eighteenth century to the present. Sculpture has offered a privileged site for the articulation [...] 

About the author
Jana Funke is Senior Lecturer in the Department of English at the University of Exeter, UK. Her research focuses on modernist literature and the history of sexuality and the history of sexual [...] 

Fields of Interest
Cultural History; History of Modern Europe; Gender Studies; Modern History; Fine Arts

Series Title
Genders and Sexualities in History

China’s Economic Engagement in North Korea
B. Gao

- Provides a comprehensive and up to date account of the Sino-DPRK economic relationship
- Explores the domestic drivers behind the commercialisation of Sino-DPRK relations
- Highlights that non-traditional security issues play a significant role in building interdependence between states

This book addresses growing tensions in Northeast Asia, notably between North Korea and China. Focusing on China’s economic participation in North Korea’s minerals and fisheries industries, the author explores the role of China’s sub-state and non-state actors in implementing China’s foreign economic policy towards North Korea. The book discusses these actors’ impact on the regional order in [...] 

About the author
Bo Gao is Lecturer at the College of Marxism, Ningbo University of Finance and Economics, China, having gained his PhD at the University of Nottingham Ningbo. His research interests include [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of China; Asian Economics; History of Korea; Organizational Studies, Economic Sociology; Natural Resource and Energy Economics

Series Title
Palgrave Series in Asia and Pacific Studies
Limiting Outer Space
Astroculture After Apollo
A. C.T. Geppert (Ed.)

- Second volume in the European Astroculture trilogy
- Propels the historicization of outer space by focusing on the Post-Apollo era of crisis and reconfiguration
- Utilizes an international and transdisciplinary perspective to explore the cultural history of outer space

Limiting Outer Space propels the historicization of outer space by focusing on the Post-Apollo period. After the moon landings, disillusionment set in. Outer space, no longer considered the inevitable destination of human expansion, lost much of its popular appeal, cultural significance and political urgency. With the rapid waning of the worldwide Apollo frenzy, the optimism of the Space Age […]

About the author
Alexander C.T. Geppert is Associate Professor of History and European Studies and Global Network Associate Professor at New York University Shanghai as well as NYU’s Center for European and […]

Fields of Interest
History of Science; Astronomy, Observations and Techniques; Cultural History; History of Technology

IIliberal Transitional Justice and the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia
R. Gidley

- Examines how the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia operated since they were created
- Explores how narratives of the Khmer Rouge informs understandings of, and politics of, contemporary Cambodia
- Argues that the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia are an example of illiberal transitional justice

This book examines the creation and operation of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), which is a hybrid domestic/international tribunal tasked with putting senior leaders of the Khmer Rouge on trial. It argues that the ECCC should be considered an example of illiberal transitional justice, where the language of procedure is strongly adhered to but political […]

About the author
Rebecca Gidley teaches history and international relations at the College of Asia and the Pacific, Australian National University. She has published on topics including narratives of mass […]

Fields of Interest
History of Southeast Asia; Modern History; Legal History; Political History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in the History of Genocide

P. Glen

- Considers how the music press has shaped our understandings of youth, and their role in politics and social change
- Assesses the frictions emerging from debates on modes of behaviour, identity and self-expression for a youth readership
- Takes a thematic approach to uncovering and deconstructing viewpoints debated as elements of ‘permissiveness’

This book is a work of press history that considers how the music press represented permissive social change for their youthful readership. Read by millions every week, the music press provided young people across the country with a guide to the sounds, personalities and controversies that shaped British popular music and, more broadly, British culture and society. By analysing music papers […]

About the author
Patrick Glen is a research fellow at the University of Wolverhampton, UK, and teaches Music Journalism at the University of Salford, UK. He is the former Research Associate at University College […]

Fields of Interest
Cultural History; History of Britain and Ireland; Social History; History of Modern Europe; Printing and Publishing

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in the History of Subcultures and Popular Music
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Moral Ecologies
Histories of Conservation, Dispossession and Resistance
C. J. Griffin, R. Jones, I. J. M. Robertson (Eds.)

- Extends the concept of “moral ecology” developed by Karl Jacoby to case studies across Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia and the Americas
- Examines how conservation efforts dispossess local populations, particularly poor Indigenous peoples and settlers
- Features an afterword by Karl Jacoby

This book offers the first systematic study of how elite conservation schemes and policies define once customary and vernacular forms of managing common resources as banditry—and how the ‘bandits’ fight back. Drawing inspiration from Karl Jacoby’s seminal Crimes against Nature, this book takes Jacoby’s moral ecology and extends the concept beyond the founding of American national parks. From […]

About the author
Carl J. Griffin is Professor of Historical Geography at the University of Sussex, UK.; Roy Jones is Emeritus Professor of Geography at Curtin University, Perth, Australia.; Iain J. M. Robertson is […]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; History of Science; Social History; Cultural History; Environmental Philosophy; Historical Geography

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in World Environmental History

April 2019
XIII, 306 p. 16 illus., 11 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-06111-1

All Languages Rights Available

Portraits of Edo and Early Modern Japan
The Shogun’s Capital in Zuhiitsu Writings, 1657–1855
G. Groemer

- Examines the old historical area of Edo, where Tokyo now stands
- Focuses on the literary voice of eye witnesses and the resulting ‘zuhiitsu’ chronicling
- Offers a unique insight into Japanese social, cultural, and political history, and the development of what was at the time the largest city in the world

This volume presents a series of five portraits of Edo, the central region of urban space today known as Tokyo, from the great fire of 1657 to the devastating earthquake of 1855. This book endeavors to allow Edo, or at least some of the voices that constituted Edo, to do most of the speaking. These voices become audible in the work of five Japanese eye-witness observers, who notated what they […]

About the author
Gerald Groemer is Professor of Japanese and Western Musicology at the University of Yamanashi in Kofu, Japan. His previous books, both in Japanese and in English, have treated chiefly early modern […]

Fields of Interest
History of Japan; Asian Literature; Urban History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in World Environmental History

July 2019
XXIX, 372 p. 109 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99

All Languages Rights Available

El Niño in World History
R. Grove, G. Adamson

- Examines the role of El Niño in the major social changes of human history
- Charts El Niño’s history as a global weather phenomenon and its resultant devastating weather

This book examines the role of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in society. Throughout human history, large or recurrent El Niños could cause significant disruption to societies and in some cases even contribute to political change. Yet it is only now that we are coming to appreciate the significance of the phenomenon. In this volume, Richard Grove and George Adamson chart the dual […]

About the author
Richard Grove is a pioneering global environmental historian whose numerous books include Green Imperialism; Ecology, Climate and Empire, and El Niño- history and crisis . He was Professorial […]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Climate Change/Climate Change Impacts; History of Science; Climate Change; Social History; Imperialism and Colonialism

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in World Environmental History
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ISBN 978-1-349-68779-4

All Languages Rights Available
Public History and Culture in South Africa
Memorialisation and Liberation Heritage Sites in Johannesburg and the Township Space
A. K. Hlongwane, S. M. Ndlovu

- Examines the memorialisation of South Africa's liberation struggle in the context of a complex political landscape
- Brings together the authors' experiences as former activists against apartheid and their expertise in public history, historiography, and heritage studies
- Appeals to scholars and students of South African history, memory studies, public history, heritage studies, political history, and cultural history

The post-apartheid era in South Africa has, in the space of nearly two decades, experienced a massive memory boom, manifest in a plethora of new memorials and museums and in the renaming of streets, buildings, cities and more across the country. This memorialisation [...]
The Magic of Coin-Trees from Religion to Recreation
The Roots of a Ritual
C. Houlbrook

- Provides the first book-length study focusing specifically on, and cataloguing, British coin-trees
- Contributes to debates on the historic relationships between religion, ritual, and popular magic in British contexts
- Utilises an interdisciplinary approach, combining methodologies from folklore, anthropology and archaeology

This book traces the history of ritual landscapes in the British Isles, and the transition from religious practice to recreation, by focusing on a highly understudied exemplar: the coin-tree. These are trees imbued with magical properties into which coins have been ritually embedded. This is a contemporary custom which can be traced back in the literature to the 1700s, when it was practiced [...] 

About the author
Ceri Houlbrook is Early Career Researcher of History and Folklore at the University of Hertfordshire, UK, and the co-editor of The Materiality of Magic: An Artefactual Investigation into Ritual [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Social History; History of Early Modern Europe; Cultural History; History of Religion

Series Title
Palgrave Historical Studies in Witchcraft and Magic

Human Trafficking and Security in Southern Africa
The South African and Mozambican Experience
R. O. Iroanya

- Provides a global overview of human trafficking and case studies with in-depth analysis of the issue in South Africa and Mozambique
- Offers frameworks and policy recommendations for understanding and addressing the security dimensions of human trafficking
- Analyzes existing international, regional, and national anti-trafficking legislation, with special focus on the region of Southern Africa

This book investigates the links between human trafficking and national security in Southern Africa. Human trafficking violates borders, supports organised crime and corrupts border officials, and yet policymakers rarely view the persistence of human trafficking [...] 

About the author
Richard Obinna Iroanya is a member of the Thabo Mbeki African Leadership Institute, University of South Africa. Formerly a research fellow at the Africa Institute of South Africa, he is the [...] 

Fields of Interest
African History; African Politics; Trafficking; International Security Studies

Series Title
African Histories and Modernities

Women’s Work in Special Period Cuba
Making Ends Meet
D. Jerónimo Kersh

- Examines women’s labor in post-Soviet Cuba, focusing on five main sources of income that women used to survive, including the black market, entrepreneurship, sex work, tourism sector work, and state employment, as well as combinations of work in different sectors
- Uses the theoretical framework of individual and collective memory to illuminate labor conditions for Cuban women since 1989
- Builds upon the feminisation thesis that Cuban women were disproportionately affected by the post-Soviet Special Period economic crisis

The abrupt loss of Soviet financial support in 1989 resulted in the near-collapse of the Cuban economy, ushering in the almost two decades of austerity measures and severe shortages of food and basic consumer goods referred to as the Special Period. Through the innovative framework of individual and collective memory, Daliany Jerónimo Kersh brings together analysis of press sources and oral [...] 

About the author
Daliany Jerónimo Kersh is Assistant Professor of International History at Richmond, The American International University in London.

Fields of Interest
Latin American History; Oral History; Women’s Studies; Labor History; Social History
Imperial Ladies of the Ottonian Dynasty
Women and Rule in Tenth-Century Germany
P. G. Jestice
- Examines elite Ottonian women, particularly Theophanu and Adelheid, in the context of attitudes toward women in Germany of the central Middle Ages
- Presents arguments against the concept of exceptionalism—the idea that Ottonian royal women were treated and had powers very different from those of non-royal women
- Appeals to students and scholars of medieval history, German history, queenship and monarchy studies, and gender studies

In tenth-century Europe and particularly in Germany, imperial women were able to wield power in ways that were scarcely imaginable in earlier centuries. Theophanu and Adelheid were two of the most influential figures in the Ottonian reich along with their [...] 

About the author
Phyllis G. Jestice is Professor of Medieval History and chair of the Department of History at the College of Charleston, South Carolina, USA. She is the author of Wayward Monks and the Religious [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Medieval Europe; History of Germany and Central Europe; Imperialism and Colonialism; Women’s Studies

Series Title
Queenship and Power

The Tokyo Trial and War Crimes in Asia
M. Ju-ao
- Offers a unique Chinese perspective on the establishment and workings of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East
- Engages with the Tokyo Trial from an interdisciplinary perspective, highlighting the relevance of both international law and international relations
- Considers the ongoing legacy of the Tokyo Trial on contemporary international criminal justice

This book examines the process and the impact of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East, otherwise known as the Tokyo Trial, which was convened in 1946 to try political military leaders accused of involvement in war crimes. Offering valuable research material on the establishment of the tribunal, it studies the background to the establishment of the International Military [...] 

About the author
Mei Ju-ao (Chinese: 梅汝璈, 1904-1973) was a Chinese jurist, legislator and author. After graduating from Tsinghua University in 1924, Mei Ju-ao studied in the United States and in 1926 was awarded a [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Japan; War Crimes; Asian Politics; International Criminal Law

Outlaws, Anxiety, and Disorder in Southern Africa
Material Histories of the Maloti-Drakensberg
R. King
- Offers new ways of thinking about colonial outlaws, disruption, deviance and disorder as distinctly material experiences
- Contributes to a growing body of research on anxiety in the colonial imagination: how this was constructed and felt in times of uncertainty
- Innovatively combines material culture and archaeological approaches to explore the histories of these outsiders in the Maloti-Drakensberg Mountains of Lesotho and South Africa

This book explores how objects, landscapes, and architecture were at the heart of how people imagined outlaws and disorder in colonial [...] 

About the author
Rachel King is Lecturer in Cultural Heritage Studies at the Institute of Archaeology, University College London, UK. She holds degrees in archaeology from Stanford University, US, and the [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Sub-Saharan Africa; Imperialism and Colonialism; Social History; Archaeology; African Culture

Series Title
Cambridge Imperial and Post-Colonial Studies Series
Indian Cotton Textiles in West Africa
K. Kobayashi

- Explores how West African consumers shaped patterns of global trade, influencing economies in Western Europe, South Asia and the Americas
- Offers a new perspective on the history of South-South globalization during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
- Reveals the important role played by Indian cotton textiles in the transatlantic slave trade

This book focuses on the significant role of West African consumers in the development of the global economy. It explores their demand for Indian cotton textiles and how their consumption shaped patterns of global trade, influencing economies and businesses from Western Europe to South Asia. In turn, the book examines how cotton textile production in southern India responded to this demand. […]

About the author
Kazuo Kobayashi is Associate Professor of Economic History at Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan. He completed his PhD at the London School of […]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; African History; History of South Asia; Economic History; Labor History

Series Title
Cambridge Imperial and Post-Colonial Studies Series

July 2019
XVIII, 256 p. 484 illus., 7 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-18674-6
All Languages Rights Available

A Global History of Anti-Apartheid
‘Forward to Freedom’ in South Africa
A. Konieczna, R. Skinner (Eds.)

- Explores the globalization of anti-apartheid as one of the most powerful and diverse social movements in modern history
- Analyses the factors and connections that allowed anti-apartheid to emerge on a global scale and the networks through which it was promoted around the world
- Contributes to the global history of anti-apartheid, moving beyond previous scholarship on national and regional movements

This book explores the global history of anti-apartheid and international solidarity with southern African freedom struggles from the 1960s. It examines the institutions, campaigns and ideological frameworks that defined the globalization of anti-apartheid, the […]

About the author
Anna Konieczna is a teaching fellow at Sciences Po, France. Her research focuses on the history of international relations in Africa and the French foreign policy in Southern Africa. Rob Skinner […]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; African History; Political History; Social History

Series Title
St Antony’s Series

April 2019
XV, 345 p. 6 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
All Languages Rights Available

Becoming a Queen in Early Modern Europe
East and West
K. Kosior

- Offers the first study to compare early modern Polish and French ceremonies accompanying Jagiellonian and Valois royal weddings, coronations and childbirth
- Explores the dynamic between the pan-European royal culture, French and Polish political cultures, and the practicalities of staging royal ceremonies
- Establishes Poland’s place in the tapestry of early modern European monarchy, challenging the central place of western Europe in the historiography

Queens of Poland are conspicuously absent from the study of European queenship—an absence which, together with early modern Poland’s marginal place in the historiography, results in a picture of European royal culture that can only be lopsided and incomplete. Katarzyna Kosior cuts through persistent stereotypes of an East-West dichotomy and a culturally isolated early modern Poland to offer a […]

About the author
Katarzyna Kosior is a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at Northumbria University, UK.

Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe: World History, Global and Transnational History; Russian, Soviet, and East European History; History of France; Women’s Studies

Series Title
Queenship and Power

April 2019
XII, 256 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-11847-1
All Languages Rights Available
Lived Religion and Everyday Life in Early Modern Hagiographic Material
J. Kuuliala, R. Peake, P. Räisänen-Schröder (Eds.)

- Offers cutting-edge insights into early modern social and cultural history
- Explores lived religion and experience through the prism of various hagiographic texts and art
- Argues that hagiographic material can be used to enhance our understanding of history beyond the medieval period

This book discusses the ways in which early modern hagiographic sources can be used to study lived religion and everyday life from the fifteenth to the seventeenth century. For several decades, saints’ lives, other spiritual biographies, miracle narratives, canonisation processes, iconography, and dramas, have been widely utilised in studies on medieval religious practices and social history. [...] About the author
Jenni Kuuliala is Postdoctoral Researcher at Tampere University, Finland.; Rose-Marie Peake is Postdoctoral Researcher at the University of Helsinki, Finland.; Päivi Räisänen-Schröder is Adjunct [...] Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe; History of Religion; Social History; Cultural History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in the History of Experience

November 2019
Approx. 340 p. 26 illus.   Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89,99 | € 99,99  | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-030-15552-0

All Languages Rights Available

The Resilient City in World War II
Urban Environmental Histories
S. Laakkonen, J. R. McNeill, R. P. Tucker, T. Vuorisalo (Eds.)

- Offers the first in-depth investigation of the relationship between World War II, cities, and the environment
- Covers a diverse array of socio-geographical environments across four continents
- Argues for the relevance of the urban environmental history of World War II today, as the consequences of climate change loom large and compel cities to find new solutions

The fate of towns and cities stands at the center of the environmental history of World War II. Broad swaths of cityscapes were destroyed by the bombing of targets such as transport hubs, electrical grids, and industrial districts, and across Europe, Asia, and the Americas. [...] About the author
Simo Laakkonen is Senior Lecturer of Landscape Studies at the University of Turku, Finland.; J. R. McNeill is Professor of History at Georgetown [...] Fields of Interest
History of World War II and the Holocaust; Environment Studies; Urban History; World History, Global and Transnational History; History of Military

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in World Environmental History

July 2019
XX, 317 p. 31 illus., 12 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89,99 | € 99,99  | $ 119.99

All Languages Rights Available

British Invasion and Spy Literature, 1871–1918
Historical Perspectives on Contemporary Society
D. Laurie-Fletcher

- Draws on literary sources to explore contemporary society during World War I
- Explores areas that have previously been neglected or marginalised in the study of invasion and spy literature
- Examines the content, audience, and reception of invasion and spy literature

This book examines British invasion and spy literature and the political, social, and cultural attitudes that it expresses. This form of literature began to appear towards the end of the nineteenth century and developed into a clearly recognised form during the Edwardian period (1901-1914). By looking at the origins and evolution of invasion literature, and to a lesser extent detective [...] About the author
Danny Laurie-Fletcher is an adjunct researcher at Flinders University, Australia. Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Cultural History; Literary History; Social History; British and Irish Literature

March 2019
XI, 264 p.   Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59,99 | € 69,99  | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-03851-9

All Languages Rights Available
Remembrance of the Great War in the Irish Free State, 1914–1937
Specters of Empire
M. Link

- Highlights the connections between war, memory, empire and decolonization in early Free State Ireland
- Explores the private acts of remembrance of Irishmen who served in the British Army during the First World War against the changing political landscape of revolutionary and independent Ireland
- Argues that the Great War was a far more integral and powerful part of Irish national identity in the early twentieth century than has previously been asserted

This book focuses on how Irish remembrance of the First World War impacted the emerging Irish identity in the postcolonial Irish Free State. While all combatants of the "war to end all wars" commemorated the war, Irish memorial efforts were fraught with debate over Irish identity and politics that frequently resulted in violence against commemorators and World War I veterans. The book examines [...] 

About the author
Mandy Link is Assistant Professor of Modern European History at the University of Texas at Tyler, USA.

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Memory Studies; Imperialism and Colonialism; Cultural History; History of Military

July 2019
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-19510-6

All Languages Rights Available

 Argentine Foreign Policy during the Military Dictatorship, 1976–1983
Between a Nationalist and Pragmatic Approach
M. Lisińska

- Offers the first comprehensive study of foreign policy in Argentina during the 1976–1983 military dictatorship
- Focuses on the role of ideology in foreign policy decision-making
- Appeals to scholars of international relations, Latin American history, and Latin American politics

This book examines Argentine foreign policy under the military dictatorship from 1976–1983, also known as the National Reorganization Process. It brings together case studies on the most distinctive decisions and key issues in the regime's foreign relations, including the international response to human rights violations, the dispute with Chile over the Beagle Channel, covert operations in [...] 

About the author
Magdalena Lisińska is Assistant Lecturer at the Institute of Political Science and International Relations of the Jagiellonian University in Poland. Her research focuses on Argentine politics and [...] 

Fields of Interest
Latin American History; History of Military; Latin American Politics; Political History; Foreign Policy

February 2019
XV, 197 p. 9 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 54.99 | € 64.99 | $ 79.99
ISBN 978-3-030-06214-9

All Languages Rights Available

 Mrs Humphry Ward and Greenian Philosophy
Religion, Society and Politics
H. Loader

- Presents the Victorian writer and reformer Mary Ward (Mrs Humphry Ward) as a Greenian woman by examining the philosophy of Thomas Hill Green
- Provides insight into how Victorian and early-Edwardian women overcame gendered boundaries to participate in debates about British idealism
- Takes an interdisciplinary approach to examine Mrs Humphry Ward’s contribution to British society

This book examines Mary Ward’s distinctive insight into late-Victorian and Edwardian society as a famous writer and reformer, who was inspired by the philosopher and British idealist, Thomas Hill Green. As a talented woman who had studied among Oxford University intellectuals in the 1870s, and the granddaughter of Dr Arnold of Rugby, Mrs Humphry Ward (as she was best known) was in a unique [...] 

About the author
Helen Loader is a member of the Centre for the History of Women’s Education, based in the University of Winchester, UK.

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Cultural History; Intellectual Studies; Women’s Studies; Social History

May 2019
XV, 281 p. 3 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-14108-0

All Languages Rights Available
Church, State and Colonialism in Southeastern Congo, 1890–1962
R. A. Loffman

- Explores the uneasy relationship between church and state in the Belgian Congo, showing how the expansion of the Catholic Church contributed both to the construction and dismantling of colonial rule
- Draws on extensive archival research and oral history, taking the Kongolo territory in southeastern Congo as a focus for understanding church-state relations in central Africa
- Contributes to emerging research on the history of the Catholic Church in Africa

This book examines the relationship between Catholic missionaries and the colonial administration in southeastern Belgian Congo. It challenges the perception that the Church and the state worked seamlessly together. Instead, using the territory of Kongolo as a [...] about the author
Reuben A. Loffman is Lecturer in African History at Queen Mary, University of London, UK. He has published articles on the history of the Democratic Republic of the Congo in journals such as [...] fields of interest
Imperialism and Colonialism; History of Sub-Saharan Africa; History of Religion

Switzerland and Migration
Historical and Current Perspectives on a Changing Landscape
B. Lüthi, D. Skenderovic (Eds.)

- Explores the relationship between migration, power and agency in one of the countries with the highest migrant population in Europe
- Brings together historians, sociologists, anthropologists and cultural studies scholars to offer new perspectives on historical experiences and legacies of migration
- Takes a transnational and comparative approach to migration history

This book explores the history of migration in Switzerland from the late nineteenth century to the present day. It brings together recent scholarship on Switzerland in the field of cultural and migration studies, as well as migration history, and combines various research approaches from postcolonial studies, transnational studies, border studies, and history of knowledge. Since the late [...] about the author
Barbara Lüthi is Assistant Professor in the History Department, University of Cologne, Germany. She was a Visiting Scholar at UC Santa Barbara, the University of Chicago, and at UC Davis. [...] fields of interest
History of Germany and Central Europe; Social History; Migration; World History, Global and Transnational History

Histories of Post-Mortem Contagion
Infectious Corpses and Contested Burials
C. Lynteris, N. H. A. Evans (Eds.)

- Explores for the first time the social, cultural and medical history of human corpses and burials comparatively
- Offers insight into an international selection of epidemics from the fourteenth century to the present day
- Reveals findings of interest to historians, archaeologists, anthropologists and public health experts

This edited volume draws historians and anthropologists together to explore the contested worlds of epidemic corpses and their disposal. Why are burials so frequently at the center of disagreement, recrimination and protest during epidemics? Why are the human corpses produced in the course of infectious disease outbreaks seen as dangerous, not just to the living, but also to the continued [...] about the author
Christos Lynteris is Senior Lecturer in Social Anthropology at the University of St Andrews, UK, and Principal Investigator of the ERC-funded research project Visual Representations of the Third [...] fields of interest
History of Science; World History, Global and Transnational History, History of Medicine

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Migration History

June 2019
XXI, 281 p. 15 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-17379-1
All Languages Rights Available

May 2019
XV, 357 p. 14 illus., 9 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-94246-9
All Languages Rights Available

January 2019
XVII, 230 p. 8 illus. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 74.99 | € 84.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-87431-9
All Languages Rights Available
John Ruskin’s Politics and Natural Law
An Intellectual Biography
G. A. MacDonald

- Offers a revisionist intellectual biography of John Ruskin
- Investigates the role of late medieval and pre-Enlightenment thought in Ruskin’s religious and political ideas
- Appeals to scholars of Victorian studies, political philosophy, intellectual history, and medieval and Renaissance history

This book offers new perspectives on the origins and development of John Ruskin’s political thought. Graham A. MacDonald traces the influence of late medieval and pre-Enlightenment thought in Ruskin’s writing, reintroducing readers to Ruskin’s politics as shaped through his engagement with concepts of natural law, legal rights, labour and welfare organization. From Ruskin’s youthful studies of [...] 

About the author
Graham A. MacDonald has worked as a teacher, librarian, park planner, heritage consultant and; historian. Between 1991 and 2001 he was National Park Historian for Parks Canada, Western Region. He [...] 

Fields of Interest
Intellectual Studies; History of Britain and Ireland; History of Philosophy; Political Theory

Textile Trades, Consumer Cultures, and the Material Worlds of the Indian Ocean
An Ocean of Cloth
P. Machado, S. Fee, G. Campbell (Eds.)

- Presents the first truly comprehensive study of textile trades across the Indian Ocean
- Advances knowledge of textiles and trade in the region with a unique, expansive geographical and chronological focus
- Appeals to scholars of history, anthropology, art history, and geography, as well as archaeologists, curators, and collectors

This collection examines cloth as a material and consumer object from early periods to the twenty-first century, across multiple oceanic sites—from Zanzibar, Muscat and Kampala to Ajanta, Srivijaya and Osaka. It moves beyond usual focuses on a single fibre (such as cotton) or place (such as India) to provide a fresh, expansive perspective of the ocean as an “interaction-based arena,” with an [...] 

About the author
Pedro Machado is Associate Professor of History at Indiana University, Bloomington, USA.; Sarah Fee is a Curator [...] 

Fields of Interest
Asian History; Cultural History; World History; Global and Transnational History; Asian Culture

Series Title
Palgrave Series in Indian Ocean World Studies

Population Registers and Privacy in Britain, 1936—1984
K. Manton

- Surveys the various attitudes and debates on centralised registration from the wartime population register to the 1984 Data Protection Act
- Examines the context in which Margaret Thatcher’s government passed the 1984 Data Protection Act
- Explores how the issues discussed in this period leading up to the Data Protection Act are still relevant to current debates on personal data

This book examines the fraught political relationship between British governments, which wanted information about peoples lives, and the people who desired privacy. To do this it looks at something that Britain only experienced in wartime, a centralized and up-to-date list of everyone in the country: a population register. The abolition of this wartime system is contrasted with later attempts [...] 

About the author
Kevin Manton teaches History and Politics at both the School of Oriental and African Studies and Birkbeck College, University of London, UK. He is the author of numerous articles on British history.

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Political History; Social History; Legal History; History of Modern Europe

April 2019
XXII, 276 p. 28 illus., 5 illus. in color.
Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-030-10181-7

February 2019
XXV, 426 p. 53 illus., 39 illus. in color.
Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-86363-4

January 2019
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-030-02752-0

All Languages Rights Available
Conceiving Mozambique  
J. A. Marcum, E. Burke III, M. W. Clough (Eds.)

- Written by the leading expert on the liberation struggle in Portuguese Africa  
- Features a wealth of never-before-seen archival material, including personal correspondence and unpublished autobiographies by key figures  
- Provides new insight into the early years of the Mozambique liberation struggle

This long-awaited book is a vivid history of Frelimo, the liberation movement that gained power in Mozambique following the sudden collapse of Portuguese rule in 1974. The leading scholar of the liberation struggle in Portuguese Africa, John Marcum completed this work shortly before his death, after a lifetime of research and close contact with many of the major Mozambican nationalists of the [...] 

About the author  

Fields of Interest  
History of Sub-Saharan Africa; African Politics; Imperialism and Colonialism; World History, Global and Transnational History; Modern History 

Series Title  
African Histories and Modernities 

January 2019  
XXXII, 199 p. 5 illus., 1 illus. in color. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm  
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99  
ISBN 978-3-319-88144-7 

All Languages Rights Available

The Cyprus Tribute and Geopolitics in the Levant, 1875–1960  
D. Markides

- Examines the Cyprus Tribute within the framework of the Eastern Question and Ottoman bankruptcy  
- Analyses how Anglo-Cypriot relations were impacted by the Cyprus Tribute and subsequent fiscal policies  
- Uses the Cyprus Tribute as a prism through which to scrutinise political developments of the time

This book examines the history of the Cyprus Tribute, and takes a longer and broader view of the issue than previous studies. It analyses the regional context of the decision to use revenue surpluses for the repayment of debt within the framework of the Eastern Question and Ottoman bankruptcy. We see that the island was always strategically and financially overshadowed by Egypt. Scrutinising [...] 

About the author  
Diana Markides is a historian specialising in the colonial history of Cyprus in a regional perspective. Previously she was Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies at the [...] 

Fields of Interest  
History of Modern Europe; Imperialism and Colonialism; Modern History; History of Military; Political History 

May 2019  
XVI, 259 p. 2 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm  
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99  
ISBN 978-3-030-13776-2 

All Languages Rights Available

Queer Youth Histories  
D. Marshall (Ed.)

- Provides the first book offering a sustained reflection on youth, history and queer sexualities and genders  
- Bridges the gap between LGBT historical scholarship and contemporary queer youth cultures  
- Utilises an interdisciplinary and international methodology and approach

This pioneering collection provides, for the first time, an international and transdisciplinary reflection on youth, history and queer sexualities and genders. Since the 1970s there has been an explosion in research focusing on LGBTQ history and on the lives of LGBTQ young people, but these two research areas have seldom been brought together explicitly. Bridging LGBTQ historical scholarship [...] 

About the author  
Daniel Marshall is Senior Lecturer in Literature in the School of Communication and Creative Arts, and the Convenor of Gender and Sexuality Studies, at Deakin University in Melbourne, Australia. [...] 

Fields of Interest  
Social History; Cultural History; Gender and Sexuality; World History, Global and Transnational History; Childhood, Adolescence and Society 

Series Title  
Genders and Sexualities in History 

July 2019  
XII, 346 p. 6 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm  
£ 90.00 | € 104.99 | $ 60.00  

All Languages Rights Available
Animals and their Relation to Gods, Humans and Things in the Ancient World
R. Mattila, S. Ito, S. Fink (Eds.)

- Human-Animal-Studies in the Field of Ancient History
- An Improved Understanding of Ancient Categories
- Overview of the research area

While Human-Animal Studies is a rapidly growing field in modern history, studies on this topic that focus on the Ancient World are few. The present volume aims at closing this gap. It investigates the relation between humans, animals, gods, and things with a special focus on the structure of these categories. An improved understanding of the ancient categories themselves is a precondition for [...] 

About the author
Dr. Raija Mattila is Docent of Assyriology, University of Helsinki, Finland, and Director of the Finnish Institute in the Middle East, Beirut, Lebanon. Dr. Sanae Ito is a historian and research [...] 

Fields of Interest
Ancient History

Series Title
Universal- und kulturhistorische Studien. Studies in Universal and Cultural History

Royal Rage and the Construction of Anglo-Norman Authority, c. 1000-1250
K. McGrath

- Offers the first in-depth evaluation of the representation of royal anger in eleventh- and twelfth-century historical narratives
- Analyzes the development of norms for royal anger and how Anglo-Norman and later English kings used anger as a political strategy
- Explores how ecclesiastical historians both assisted and circumscribed the expansion of royal authority

This book explores how eleventh- and twelfth-century Anglo-Norman ecclesiastical authors attributed anger to kings in the exercise of their duties, and how such attributions related to larger expansions of royal authority. It argues that ecclesiastical writers used their works to legitimize certain displays of royal anger, often resulting in violence, while at the same time deploying a shared [...] 

About the author
Kate McGrath is Associate Professor of History at Central Connecticut State University, USA. 

Fields of Interest
History of Medieval Europe; History of Britain and Ireland; Cultural History; Medieval Literature; Political History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in the History of Emotions

Suicide, Law, and Community in Early Modern Sweden
R. Miettinen

- Explores how the indictment, investigation, and classification of suspected suicides was undertaken in early modern Sweden
- Analyzes how the interpretations of the courts were influenced by the social status and local ties of the deceased
- Investigates the phenomenon of suicide in early modern Sweden and the hardships and crises behind it

This book explores the judicial treatment of suicides in early modern Sweden, with a focus on the criminal investigation and selective treatment of suicides in the lower courts in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Riikka Miettinen shows that reactions and attitudes towards suicides varied considerably despite harsh condemnation by officials. The indictment, investigation, and [...] 

About the author
Riikka Miettinen is Postdoctoral Researcher in History at the Centre of Excellence in the History of Experiences at Tampere University, Finland.

Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe; Social History; Cultural History; Crime and Society

Series Title
World Histories of Crime, Culture and Violence
La Niña and the Making of Climate Optimism

Remembering Rain

J. Miller

- Explores the Australian relationship with La Niña and how fundamental this relationship is to the climate change debate both locally and globally
- Examines the deep connection Australians have to their climate in order to deconstruct contemporary views on human-induced climate change
- Argues that the wet La Niñas and the dry El Niños underpinned a resilient climate optimism

This book examines the deep connection Australians have with their climate to understand contemporary views on human-induced climate change. It is the first study of the Australian relationship with La Niña and it explains how fundamental this relationship is to the climate change debate both locally and globally. While unease with the Australian environment was a hallmark of early settler [...] .

About the author
Julia Miller is the Director of Academic Affairs for CAPA The Global Education Network in Sydney, Australia, where she teaches courses in the environmental humanities, Australian history and [...] .

Fields of Interest
Australasian History; History of Science; Modern History; Climate Change; Climate Change/Climate Change Impacts

Elizabeth I in Writing

Language, Power and Representation in Early Modern England

D. Montini, I. Plescia (Eds.)

- Presents innovative scholarly work on the role of textuality in the life and reign of Elizabeth I
- Appeals to scholars interested in Elizabeth I's writing, early modern women's writing, the afterlife of Elizabeth I, early modern cultures of writing, and the history of English language and culture
- Examines Elizabeth I's exercise of political power through her non-political written works

This collection investigates Queen Elizabeth I as an accomplished writer in her own right as well as the subject of authors who celebrated her. With innovative essays from Brenda M. Hosington, Carole Levin, and other established and emerging experts, it reappraises Elizabeth's translations, letters, poems and prayers through a diverse range of approaches to textuality, from linguistic and [...] .

About the author
Donatella Montini is Associate Professor of English Language and Translation at Sapienza University of [...] .

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; History of Early Modern Europe; Literary History; Gender Studies; Political History

Series Title
Queenship and Power

Monographs in Tang Official Historiography

Perspectives from the Technical Treatises of the History of Sui (Sui Shu)

D. P. Morgan, D. Chaussende (Eds.)

- Examines the role of medieval authors in writing the history of ancient science
- Presents the content, the structure, and the ideas behind the technical treatises of a medieval Chinese state history
- Discusses particular knowledge areas in China such as astronomy, mathematics, geography, bibliography, law and economics

This book examines the role of medieval authors in writing the history of ancient science. It features essays that explore the content, structure, and ideas behind technical writings on medieval Chinese state history. In particular, it looks at the Ten Treatises of the current History of Sui, which provide insights into the writing on the history of such fields as astronomy, astrology, [...] .

About the author
Daniel Patrick Morgan is a researcher in the Laboratory SPHere (Sciences – Philosophie – Histoire) at the French Centre national de la recherche scientifique and Université Paris Diderot / [...] .

Fields of Interest
History of Science; History of Mathematical Sciences; Regional and Cultural Studies; Chinese

Series Title
Why the Sciences of the Ancient World Matter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histories of Dreams and Dreaming</td>
<td>G. Morgese, G. Pietro Lombardo, H. Vande Kemp</td>
<td>Offers new insights into the history of how dreams became the objects of scientific study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sheds light on an overlooked body of scientific research on dreams from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Appeals to scholars and students interested in dream research, the history of science, and the history of psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In the late nineteenth century, dreams became the subject of scientific study for the first time, after thousands of years of being considered a primarily spiritual phenomenon. Before Freud and the rise of psychoanalytic interpretation as the dominant mode of studying dreams, an international group of physicians, physiologists, and psychiatrists pioneered scientific models of dreaming. [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>About the author: Giorgia Morgese is Teaching Professor of General Psychology in the Department of Human Science, LUMSA University of Rome, and staff member of Archivio di Storia della Psicologia, Sapienza [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fields of Interest: History of Science; History of Psychology; Social History; Cultural History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Series Title: Palgrave Studies in the History of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XVII, 343 p. 22 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children's Voices from the Past</td>
<td>K. Moruzi, N. Musgrove, C. Pascoe Leahy</td>
<td>Explores how we understand and access the perspectives of children and their voices in the past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Draws together contributions from scholars of literary studies, history, and social work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advances our understanding of the the cultural construction of the concept of childhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This book explores a central methodological issue at the heart of studies of the histories of children and childhood. It questions how we understand the perspectives of children in the past, and not just those of the adults who often defined and constrained the parameters of youthful lives. Drawing on a range of different sources, including institutional records, interviews, artwork, diaries, [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>About the author: Kristine Moruzi is Senior Lecturer in the School of Communication and Creative Arts at Deakin University, Australia. She is author of Constructing Girlhood through the Periodical Press, 1850-1915 [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fields of Interest: Oral History; Cultural History; Social History; World History, Global and Transnational History; Childhood, Adolescence and Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Series Title: Palgrave Studies in the History of Childhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XIX, 342 p. 13 illus., 4 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Childhood, Orphans and Underage Heirs in Medieval Rural England</td>
<td>M. Müller</td>
<td>Provides the first substantial and detailed study of growing up in the medieval English village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Explores not only the lives of young people in medieval rural society, but also the attitudes of adult peasants to their offspring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Employs an interdisciplinary research perspective, utilising manorial records and archaeological sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This book explores the experience of childhood and adolescence in later medieval English rural society from 1250 to 1450. Hit by major catastrophes -- the Great Famine and then a few decades later the Black Death -- this book examines how rural society coped with children left orphaned, and land inherited by children and adolescents considered too young to run their holdings. Using manorial [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>About the author: Miriam Müller is Lecturer in Medieval History at the University of Birmingham, UK. She has published widely on [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fields of Interest: History of Britain and Ireland; History of Medieval Europe; Childhood, Adolescence and Society; Social History; Cultural History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Series Title: Palgrave Studies in the History of Childhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>January 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XII, 213 p. 8 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£ 59,99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Languages Rights Available
Premodern Rulers and Postmodern Viewers
Gender, Sex, and Power in Popular Culture
J. North, K. C. Alvestad, E. Woodacre (Eds.)

- Examines how modern gender ideologies influence representations of premodern monarchs in popular media
- Covers a wide range of recent and well-known films, television shows, and historical fiction from both European and American markets
- Appeals to scholars of medievalism, royal studies, and gender studies

Pop culture portrayals of medieval and early modern monarchs are rife with tension between authenticity and modern mores, producing anachronisms such as a feminist Queen Isabel (in RTVE’s Isabel) and a lesbian Queen Christina (in The Girl King). This book examines these anachronisms as a dialogue between premodern and postmodern ideas about gender and sexuality, raising questions of [...]

About the author
Janice North is an independent scholar and specialist in medieval and Golden Age Iberian literature.; Karl C. Alvestad is Lecturer in History at the University of Winchester, UK.; Elena Woodacre [...]

Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe; History of Medieval Europe; Gender and Sexuality; Cultural History; Film History

Series Title
Queenship and Power

A History of the Girl
Formation, Education and Identity
M. O’Dowd, J. Purvis (Eds.)

- Explores themes in the history of the girl and girlhood in ten countries in four continents
- Compares the history of girls geographically as well as chronologically
- Considers the history of the education of girls as well as the contribution of girls to the world of work

This book is centered on the history of the girl from the medieval period through to the early twenty-first century. Authored by an international team of scholars, the volume explores the transition from adolescent girlhood to young womanhood, the formation and education of girls in the home and in school, and paid work undertaken by girls in different parts of the world and at different [...]

About the author
Mary O’Dowd is Professor of Gender History at Queen’s University Belfast, UK. Her publications include A History of Women in Ireland, 1500-1800 (2005) and Reading the Irish Woman Case Studies in [...]}

Fields of Interest
Social History; World History; Global and Transnational History; Cultural History; Childhood, Adolescence and Society; Gender Studies

Series Title
Palgrave Historical Studies in Witchcraft and Magic

Medicine, Magic and Art in Early Modern Norway
Conceptualizing Knowledge
A. Ohrvik

- Traces conceptual ideas of knowledge in Norway from the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries
- Assesses how magic and medicine were viewed as practical and sacred in early modern Europe
- Utilises a wide range of early modern manuscripts from 1650-1850, known as Black Books

This book addresses magical ideas and practices in early modern Norway. It examines a large corpus of Norwegian manuscripts from 1650-1850 commonly called Black Books which contained a mixture of recipes on medicine, magic, and art. Ane Ohrvik assesses the Black Books from the vantage point of those who wrote the manuscripts and thus offers an original study of how early modern magical [...]
Labor in Colonial Kenya after the Forced Labor Convention, 1930-1963
O. Okia

- Covering the period following the author’s previous volume, Communal Labor in Colonial Kenya: The Legitimization of Coercion, 1912-1930, this study explores the role of forced labor in rural Kenya throughout the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s
- Shows how coercive labor practices continued in colonial East Africa following the passage of the ILO’s Forced Labor Convention in 1930
- Explores how communal labor was manipulated by the British administration as a form of punishment for those civilians thought to be supporting the Mau Mau rebellion in the 1950s

This book advances research into the government-forced labor used widely in colonial Kenya from 1930 to 1963 after the passage of the International Labor Organization’s Forced Labour Convention. While the 1930 Convention intended to mark the suppression of forced labor practices, various exemptions meant that many coercive labor practices continued in colonial territories. Focusing on East […]

About the author
Opolot Okia is Professor of African History at Wright State University, USA. He is the author of Communal Labor […]

Fields of Interest
History of Sub-Saharan Africa; Imperialism and Colonialism; Labor History; Modern History

Eisenhower and American Public Opinion on China
M. Oliva

- Features an in-depth examination of the interaction between American public opinion and President Eisenhower’s foreign policy toward the People’s Republic of China
- Offers new insights into Sino-American relations in the early Cold War
- Appeals to scholars of diplomatic history, the history of Sino-American relations, Cold War history, and modern U.S. history

In the 1950s, most of the American public opposed diplomatic and trade relations with Communist China; traditional historiography blames this widespread hostility for the tensions between China and the United States during Dwight D. Eisenhower’s presidency. In this book, Mara Oliva reconsiders the influence of U.S. public opinion on Sino-American relations, arguing that it is understudied and […]

About the author
Mara Oliva is Lecturer in U.S. History at the University of Reading, U.K.

Fields of Interest
US History; World History, Global and Transnational History; US Politics; Foreign Policy; History of China

Contingency and Natural Order in Early Modern Science
P. D. Omodeo, R. Garau (Eds.)

- Opens up an as yet unexplored epistemological topic
- Proposes an innovative approach to sources
- Is the first to present a systematic treatment of fundamental epistemological issues

This volume considers contingency as a historical category resulting from the combination of various intellectual elements – epistemological, philosophical, material, as well as theological and, broadly speaking, intellectual. With contributions ranging from fields as diverse as the histories of physics, astronomy, astrology, medicine, mechanics, physiology, and natural philosophy, it explores […]

About the author
Pietro Daniel Omodeo is a cultural historian of science and a professor of philosophy of science at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice (Italy). He is the principal investigator of the ERC […]

Fields of Interest
History of Science; History of Philosophy; Philosophy of Science

Series Title
Boston Studies in the Philosophy and History of Science

November 2019
Approx. 225 p. 9 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99

April 2019
XVII, 223 p. 3 illus. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-09427-0

All Languages Rights Available

July 2019
VIII, 340 p. 20 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-67376-9

All Languages Rights Available
Transpacific Correspondence
Dispatches from Japan’s Black Studies
Y. Onishi, F. Sakashita (Eds.)
• Examines Japan as an unexpected but critical site of scholarship on Black history, culture, and literature
• Advances scholarly conversations between African America, the African diaspora, and Japan
• Appeals to scholars of Black Studies, African American intellectual history, Afrodiasporic literature and culture, and Afro-Asian Studies
Since 1954, Japan has become home to a vibrant but little-known tradition of Black Studies. Transpacific Correspondence introduces this intellectual tradition to English-speaking audiences, placing it in the context of a long history of Afro-Asian solidarity and affirming its commitments to transnational inquiry and cosmopolitan exchange. More than six decades in the making, Japan’s Black […]

About the author
Yuichiro Onishi teaches in the Department of African American & African Studies and Asian American Studies Program at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, USA. He is the author of […]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Intellectual Studies; African History; History of Japan; African American Culture

The Baghdad Set
Iraq through the Eyes of British Intelligence, 1941–45
A. O’Sullivan
• Explores the intelligence and counterintelligence activities of both the Allied and Axis powers in Iraq during the Second World War
• Examines the individuals who undertook secret roles, including the author Dame Freya Stark, and the human element of intelligence work
• Analyses the covert operations in Iraq in the wider context of regional wartime events
This book provides the first ever intelligence history of Iraq from 1941 to 1945, and is the third and final volume of a trilogy on regional intelligence and counterintelligence operations that includes Nazi Secret Warfare in Occupied Persia (Iran) (2014), and Espionage and Counterintelligence in Occupied Persia (Iran) (2015). This account of covert operations in Iraq during the Second World […]

About the author
Adrian O’Sullivan, a former intelligence linguist, has lived and worked in the UK, Europe, North America, and the Middle East. He completed his doctorate in intelligence history at the University […]

Fields of Interest
History of the Middle East; History of Military; Imperialism and Colonialism; World History; Global and Transnational History; History of World War II and the Holocaust

Secular Martyrdom in Britain and Ireland
From Peterloo to the Present
Q. Outram, K. Laybourn (Eds.)
• Examines and furthers Kenneth Morgan’s ‘people’s martyrology’ into the twentieth century
• Advances a deeper understanding of the relationship and conflict between the state and the people
• Offers a coherent history covering two centuries of British and Irish history
This edited collection examines the concept and nature of the ‘people’s martyrology’, raising issues of class, community, religion and authority. It examines modern martyrdom through studies of Peterloo; Tolpuddle; Featherstone; Tontypandy; Emily Davison, fatally injured by the King’s horse on Derby Day, 1913; the 1916 Easter Rising; Jarrow, ‘the town that was murdered, and martyred in the […]

About the author
Quentin Outram is Senior Lecturer in Leeds University Business School in the University of Leeds, UK, a trained economist and also an economic, labour and social historian. He is the author with […]

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; World History; Global and Transnational History; Social History; Political History

April 2019
XV, 226 p. 4 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-030-05456-4
All Languages Rights Available

May 2019
XXXVI, 326 p. 32 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-15182-9
All Languages Rights Available

February 2019
XVII, 346 p. 7 illus. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-87426-5
All Languages Rights Available
Remembering Queens and Kings of Early Modern England and France
Reputation, Reinterpretation, and Reincarnation
E. Paranque (Ed.)

- Considers how early modern rulers have been remembered and reimagined in literature and popular culture
- Features a wide chronological scope and a range of well-known and lesser-known rulers
- Appeals to scholars and students of queenship, early modern monarchy, royal studies, early modern history, women's history, literature, and popular culture

This collection examines the afterlives of early modern English and French rulers. Spanning five centuries of cultural memory, the volume offers case studies of how kings and queens were remembered, represented, and reincarnated in a wide range of sources, from contemporary pageants, plays, and visual art to twenty-first-century television, and from premodern fiction to manga and romance...

About the author
Estelle Paranque is Lecturer in Early Modern History at New College of the Humanities and an Honorary Research Fellow within the Centre for...

Fields of Interest
History of Early Modern Europe; History of Britain and Ireland; History of France; Cultural History

Series Title
Queenship and Power

Australia, Migration and Empire
Immigrants in a Globalised World
P. Payton, A. Varnava (Eds.)

- Examines migration within the British Empire and wider 'Anglosphere', taking Australia as a focus with a series of case studies
- Examines the complex contact between settlers and indigenous peoples, informed by the diversity of migrants' backgrounds, ethnicities, religious affiliations and gender
- Argues that British-Irish migrants to Australia were not a homogenous group, but rather that these migrants exhibited distinctive cultural identities

This edited collection explores how migrants played a major role in the creation and settlement of the British Empire, by focusing on a series of Australian case studies. Despite their shared experiences of migration and settlement, migrants nonetheless often exhibited distinctive cultural identities, which could be deployed for advantage. Migration established global mobility as a defining...

About the author
Philip Payton is Professor of History at Flinders University, South Australia, and Emeritus Professor of Cornish and Australian Studies at the University of Exeter, UK. He is an Honorary Fellow of...

Fields of Interest
Australasian History; Imperialism and Colonialism; Migration; Social History

Series Title
Britain and the World

Reporting the First World War in the Liminal Zone
British and American Eyewitness Accounts from the Western Front
S. Prieto

- Analyses the literary qualities and characteristics of First World War reportage
- Examines British and American authors, comparing their texts to the traditional rhetoric of First World War writing
- Provides a unique account of how the liminal experience of the Great War was expressed through literary journalism

This book deals with an aspect of the Great War that has been largely overlooked: the war reportage written based on British and American authors’ experiences at the Western Front. It focuses on how the liminal experience of the First World War was portrayed in a series of works of literary journalism at different stages of the conflict, from the summer of 1914 to the Armistice in November...

About the author
Sara Prieto teaches British and American literature at the University of Alicante, Spain. She has co-edited Literary Journalism and World War I: Marginal Voices (2016) and has also published in...

Fields of Interest
History of Modern Europe; US History; History of Military; Cultural History; Journalism
Chinese Porcelain in Colonial Mexico
The Material Worlds of an Early Modern Trade

M. Priyadarshini

- Takes a local approach to a popular export product to explore the broader history of transpacific trade during the early modern period
- Offers detailed accounts of several different sites of production, trade and consumption, from China to the Philippines and on to Mexico
- Proposes a new perspective on the effect of increased connectivity between China and New Spain, charting both physical and demographic changes within cities and the isolation of other communities

This book follows Chinese porcelain through the commodity chain, from its production in China to trade with Spanish Merchants in Manila, and to its eventual adoption by colonial society in Mexico. As trade connections increased in the early modern period, porcelain became […]

About the author
Meha Priyadarshini is Fellow at the Sciences Po Europe-Asia Programme in Le Havre, France. Her research […]

Fields of Interest
Asian History; Latin American History; Imperialism and Colonialism; Cultural History; Social History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Pacific History

Artistic Utopias of Revolt
Claremont Road, Reclaim the Streets, and the City of Sol

J. Ramírez Blanco

- Examines expressions of utopian ideals by social activists in Western Europe since the late twentieth century
- Analyses the aesthetic components of utopian space through a series of case studies
- Argues that the fall of the Berlin wall has significantly impacted the political and cultural imagination of Western Europe

This book analyses the aesthetic and utopian dimensions of various activist social movements in Western Europe since 1989. Through a series of case studies, it demonstrates how dreams of a better society have manifested themselves in contexts of political confrontation, and how artistic forms have provided a language to express the collective desire for social change. The study begins with the […]

About the author
Julia Ramírez-Blanco is Lecturer at Barcelona University, Spain. Her work revolves around the relationships between art, utopia and activism. Researching in various institutions in Europe and the […]

Fields of Interest
History of Modern Europe; Modern History; Urban History; Political History; Cultural History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Utopianism

Shaping Ireland’s Independence
Nationalist, Unionist, and British Solutions to the Irish Question, 1909-1925

M. C. Rast

- Examines the establishment of the Irish Free State and Northern Ireland, and how political and ideological developments led to a two-state solution
- Explores the role of British Liberals and Unionists as well as general changes in the political situation and the minds of people in Britain and Ireland during this crucial period
- Highlights the tension between public rhetoric and private opinion, drawing on a number of archival sources, from newspaper articles and speeches, to private diaries and papers of major figures

This book explores the political and ideological developments that resulted in the establishment of two separate states on the island of Ireland: the Irish Free State and Northern Ireland. It examines how this radical transformation took place, including how […]

About the author
M. C. Rast has a PhD in History from Concordia University, Montreal, Canada. His research interests include Ireland, Britain, the British Empire, military history, and political theory.

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Modern History; Imperialism and Colonialism; Political History; Cultural History

January 2019
XVIII, 198 p. 30 illus., 25 illus. in color.
Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-88268-0

All Languages Rights Available

March 2019
XVI, 187 p. 49 illus., 43 illus. in color.
Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-10054-4

All Languages Rights Available

August 2019
XI, 348 p. 3 illus. in color.
Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99

All Languages Rights Available
German Military Geology and Fortification of the British Channel Islands during World War II
E. P. F. Rose (Ed.)

- There is no other book on this topic, or a topic like it
- There is no other book that provides a regional case history of German military geology in World War II
- Germany made more use of military geologists during the war than Britain and the USA combined, but the information gathered, until this book, has mostly not available in English

How German armed forces made effective use of military geologists to assist their fortification of the Channel Islands after their capture from the British in 1940 – a unique case history, of German geologist expertise applied to British terrain, intended to make the Islands into an impregnable fortress that postwar would remain a permanent outpost of the German state.

About the author
Ted Rose is an alumnus of Oxford University (1st class honours in geology 1963, followed by a DPhil for a thesis on Libyan fossiliferous limestones 1966) and a former British reserve army ...

Fields of Interest
History, general; Structural Geology; Geotechnical Engineering & Applied Earth Sciences; Economic Geography; Geoeconomics, Foundations, Hydraulics

Series Title
Advances in Military Geosciences

January 2020
400 p. 200 illus., 100 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 119.50 | € 129.99 | $ 179.00
ISBN 978-3-319-22767-2

All Languages Rights Available

British and American School Stories, 1910–1960
Fiction, Femininity, and Friendship
N. G. Rosoff, S. Spencer

- Argues that constructed and essential femininities within school and college fiction transcend national boundaries
- Discusses the often contradictory components of femininity that combine to create a gendered ideal
- Examines the school stories of Jessie Graham Flower, Pauline Lester, Alice Ross Colver, Elinor Brent-Dyer, and Dorita Fairlie Bruce

This book examines school and college fiction for girls in Britain and the United States, written in the first half of the twentieth century, to explore the formation and ideologies of feminine identity. Nancy G. Rosoff and Stephanie Spencer develop a transnational framework that recognises how both constructed and essential femininities transcend national boundaries. The book discusses the ...

About the author
Nancy G. Rosoff is Dean of Graduate and Undergraduate Studies at Arcadia University, USA. She is also a Visiting Fellow at the Centre for the History of Women's Education at the University of ...

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; History of the Book; Women's Studies; Social History; History of Education; Cultural History

Series Title
Medicine and Biomedical Sciences in Modern History

February 2019
XI, 239 p. 9 illus., 1 illus. in color. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-88829-3

All Languages Rights Available
Reacionary Nationalists, Fascists and Dictatorships in the Twentieth Century
Against Democracy
I. Saz, Z. Box, T. Morant, J. Sanz (Eds.)

- Explores the coexistence of fascism and reactionary nationalism within a range of twentieth-century dictatorships and regimes
- Focuses on key Western European case studies, including France, Italy, Spain, Portugal and Germany, as well as briefer overviews of political cultures in Eastern Europe and Latin America
- Takes a global approach to understanding how these cultures and specific political movements evolved during the interwar period

This book provides a comparative study of fascisms and reactionary nationalisms. It presents these as transnational political cultures and examines the dictatorships and regimes in which these cultures played significant [...]

About the author
Ismael Saz is Professor of Contemporary History at the Universitat de València, Spain.; Zira Box is Associate Professor of Sociology at the Universitat de València, Spain. Toni Morant is Lecturer [...]

Fields of Interest
European History; Political History; World History, Global and Transnational History; Modern History

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Political History

September 2019
XII, 332 p. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-030-22410-3

All Languages Rights Available

Early Global Interconnectivity across the Indian Ocean World, Volume II
Exchange of Ideas, Religions, and Technologies
A. Schottenhammer (Ed.)

- Examines the role of Buddhist, Hindu, and Islamic religious networks in the development of trade and commerce in the India Ocean World
- Considers the historical Indian Ocean World as an emerging “global economy,” tracing close interrelationships between commercial exchanges, the spread of knowledge, human movement, and migration
- Appeals to scholars of Indian Ocean studies, maritime history, the history of science and technology, the history of religion, archaeology, and historical geography

This volume investigates the emergence and spread of maritime commerce and interconnectivity across the Indian Ocean World—the world’s first “global economy”—from a longue durée [...]

About the author
Angela Schottenhammer is Professor of Non-European History at the University of Salzburg, Austria, [...]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Asian History; Cultural History; History of Science

Series Title
Palgrave Series in Indian Ocean World Studies

February 2019
XVII, 346 p. 23 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
ISBN 978-3-319-97800-0

All Languages Rights Available

Early Global Interconnectivity across the Indian Ocean World, Volume I
Commercial Structures and Exchanges
A. Schottenhammer (Ed.)

- Considers the historical Indian Ocean World as an emerging “global economy,” tracing close interrelationships between commercial exchanges, the spread of knowledge, human movement, and migration
- Covers themes such as maritime trading networks, sea routes, nautical archaeology, official and contraband trade, and human mobility
- Appeals to scholars of Indian Ocean studies, maritime history, economic history, Chinese studies, archaeology, historical geography, and the history of science and technology

This volume investigates the emergence and spread of maritime commerce and interconnectivity across the Indian Ocean World—the world’s first “global economy”—from a longue [...]

About the author
Angela Schottenhammer is Professor of Non-European History at the University of Salzburg, Austria, [...]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Asian History; Cultural History; History of Science

Series Title
Palgrave Series in Indian Ocean World Studies

February 2019
XXI, 401 p. 52 illus., 37 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-97666-2

All Languages Rights Available
The Political Fragmentation of Germany
Formation of German states by Infrastructures, Maps, and Movement, 1815–1866
Z. M. Segal

• Takes a comparative approach to five significant German states to examine how national and territorial identities were constructed
• Argues that these political states are defined by the practices of the people, rather than intentional state- or nation-building ideologies
• Explores the impact of rising literacy, the development of new communication and transportation technologies, and the growing success of commercial cartography on people’s spatial and territorial perceptions

This book analyses the development of German territorial states in the nineteenth century through the prism of five Mittelstaaten: Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, Württemberg, and Baden. It asks how a state becomes a place, and argues that it involves a contested and multi-faceted process, one of slow and uneven progress. The study approaches this question from a new and crucial angle, that of […]

About the author
Zef M. Segal is a Lecturer of History, Mathematics and Digital Humanities at the Open University of Israel and Tel-Aviv Jaffa College, Israel.

Fields of Interest
History of Germany and Central Europe; Political History; Cultural History; Migration

Currencies of the Indian Ocean World
S. Serels, G. Campbell (Eds.)

• Offers a groundbreaking history of the complex multi-currency system of the Indian Ocean World
• Examines the economic as well as social, political and religious roles of currencies in the Indian Ocean World, from the thirteenth century to the present
• Offers case studies covering China, India, the Arabian Sea, the Red Sea, East Africa, Zanzibar, Madagascar, and Mauritius

This book is the first to trace the unique monetary history of the Indian Ocean World. Long-distance trade across the region was facilitated by a highly complex multi-currency system undergirded by shared ideas that transcended ethno-linguistic, religious and class divisions. Currencies also occupied key roles in local spiritual, aesthetic and affective practices. Foregrounding these tensions […]

About the author
Steven Serels holds a joint appointment as a Research Officer at the Zentrum für Interdisziplinäre Regionalstudien at Martin Luther Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Germany, and as a Visiting Scholar […]

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; Imperialism and Colonialism; History of South Asia; History of China; History of Sub-Saharan Africa

Series Title
Palgrave Series in Indian Ocean World Studies

France, Mexico and Informal Empire in Latin America, 1820-1867
Equilibrium in the New World
E. Shawcross

• Reappraises the significance of French interactions with Latin America from the 1820s to 1860s
• Proposes a new interpretation of the French military intervention in Mexico, as a strategic and ambitious attempt to resist the rise of US power in Latin America
• Contributes to the historiography of Latin American and Mexican intellectual and political history, exploring pan-Latinism, anti-Americanism and Mexican conservatism

This book explores French imperialism in Latin America in the nineteenth century, taking Mexico as a case study. The standard narrative of nineteenth-century imperialism in Latin America is one of US expansion and British informal influence. However, it was France, […]

About the author
Edward Shawcross is an independent scholar based in London, UK. He recently completed an AHRC-funded PhD at University College London, UK. He is the author of an article on French imperialism in […]

Fields of Interest
History of the Americas; History of France; Imperialism and Colonialism

Series Title
Cambridge Imperial and Post-Colonial Studies Series

All Languages Rights Available
Policing ‘Bengali Terrorism’ in India and the World
Imperial Intelligence and Revolutionary Nationalism, 1905-1939
M. Silvestri

• Advances research on the imperial origins of British intelligence in the interwar period
• Shows how intelligence practices were diffused throughout the British Empire, highlighting the imperial contribution of British intelligence before the Second World War
• Explores how the British Empire came to define anti-colonial resistance as ‘terrorism’, offering new insights into the historical roots of terrorist movements and uses of intelligence

This book examines the development of imperial intelligence and policing directed against revolutionaries in the Indian province of Bengal from the first decade of the twentieth [...]

About the author
Michael Silvestri is Associate Professor of History at Clemson University, USA. He is the author of Ireland and India: Nationalism, Empire and Memory (2009), and co-author of Britain since 1688: A [...]
Violence and Gender in Africa's Iberian Colonies
Feminizing the Portuguese and Spanish Empire, 1950s–1970s
A. Stucki

- Focuses on lesser-studied Iberian colonies in Africa as an example of late and reluctant decolonization
- Shows how the education and indoctrination of African women was perceived as essential in maintaining Portuguese and Spanish rule
- Draws on newly available primary materials in archives in Portugal, Spain and the United States, as well as accounts from African women themselves

This book examines how and why Portugal and Spain increasingly engaged with women in their African colonies in the crucial period from the 1950s to the 1970s. It explores the rhetoric of benevolent Iberian colonialism, gendered Westernization, and development for [...]

About the author
Andreas Stucki is Lecturer and Associate Researcher at the University of Bern, Switzerland, where he specializes in Iberian and Caribbean history. He was a visiting scholar at the University of [...]
Turkey, Kemalism and the Soviet Union
Problems of Modernization, Ideology and Interpretation
V. Ter-Matevosyan

- Offers new insights into the history of Kemalism by introducing Soviet perspectives on Kemalist ideology
- Charts changing Soviet attitudes to Kemalist ideology in Turkey, paying close attention to the diplomatic, geopolitical and economic complexities of Turkish-Soviet relations
- Explores the ideological encounters between two former Eurasian empires which both experienced painful transformations in the aftermath of World War I

This book examines the Kemalist ideology of Turkey from two perspectives. It discusses major problems in the existing interpretations of the topic and how the incorporation of Soviet perspectives enriches the historiography and our understanding of that ideology. To […]

About the author
Vahram Ter-Matevosyan is Associate Professor and Chair of the Political Science and International Affairs […]

Fields of Interest
Russian, Soviet, and East European History; Memory Studies; Political History; Intellectual Studies

Series Title
Modernity, Memory and Identity in South-East Europe

March 2019
XVII, 279 p. 1 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-97402-6

All Languages Rights Available

Britain, Europe and Civil Nuclear Energy, 1945–62
Power Politics
M. Theaker

- Explores the connections between Britain’s civil nuclear diplomacy and European integration in the immediate post-war period
- Highlights the importance of nuclear energy in diplomatic relations and the tensions between national politics and international scientific collaboration
- Includes new research from archives in Britain, America, Canada and Germany

This book examines the role played by civil nuclear energy in Britain’s relationship with Europe between the end of the Second World War and London’s first application to join the European Communities. Tracing the development of the British nuclear programme as it emerged as a global leader in constructing the world’s first atomic power stations, it analyses how the threat of energy shortages […]

About the author
Martin Theaker studied at the University of Birmingham, UK, before obtaining his PhD in History from Trinity Hall, University of Cambridge, UK, in 2016. He has authored several articles on […]

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; History of Modern Europe; History of Science; US History

Series Title
Britain and the World

March 2019
XIX, 297 p. 5 illus. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-030-08887-3

All Languages Rights Available

Youth and Justice in Western States, 1815–1950
From Punishment to Welfare
J. Trépanier, X. Rousseaux (Eds.)

- Aims to reflect the lived experience of juveniles in the justice system and confinement institutions across the Western world
- Examines a range of cultural, social, political and legal experiences that have shaped responses to juvenile delinquents and deviant youths
- Offers a collection of case studies that assess the history of practices aimed at children and youth in juvenile institutions and before the courts

This book explores the treatment of juvenile offenders in modern Western history. The last few decades have witnessed major debates over youth justice policies. Juvenile and youth justice legislation has been reviewed in a number of countries. Despite the fact that new perspectives, such as restorative justice, have emerged, the debates have largely focused on issues that bring us back to the […]

About the author
Jean Trépanier is Professor Emeritus in the School of Criminology at the Université de Montréal, Canada. […]

Fields of Interest
Modern History; Social History; World History; Global and Transnational History; Legal History; Crime and Society

Series Title
World Histories of Crime, Culture and Violence

February 2019
XVII, 433 p. 16 illus., 2 illus. in color. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-88205-5

All Languages Rights Available
Guido Culture and Italian American Youth
From Bensonhurst to Jersey Shore
D. Tricarico

- The first book-length work about Italian American ethnicity and youth culture
- Elucidates a theoretical perspective—social constructionism and segmented assimilation—that can explain Italian American cultural and social forms as a youth subculture
- Situates Guido in urban Italian American culture as an adaption to New York City over time

From Saturday Night Fever to Jersey Shore, Italian American youth in New York City have appropriated—and been appropriated by—popular American culture. Here, Donald Tricarico investigates how Italian ethnicity has been used to fashion Guido as a distinct youth style that signals inclusion in popular American culture and, simultaneously, the making of a new ethnic subject. Emerging from a wave […]

About the author
Donald Tricarico is Professor of Sociology at Queensborough Community College, CUNY, where he has taught since 1977.

Fields of Interest
US History; Cultural History; Popular Culture; American Culture; Youth Culture; Ethnicity Studies

Series Title
Italian and Italian American Studies

Theodore Sorensen and the Kennedys
A Life of Public Service
M. A. Ulyatt

- Offers an accessible biography of Theodore Sorensen, a speechwriter and key advisor of President John F. Kennedy
- Assesses Sorensen’s impact on President Kennedy’s legacy and the Democratic Party in second half of the twentieth century
- Appeals to scholars and students of twentieth-century American history, U.S. politics, and presidential decision-making and rhetoric

Of the hundreds of books written about John F. Kennedy, none have yet taken the full measure of the role that Theodore Sorensen played in shaping his presidency. Serving as President Kennedy’s speechwriter from 1952 until 1963, Sorensen was a key advisor in the White House and a gatekeeper of the Kennedy legacy in the years after his assassination. This book presents a compelling portrait of […]

About the author
Michelle A. Ulyatt holds a doctorate from the University of Kent, UK. Her work focuses on the role of presidential advisors in decision-making and the evolution of the public memory of President […]

Fields of Interest
US History; Political History; Foreign Policy

Becoming a Good Neighbor among Dictators
The U.S. Foreign Service in Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras
J. van den Berk

- Features a unique focus on the personal interactions between rank-and-file members of the U.S. Foreign Service and dictatorial regimes
- Complicates popular academic narratives of the State Department’s support for despotic regimes in Latin America by debating the extent of U.S. complicity in sustaining these regimes
- Focuses on Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras, which have been under-studied in relation to U.S

Very few works of history, if any, delve into the daily interactions of U.S. Foreign Service members in Latin America during the era of Roosevelt’s Good Neighbor Policy. But as Jorrit van den Berk argues, the encounters between these rank-and-file diplomats and local officials reveal the complexities, procedures, intrigues, and shifting alliances that characterized the precarious balance of […]

About the author
Jorrit van den Berk is Assistant Professor of North American Studies at Radboud University, The Netherlands.

Fields of Interest
History of the Americas; History of Military; History of World War II and the Holocaust; Political History; Foreign Policy

January 2019
XV, 332 p. 20 illus., 19 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 64.99 | € 74.99 | $ 89.99
ISBN 978-3-030-03292-0
All Languages Rights Available

June 2019
XIII, 257 p. 4 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
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All Languages Rights Available

January 2019
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All Languages Rights Available
The Australian Army Uniform and the Government Clothing Factory
Innovation in the Twentieth Century
A. van Mosseveld

- Provides unique insights into the driving forces behind the changes in the Australian Army uniform
- Examines collaborations between the Australian Army, the Government Clothing Factory and scientists
- Explores changes in the design and production of army uniform across the twentieth century

This book reveals the business history of the Australian Government Clothing Factory as it introduced innovative changes in the production and design of the Australian Army uniform during the twentieth century. While adopting a Schumpeterian interpretation of the concept of innovation, Anneke van Mosseveld traces the driving forces behind innovation and delivers a comprehensive explanation of [...] 

About the author
Anneke van Mosseveld is Adjunct Research Fellow in the School of Humanities at the University of New England, Australia. She was previously engaged in industry development with the Australian, [...] 

Fields of Interest
Australasian History; History of Military; Cultural History; Economic History; Modern History

February 2019
XVI, 269 p. 24 illus., 15 illus. in color.
Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00
ISBN 978-3-319-89072-2

All Languages Rights Available

Constructing Catalan Identity
Memory, Imagination, and the Medieval
M. A. Vargas

- Offers an accessible, engaging study of Catalonia’s medieval past and how it is used to construct cultural and political identity
- Appeals to students and scholars of European history, nationalism, memory studies, and medievalism
- Concludes with reflections on the 2017 referendum and declaration of independence

This is a book about how Catalans use their past, real and imagined, in the construction of their present and future. Michael A. Vargas inventories the significant people, signal events, and familiar icons that constitute the Catalan collective memory, from Wilfred the Hairy and Sant Jordi to the mountain monastery of Montserrat, red peasant caps, and human towers in town squares. He then [...] 

About the author
Michael A. Vargas is Associate Professor in the Department of History at the State University of New York at New Paltz, USA. He is the author of Taming a Brood of Vipers: Conflict and Change in [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Medieval Europe; History of Modern Europe; Memory Studies; Cultural History

May 2019
XIV, 197 p. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-09572-7

All Languages Rights Available

Mass Political Culture Under Stalinism
Popular Discussion of the Soviet Constitution of 1936
O. Velikanova

- First full-length study of the Soviet Constitution of 1936 from the perspective of mass political culture
- Draws extensively on archival research to reveal popular opinion and comments about Soviet citizens’ values in relation to Stalinist reality
- Explores the co-existence of liberal and authoritarian ideas in Soviet society and how this dichotomy created tensions among citizens

This book is the first full-length study of the Soviet Constitution of 1936, exploring Soviet citizens’ views of constitutional democratic principles and their problematic relationship to the reality of Stalinism. Drawing on archival materials, the book offers an insight into the mass political culture of the mid-1930s in the USSR and thus contributes to wider research on Russian political [...] 

About the author
Olga Velikanova is Associate Professor of History at the University of North Texas, USA. She specializes in Soviet popular opinion studies and works extensively with declassified Communist party [...] 

Fields of Interest
Russian, Soviet, and East European History; Political History; Modern History; Social History

May 2019
XV, 260 p. 6 illus. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 109.00

All Languages Rights Available
Secularists, Religion and Government in Nineteenth-Century America
T. Verhoeven

- Presents a history of grassroots mobilizations in favor of a clearer division between religion and government
- Explores the complex alliances between various secularist campaigners, including religious skeptics, liberal Protestants, people of minority faiths, white supremacists and labor reformers
- Brings together case studies of church-state conflicts from the early Republic to the Progressive era

This book shows how, through a series of fierce battles over Sabbath laws, legislative chaplains, Bible-reading in public schools and other flashpoints, nineteenth-century secularists mounted a powerful case for a separation of religion and government. Among their diverse ranks were religious skeptics, liberal Protestants, members of minority faiths, labor reformers and defenders of slavery. [...] 

About the author
Timothy Verhoeven is Senior Lecturer in the School of Philosophical, Historical and International Studies at Monash University, Australia. He is the author of Transatlantic Anti-Catholicism: [...] 

Fields of Interest
US History; Legal History; History of Religion; Political History

Scottish Presbyterianism and Settler Colonial Politics
Empire of Dissent
V. Wallace

- Shortlisted for the Saltire History Book of the Year 2018
- Explores the lives and ideas of five colonial reformers to reveal a transcolonial network of Scottish dissenters in the British Empire
- Recovers the experiences of Scottish Presbyterian dissenters from the fringes of colonial historiography

This book offers a new interpretation of political reform in the settler colonies of Britain’s empire in the early nineteenth century. It examines the influence of Scottish Presbyterian dissenting churches and their political values. It re-evaluates five notable Scottish reformers and unpacks the Presbyterian foundation to their political ideas: Thomas Pringle (1789–1834), a poet in Cape [...] 

About the author
Valerie Wallace is a Lecturer in History at Victoria University of Wellington in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In 2011 she was the inaugural US-UK Fulbright Commission Scottish Studies Scholar. Before [...] 

Fields of Interest
Imperialism and Colonialism; History of Britain and Ireland; History of Religion; World History, Global and Transnational History; Social History

Series Title
Cambridge Imperial and Post-Colonial Studies Series

HIV Survivors in Sydney
Memories of the Epidemic
C. Ware

- Offers the first book-length account on how HIV and AIDS transformed the intimate lives of gay men in Sydney
- Moves beyond the usual focus on public mobilization and activism in the history of HIV and AIDS to foreground the stories of individual men and the impact of the disease on their personal lives
- Features oral histories of gay men diagnosed with HIV in Sydney before the advent of antiretroviral medication

Inner-city Sydney was the epicenter of gay life in the Southern hemisphere in the 1970s and early 1980s. Gay men moved from across Australasia to find liberation in the city’s vibrant community networks; and when HIV and AIDS devastated those networks, they grieved, suffered, and survived in ways that have often been left out of the historical record. This book excavates the intimate lives and [...] 

About the author
Cheryl Ware is a Research Fellow in the School of Humanities at the University of Auckland, New Zealand.

Fields of Interest
Oral History; Australasian History; Social History; Gender and Sexuality; History of Medicine

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Oral History

All Languages Rights Available
Special Correspondence and the Newspaper Press in Victorian Print Culture, 1850–1886

C. Waters

- Demonstrates how special correspondence helped create our modern news culture
- Examines the emergence and development of the special correspondent in Victorian print culture
- Analyses the stories of individual correspondents and their relationship to the broader media landscape

This book analyses the significance of the special correspondent as a new journalistic role in Victorian print culture, within the context of developments in the periodical press, throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. Examining the graphic reportage produced by the first generation of these pioneering journalists, through a series of thematic case studies, it considers [...] About the author

Catherine Waters is Professor of Victorian Literature and Print Culture at the University of Kent, UK. She is the author of Dickens and the Politics of the Family (1997) and Commodity Culture in [...] Fields of Interest

History of Britain and Ireland; Cultural History; History of Modern Europe; Social History; Journalism

Series Title

Palgrave Studies in the History of the Media

Embracing ‘Asia’ in China and Japan

Asianism Discourse and the Contest for Hegemony, 1912-1933

T. Weber

- Explores the emergence of a new, affirmative discourse on Asia in the early twentieth century in the context of shifting power relations between the two countries and the rest of the world
- Contributes to the transnational history of geopolitical thought in East Asia, transcending national borders and moving beyond national historiographies
- Analyses and compares different affirmations of Asianism, as well as criticisms and rejections of the concept, to offer a more complex understanding of Asianism than previous studies have been able to provide

This book examines how Asianism became a key concept in mainstream political discourse between China and Japan and how it was used both [...] About the author

Torsten Weber is Senior Research Fellow and Head of the Humanities Section at the German Institute for Japanese Studies (DIJ) in Tokyo, Japan.

Fields of Interest

Asian History; World History, Global and Transnational History; Modern History; Political History

Series Title

Palgrave Macmillan Transnational History Series

The Society for the Oversea Settlement of British Women, 1919-1964

B. White

- Analyses the social, economic, and political structure of the Society for the Oversea Settlement of British Women
- Argues that the Society pursued its own agenda to train and place educated women looking for non-domestic service work in the dominions
- Challenges earlier studies’ focus on the Society’s failure to migrate a significant number of women from Britain to white settler colonies after 1924

This book examines the British government’s response to the ‘superfluous women problem’, and concerns about post-war unemployment more generally, by creating a migration society that was tasked with reducing the number of single women at home through overseas migration. The Society for the Oversea Settlement of British Women (SOSBW) was created in 1919 to facilitate the transportation of [...] About the author

Bonnie White is Assistant Professor at the Grenfell Campus of Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada. She is also the author of The Women’s Land Army in First World War Britain (Palgrave, 2014).

Fields of Interest

History of Britain and Ireland; Social History; Cultural History; Women’s Studies; Migration
Unmarried Motherhood in the Metropolis, 1700–1850
Pregnancy, the Poor Law and Provision
S. Williams

- Assesses the economic and emotional experience of unmarried mothers in London from 1700 to 1850
- Considers the delivery of poor relief and the system of affiliation which held parents responsible for the maintenance of their illegitimate children
- Examines the extent to which unmarried parents were shamed by their situation and how this changed over time

In this book Samantha Williams examines illegitimacy, unmarried parenthood and the old and new poor laws in a period of rising illegitimacy and poor relief expenditure. In doing so, she explores the experience of being an unmarried mother from courtship and conception, through the discovery of pregnancy, and the birth of the child in lodgings or one of the new parish workhouses. Although […]

About the author
Samantha Williams is Senior Lecturer in Local and Regional History at the University of Cambridge, UK. She has published widely on the history of poverty and the poor law, including Poverty, […]

Fields of Interest
Social History; History of Britain and Ireland; Cultural History; Women’s Studies; Legal History

Politics and Aesthetics of the Female Form, 1908-1918
G. Williams

- Examines the pictorial representation of women in Great Britain during the decade 1908-1918
- Assesses the aesthetics related to suffrage, the First World War, advertising and art movements
- Traces the genealogy of recurring motifs, including William Hogarth’s line of beauty, to contemporary visual culture

This book examines the pictorial representation of women in Great Britain both before and during the First World War. It focuses in particular on imagery related to suffrage movements, recruitment campaigns connected to the war, advertising, and Modernist art movements including Vorticism. This investigation not only considers the image as a whole, but also assesses tropes and constructs as […]

About the author
Georgina Williams is a writer and artist, and author of Propaganda and Hogarth’s Line of Beauty in the First World War (Palgrave, 2016). Her ongoing research considers how William Hogarth’s line […]

Fields of Interest
History of Britain and Ireland; Women’s Studies; Social History; History of Modern Europe; Cultural History

Sounding Otherness in Early Modern Drama and Travel
Uncanny Vibrations in the English Archive
J. L. Wood

- Demonstrates the significance of sound in cross-cultural encounters in early modern drama and travel writing
- Features QR codes in each chapter, giving readers access to sound recordings of the instruments discussed
- Appeals to students and scholars of Renaissance drama, travel literature, British literature, Shakespeare, sound and sensory studies, historical phenomenology, new materialisms, and music history

Sounds are a vital dimension of transcultural encounters in the early modern period. Using the concept of the soundwave as a vibratory, uncanny, and transformative force, Jennifer Linhart Wood examines how sounds of foreign otherness are experienced and interpreted in cross-cultural interactions around the globe. Many of these same sounds are staged in the sonic laboratory of the English […]

About the author
Jennifer Linhart Wood teaches at St. Mary’s College of Maryland and works for Shakespeare Quarterly at the Folger Shakespeare Library.

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History; History of Early Modern Europe; Early Modern/Renaissance Literature; Cultural History; Theatre History
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Zimbabwean Communities in Britain
Imperial and Post-Colonial Identities and Legacies
C. R. Zembe

- Using Zimbabwean communities in Britain as a case study, this book explores how imperial and post-colonial history has shaped and continues to shape African immigrant communities.
- Analyses why attempts to create a unified diaspora identity by some African immigrant communities proved to be an emotive process which could not conceal historic ethnic or racial tensions and prejudices.
- Highlights the increasing diversity of African immigrants in Britain, focusing on the dynamics and differences even within the relatively small Zimbabwean community.

This book examines why Zimbabwean immigrants in Britain should be viewed as a product of ethno-racial identities and prejudices developed and nurtured during the colonial and post-colonial [...]
Solidarity in Open Societies
J. Althammer, B. Neumärker, U. Nothelle-Wildfeuer (Eds.)

- Discussion of the concept of solidarity for open societies
- Interdisciplinary access
- Applying the concept of solidarity to refugee migration issues

At a time of increasing fragmentation, growing social tension and global forced migration, solidarity is more than ever an endangered social resource. In this volume, scientists from different disciplines analyze the idea of solidarity, its analytical content as well as practical scope and limits for pluralistic and cosmopolitan societies.

About the author
Prof. Dr. Jörg Althammer is an economist and teaches economic ethics and social policy at the Faculty of Economics at the Catholic University of Eichstät-Ingolstadt.; Prof. Dr. Berhard Neumärker […]

Fields of Interest
Political Philosophy

Ignorant Cognition
A Philosophical Investigation of the Cognitive Features of Not-Knowing
S. Arfini

- Describes a set of cognitive tools to study ignorance
- Bridges the concepts of ignorance and human agency
- Discusses the distribution of ignorance in online communities

This book offers a comprehensive philosophical investigation of ignorance. Using a set of cognitive tools and models, it discusses features that can describe a state of ignorance if linked to a particular type of cognition affecting the agent’s social behavior, belief system, and inferential capacity. The author defines ignorance as a cognitive condition that can be either passively (and […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of the Social Sciences; Cognitive Psychology; Epistemology; Ethics

Series Title
Studies in Applied Philosophy, Epistemology and Rational Ethics

A Feminist Companion to the Posthumanities
C. Åsberg, R. Braidotti (Eds.)

- First comprehensive volume on feminist posthumanities, which covers new materialist forays in posthuman and more-than-human humanities
- Provides a long overdue and indispensable collection of original works by distinguished and emerging scholars on the challenges from posthumanism that the humanities currently face and how to respond to these
- Brings together top international theorists and emerging scholars in fields varying from feminist philosophy to digital, medical – and environmental humanities

This companion is a cutting-edge primer to critical forms of the posthumanities and the feminist posthumanities, aimed at students and researchers who want to catch up with the recent theoretical developments in various fields in the humanities, such as new media studies, gender studies, cultural studies, science and technology studies, human animal studies, postcolonial critique, philosophy […]

About the author
Cecilia Åsberg, Professor of Gender, Nature, Culture at Tema Genus, Linköping University, is the founding director of The Posthumanities Hub and the Seed Box: An Environmental Humanities […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Gender Studies
Anton Marty and Contemporary Philosophy
G. Bacigalupo, H. Leblanc (Eds.)

- Puts the spotlight back on Anton Marty
- Brings together an international selection of scholars for a fresh take on Marty’s work
- Shows the strong affinity between Marty’s philosophy and ongoing philosophical debates

This edited collection of eight original essays pursues the aim of bringing the spotlight back on Anton Marty. It does so by having leading figures in the contemporary debate confront themselves with Marty’s most significative contributions, which span from philosophy of mind, philosophy of language and ontology to meta-metaphysics and meta-philosophy. The book is divided in three parts. The [...]
Wittgenstein and Lacan at the Limit
Meaning and Astonishment
M. Balaska

- Brings Wittgenstein and Lacan together for the first time
- Examines astonishment in relation to the difficulty of expression
- Explores one's own involvement with meaning

This book brings together the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein and Jacques Lacan around their treatments of 'astonishment,' an experience of being struck by something that appears to be extraordinarily significant. Both thinkers have a central interest in the dissatisfaction with meaning that these experiences generate when we attempt to articulate them, to bring language to bear on them. Maria […]

About the author
Maria Balaska is Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Hertfordshire, UK.

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Language; Ethics; Analytic Philosophy; Aesthetics

The Illusions of Time
Philosophical and Psychological Essays on Timing and Time Perception
A. Bardon, V. Arstila, S. Power, A. Vatakis (Eds.)

- Offers an interdisciplinary examination of our perception of time through the study of temporal illusions
- Demonstrates how valuable studies on timing and time perception are to furthering research on cognition and perception
- Explores the role cognition plays in explaining temporal illusions

This edited collection presents the latest cutting-edge research in the philosophy and cognitive science of temporal illusions. Illusion and error have long been important points of entry for both philosophical and psychological approaches to understanding the mind. Temporal illusions, specifically, concern a fundamental feature of lived experience, temporality, and its relation to a […]

About the author
Valtteri Arstila is a Collegium Researcher at the Turku Institute for Advanced Studies and the Department of Philosophy, University of Turku, Finland. His research focuses on the philosophy and […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Philosophy of Mind; Metaphysics

Kant, Shelley and the Visionary Critique of Metaphysics
O. B. Bassler

- Continues to develop the concept of paraphysics as a form of visionary critique motivated by the enterprises of Kant and Shelley
- Situates Shelley in the context of romantic visionary design by comparing his venture to those of Blake and Keats
- Looks forward to visionary critique in the specific form of paraphysics as a philosophy of the future

This book addresses the philosophy of Kant and the poetry of Shelley as historical starting points for a new way of thinking in the modern age. Fusing together critical philosophy and visionary poetry, Bassler develops the notion of visionary critique, or paraphysics, as a model for future philosophical endeavor. This philosophical practice is rooted in the concept of the indefinite power […]

About the author
O. Bradley Bassler is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Georgia Athens, USA. He is the author of The Pace of Modernity: Reading with Blumenberg (2012), The Long Shadow of the […]

Fields of Interest
Aesthetics; Metaphysics; Poetry and Poetics
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### The Continuous, the Discrete and the Infinitesimal in Philosophy and Mathematics

**J. L. Bell**

- Explores the concept of the continuous and the infinitesimal
- Combines a history of philosophy with contemporary mathematics
- Gives a comprehensive historical and philosophical overview of the topic

This book explores and articulates the concepts of the continuous and the infinitesimal from two points of view: the philosophical and the mathematical. The first section covers the history of these ideas in philosophy. Chapter one, entitled 'The continuous and the discrete in Ancient Greece, the Orient and the European Middle Ages,' reviews the work of Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus, and other [...]

### New Essays on Frege
#### Between Science and Literature

**G. Bengtsson, S. Säätelä, A. Pichler** (Eds.)

- Focuses on Frege's view of fiction and the use of figurative modes of speech in relation to scientific research and philosophical investigations
- Considers internal connections between different aspects of Frege's work while acknowledging the importance of its philosophical context
- Elucidates Frege's conception of logic and the relation between natural language and the Begriffsschrift

This volume collects nine essays that investigate the work of Gottlob Frege. The contributors address Frege's work in relation to literature and fiction (Dichtung), the humanities (Geisteswissenschaften), and science (Wissenschaft). Overall, the essays consider internal connections between different aspects of Frege's work while acknowledging the importance of its philosophical context. [...]

### Cognitive Structural Realism
#### A Radical Solution to the Problem of Scientific Representation

**M. D. Beni**

- Dissolves the most vicious problem of scientific realism (i.e., the problem of scientific representation)
- Promotes and reconstructs the cognitive models of science approach
- Develops a new form of structural realism

In this book, the author develops a new form of structural realism and deals with the problem of representation. The work combines two distinguished developments of the Semantic View of Theories, namely Structural Realism (SR), a flourishing theory from contemporary philosophy of science, and Ronald Giere and colleagues' Cognitive Models of Science approach (CMSA). Readers will see how [...]

### About the Authors

**J. L. Bell** has been Professor of Philosophy and Adjunct Professor of Mathematics at the University of Western Ontario since 1989. From 1968-89 he was Lecturer and Senior Lecturer in Mathematics, [...]

**Gisela Bengtsson** is researcher in Philosophy affiliated to Uppsala University. Her research interests include Wittgenstein's philosophy, Frege, early analytic philosophy, and philosophy and [...]

**Majid D. Beni** obtained his PhD. at Tehran, Iranian Institute of Philosophy. He wrote greater part of his dissertation when he was visiting the School of Life Science, at ASU, where he worked on [...]

### Fields of Interest

**Philosophy of Mathematics; History of Philosophy; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages; Analysis; Differential Geometry; History of Mathematical Sciences**

### Series Title

The Western Ontario Series in Philosophy of Science
Weyl and the Problem of Space
From Science to Philosophy
J. Bernard, C. Lobo (Eds.)

- Deepens readers’ foundations of geometry, physics and the theory of continuum with an approach which is inextricably philosophical, historical and scientific
- Presents the first historical reconstitution of Weyl’s conferences on the problem of space
- Proposes an extensive philosophical approach to the different aspects of the problem of space

This book investigates Hermann Weyl’s work on the problem of space from the early 1920s onwards. It presents new material and opens the philosophical problem of space anew, crossing the disciplines of mathematics, history of science and philosophy. With a Kantian starting point Weyl asks: among all the infinitely many conceivable metrical spaces, which one applies to the physical world? In […]

About the author
Julien Bernard is currently assistant professor at Aix-Marseille University. His laboratory is the Centre […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; History of Science; Phenomenology; History and Philosophical Foundations of Physics; History of Mathematical Sciences

Series Title
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science
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Biological Robustness
Emerging Perspectives from within the Life Sciences
M. Bertolaso, S. Caianiello, E. Serrelli (Eds.)

- Reviews examples and notions of robustness at specific levels of biological organization
- Grounds general reflections upon concrete case studies
- Addresses core issues with clear and accessible language, favoring non-expert readers and fostering interdisciplinarity

This volume reviews examples and notions of robustness at several levels of biological organization. It tackles many philosophical and conceptual issues and casts an outlook on the future challenges of robustness studies in the context of a practice-oriented philosophy of science. The focus of discussion is on concrete case studies. These highlight the necessity of a level-dependent […]

About the author
Marta Bertolaso is Assistant Professor for Philosophy of Science at the University Campus Bio-Medico of Rome, Faculty of Engineering, and member of FAST Institute of Philosophy of Scientific […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Biology; Systems Biology; Neurosciences; Philosophy of Nature
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History, Philosophy and Theory of the Life Sciences
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Systems Thinking and Moral Imagination
Rethinking Business Ethics with Patricia Werhane
D. J. Bevan, R. W. Wolfe, P. H. Werhane (Eds.)

- Celebrates the work of one of the most highly-published, original and renowned senior philosophers in the field of Business Ethics
- Is a unique collection reflecting the past 25 years of Werhane’s work
- Brings together a range of Werhane’s papers and discusses them from various angles

This volume brings together a selection of papers written by Patricia Werhane during the most recent quarter century. The book critically explicates the direction and development of Werhane’s thinking based on her erudite and eclectic sampling of orthodox philosophical theories. It starts out with an introductory chapter setting Werhane’s work in the context of the development of Business […]

About the author
David Bevan has a PhD in Management for King's College London (2007), he has serve the faculties of Royal Holloway University of London, HEC Paris, Université Libre de Bruxelles, and CEIBS in the […]

Fields of Interest
Business Ethics; Corporate Social Responsibility; Moral Philosophy

Series Title
Issues in Business Ethics
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Quantum Reality and Theory of Śūnya
S. R. Bhatt (Ed.)

- Points out how the multifaceted concept of Śūnya, an ingenious insight of fertile and innovative Indian mind, can open up new horizons and intellectual vistas to help in enriching improvised western science and other knowledge disciplines
- Brings to light the forgotten intuitive realizations of Indian mathematicians who invented the theory of Zero and the decimal system
- Has profound ontological implications for the understanding of Reality as infinite and non-dual

The book deals with expounding the nature of Reality as it is understood in contemporary times in Quantum Physics. It also explains the classical Indian theory of Śūnya in its diverse facets. Thereafter it undertakes comparison between the two which is an area of great topical interest. It is a cross-disciplinary study by erudite Indian and western scholars between traditional Indian knowledge […]

About the author
Professor Siddheshwar Rameshwar Bhatt is an eminent philosopher and Sanskritist. Presently, he is Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research. He is also Chairman of Indian Philosophical […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Quantum Physics; History of Mathematical Sciences

Agency, Freedom and Choice
C. Binder

- Highlights the essential role of freedom's agency value in political and moral philosophy
- Contains a new and surprising argument for a value-based approach to overall freedom based on problems usually raised against
- It brings together the depth of philosophical insights on overall freedom with the rigour of axiomatic analysis reveals hidden assumptions in the literature on freedom rankings

In this book, Binder shows that at the heart of the most prominent arguments in favour of value-neutral approaches to overall freedom lies the value freedom has for human agency and development. Far from leading to the adoption of a value-neutral approach, however, ascribing importance to freedom's agency value requires one to adopt a refined value-based approach. Binder employs an axiomatic […]

About the author
Constanze Binder is Assistant Professor in Philosophy at the Faculty of Philosophy, Co-Director of the Erasmus […]

Fields of Interest
Political Philosophy; Ethics; Philosophy of the Social Sciences; Economic Theory/Quantitative Economics/Mathematical Methods; Operations Research/Decision Theory

Series Title
Theory and Decision Library A:

Art, Spirituality and Economics
L. Bouckaert, K. J. Ims, P. Rona (Eds.)

- Celebrates Laszlo Zsolnai’s significant contributions to the connection between ethics, spirituality, aesthetics and economic theory
- Includes essays concerned with the ethical, spiritual and aesthetic context
- Presents the economic activities of human beings as a part of the human desire for the Aristotelian good life

This volume celebrates the work of Laszlo Zsolnai, a leading researcher and scholar in the field of the ethical and spiritual aspects of economic life, who has made significant contributions to the connection between ethics, spirituality, aesthetics and economic theory. The book offers a selection of essays concerned with the ethical, spiritual and aesthetic context within which economics as a […]

About the author
Luk Bouckaert (*1941) is emeritus professor of ethics at the Catholic University of Leuven (Belgium). He is a philosopher and an economist by training. His research and publications fall within […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Faith, Spirituality and Business; Spirituality; Arts; Humanities and Social Sciences, multidisciplinary

Series Title
Virtues and Economics
Philosophy and Child Poverty
Reflections on the Ethics and Politics of Poor Children and their Families
N. Brando, G. Schweiger (Eds.)
• First book on philosophy and child poverty
• Brings together different philosophical approaches on childhood and family poverty
• Provides philosophical insights into the concept of child poverty and its alleviation
This book offers a broad and diverse reflection of the ways in which child poverty could be conceptualised, and the ways in which it is intertwined with childhood as a specific social condition. Furthermore, the responsibilities towards children and the possible mechanisms required for dealing with this condition will be analysed and clarified. This is the first volume on philosophy and child poverty...

About the author
Nicolaïs Brando is a Research Fellow for the “Global Governance and Democratic Government” Programme at the Leuven Centre for Global Governance Studies (KU Leuven), and a PhD scholar at the [...] Fields of Interest
Political Philosophy; Child Well-being; Political Theory; Ethics; Childhood, Adolescence and Society; Sociology of Family, Youth and Aging

Series Title
Philosophy and Poverty

The Future of Creation Order
Vol. 2, Order Among Humans: Humanities, Social Science and Normative Practices
G. J. Buijs, A. K. Mosher (Eds.)
• Is the first in 25 years to deal specifically with creation order and its significance for social theory and anthropology
• Brings together authors who relate their contributions to the Christian tradition in general and reformational philosophy in particular
• Reflects the important historical and systematic role of the concept of creation in reformational philosophy
This book investigates humanities, social sciences and politics from the perspective of the concept of creation order. It is the second volume in a series that provides a unique and topical overview of attempts to assess the current health of the concept of creation order within Reformational philosophy when it is compared with other perspectives. Divided into a section on fundamental...

About the author
Govert Buijs PhD holds the Kuyper Chair for political philosophy in relation to religion at the Department of Philosophy, Faculty of Humanities, VU University, Amsterdam. Next to this he holds the [...] Fields of Interest
Philosophy of the Social Sciences; Ethics; Christianity

Swinging and Rolling
Unveiling Galileo’s unorthodox path from a challenging problem to a new science
J. Büttner
• Novel insights into accelerated motion
• Historical overview of Galileo
• Presents research from Max Planck Institute for the History of Science
This volume explores the reorganisation of knowledge taking place in the course of Galileo’s research process extending over a period of more than thirty years, pursued within a network of exchanges with his contemporaries, and documented by a vast collection of research notes. It has revealed the challenging objects that motivated and shaped Galileo’s thinking and closely followed...

Fields of Interest
Philosophical and Historical Foundations of Science; History and Philosophical Foundations of Physics
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The Cordial Economy - Ethics, Recognition and Reciprocity
P. Calvo

- Shows the conceptualisation of the process of self-interest as operating for one's own benefit and its inclusion in the orthodox economic model
- Reflects on the critical process that has identified reciprocity as a determining factor for human cooperation
- Proposes guidelines for designing a monitoring and compliance system

This book proposes, from a civil perspective —such as that developed by Stefano Zamagni— and a cordial perspective —such as that developed by Adela Cortina—, orientations to design an economy in tune with what the historical moment demands. Among other things, this comes from encouraging institutions, organisations and companies to include in their designs aspects as important for carrying out [...] 

About the author
Patrici Calvo holds a Humanities degree from the Universidad Jaume I (Extraordinary End of Degree Award), Master's in Corporate Social Responsibility from the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, [...] 

Fields of Interest
Ethics; International Political Economy; Moral Philosophy

Series Title
Ethical Economy

The Value of Emotions for Knowledge
L. Candiotto (Ed.)

- Collates twelve full-length articles by leading and up-and-coming academics on the exciting topic of philosophy of emotions
- Focuses on the different roles that emotions play in our life, particularly their role in knowledge
- Investigates the epistemological value of emotions in reasoning, a prominent research programme in the cognitive sciences

This innovative new volume analyses the role of emotions in knowledge acquisition. It focuses on the field of philosophy of emotions at the exciting intersection between epistemology and philosophy of mind and cognitive science to bring us an in-depth analysis of the epistemological value of emotions in reasoning. With twelve chapters by leading and up-and-coming academics, this edited [...] 

About the author
Laura Candiotto is von Humboldt Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Philosophy of the Free University of Berlin, Germany. Her research on emotions merges her interest in social epistemology [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Epistemology; Social Philosophy

The Palgrave Handbook of the Philosophy of Film and Motion Pictures
N. Carroll, L. T. Di Summa-Knoop, S. Loht (Eds.)

- Includes a Foreword by Errol Morris.
- Conversant in the literature of both philosophy and cinema studies
- Includes chapters written by some of the most influential researchers in the philosophy of motion pictures

This handbook brings together essays in the philosophy of film and motion pictures from authorities across the spectrum. It boasts contributions from philosophers and film theorists alike, with many essays employing pluralist approaches to this interdisciplinary subject. Core areas treated include film ontology, film structure, psychology, authorship, narrative, and viewer emotion. Emerging [...] 

About the author
Noël Carroll is Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at the Graduate Center of CUNY, USA.; Laura T. Di Summa-Knoop is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy at William Paterson University, USA.; [...] 

Fields of Interest
Aesthetics; Screen Studies; Philosophy of Technology; Cultural Theory
Ted Honderich on Consciousness, Determinism, and Humanity
G. D. Caruso (Ed.)

- Provides the most comprehensive survey of the work of the leading philosopher, Ted Honderich
- Assembles a stellar list of experts and thinkers, including Noam Chomsky, Mary Warnock and Barry Smith
- Addresses a range of absorbing and highly topical subjects, including free will, punishment, morality, and terrorism

This collection of original essays brings together a world-class lineup of philosophers to provide the most comprehensive critical treatment of Ted Honderich’s philosophy, focusing on three major areas of his work: (1) his theory of consciousness; (2) his extensive and ground-breaking work on determinism and freedom; and (3) his views on right and wrong, including his Principle of Humanity and […]

About the author
Gregg D. Caruso is Associate Professor of Philosophy at SUNY Corning, USA, and Co-Director of the Justice Without Retribution Network. He is the author of Free Will and Consciousness and the […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Metaphysics; Modern Philosophy; Moral Philosophy; Social Philosophy; Political Philosophy

Series Title
Philosophers in Depth

Late Ancient Platonism in Eighteenth-Century German Thought
L. Catana

- Explains Platonism during the European Enlightenment
- Questions whether the term “Neoplatonism” should be discontinued
- Discusses the role of key figures in the 18th century, especially Johann Jakob

This work synthesizes work previously published in leading journals in the field into a coherent narrative that has a distinctive focus on Germany while also being aware of a broader European dimension. It argues that the German Lutheran Christoph August Heumann (1681-1764) marginalized the biographical approach to past philosophy and paved the way for the German Lutheran Johann Jacob […]

About the author
Dr Leo Catana is associate professor in Philosophy at the University of Copenhagen, where he works on ancient Greek and Renaissance philosophy. His main interests within these two periods concern […]

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Protestantism and Lutheranism; Classical Philosophy; History of Early Modern Europe; Historiography and Method

Series Title
International Archives of the History of Ideas Archives internationales d’histoire des idées

Palliative Care and Catholic Health Care
Two Millennia of Caring for the Whole Person
P. J. Cataldo, D. O’Brien (Eds.)

- The first book to examine all of the eight major domains of palliative care and show their compatibility with Catholic teaching
- The only book on the moral and theological dimensions of palliative care to address more than the issues of informed consent, spirituality, or life-sustaining treatment
- Brings together experts and scholars from a diversity of fields to address the compatibility of palliative care and Catholic teaching

This book offers a comprehensive overview of the compatibility of palliative care with the vision of human dignity in the Catholic moral and theological traditions. The unique value of this book is that it presents expert analysis of the major domains of palliative care and how they are compatible […]

About the author
Peter J. Cataldo is Senior Vice President, Theology and Ethics for Providence St. Joseph Health. Prior to his current position, he worked as the Chief Healthcare Ethicist for the Archdiocese of […]

Fields of Interest
Bioethics; Palliative Medicine; Catholicism; Christian Theology; Spirituality

Series Title
Philosophy and Medicine
Mathesis Universalis, Computability and Proof
S. Centrone, S. Negri, D. Sarikaya, P. M. Schuster (Eds.)

- Gottfried Leibniz’s philosophy of logic in the Digital Age
- Views on second-order thinking in the history of mathematics
- A contemporary perspective on the foundations of mathematics

In a fragment entitled Elementa Nova Matheseos Universalis (1683?) Leibniz writes “the mathesis […] shall deliver the method through which things that are conceivable can be exactly determined”; in another fragment he takes the mathesis to be “the science of all things that are conceivable.” Leibniz considers all mathematical disciplines as branches of the mathesis and conceives the mathesis […]

About the author
Stefania Centrone is currently Privatdozentin at the University of Hamburg, teaches and does research at the Universities of Oldenburg and of Helsinki and has been in 2016 deputy Professor of […]

Fields of Interest
Logic; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages

Series Title
Synthese Library

---

Dao Companion to the Excavated Guodian Bamboo Manuscripts
S. Chan (Ed.)

- Is the first to cover a comprehensive discussion on the key philosophical concepts of the Guodian bamboo manuscripts
- Brings together top scholars on a much debated issue
- Gathers momentum in a field that offers new knowledge in Chinese philosophy, literature and history

This volume covers the philosophical, historical, religious, and interpretative aspects of the ancient Guodian bamboo manuscripts (郭店楚簡) which were disentombed in the Guodian Village in Hubei Province, China, in 1993. Considered to be the Chinese equivalent of the Dead Sea Scrolls, these manuscripts are archaeological finds whose importance cannot be underestimated. Many of the texts are […]

About the author
Shirley Chan is Associate Professor and Head of Chinese Studies of Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. She specializes in researches on ancient Chinese culture covering philosophy, textual […]

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; History of Philosophy; Classical Philosophy
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Dao Companions to Chinese Philosophy
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An Ecological Theory of Free Expression
G. Chartier

- Offers a robust, comprehensive defense of freedom of expression
- Supports freedom of expression with appeals to diverse overlapping and reinforcing considerations
- Defends an “ecology of expression” rather than focusing narrowly on individual self-expression

This book advances a comprehensive moral defense of freedom of expression—one with implications for law and policy, but also for the choices of individuals and non-governmental institutions. Gary Chartier seeks to ground expressive freedom in mutually supportive concerns related to themes including property, autonomy, flourishing, and discovery, while seeking to tightly cabin the range of […]

About the author
Gary Chartier is Distinguished Professor of Law and Business Ethics and Associate Dean of the Tom and Vi Zapara School of Business at La Sierra University in Riverside, California.

Fields of Interest
Political Philosophy; Political Theory; Religion and Society
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Ezumezu
A System of Logic for African Philosophy and Studies
J. O. Chimakonam

- Introduces new concepts in African philosophy
- Gives insights for the intellectual transformation of African scholarship
- Offers an alternative logic system for grounding African philosophy and studies
The issue of a logic foundation for African thought connects well with the question of method. Do we need new methods for African philosophy and studies? Or, are the methods of Western thought adequate for African intellectual space? These questions are not some of the easiest to answer because they lead straight to the question of whether or not a logic tradition from African intellectual [...] 

About the author
Jonathan O. Chimakonam Ph.D, was a senior lecturer (2016-2018) at the University of Calabar, Nigeria but is now at the University of Pretoria, South Africa. He was a Research Associate at the [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophical Traditions; Science, Humanities and Social Sciences, multidisciplinary; Logic; Philosophical Methodology

Philosophy of Science
Between the Natural Sciences, the Social Sciences, and the Humanities
A. Christian, D. Hommen, N. Retzlaff, G. Schurz (Eds.)

- Illustrates the broad scope of reflection in contemporary philosophy of science
- Updates readers with the most recent developments in philosophy of science
- Collates contributions from renowned scholars across several fields in philosophy of science
This broad and insightful book presents current scholarship in important subfields of philosophy of science and addresses an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary readership. It groups carefully selected contributions into the four fields of I) philosophy of physics, II) philosophy of life sciences, III) philosophy of social sciences and values in science, and IV) philosophy of mathematics [...] 

About the author
Alexander Christian is a research fellow at the Düsseldorf center for Logic and Philosophy of Science (DCLPS) at the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf. His main research areas are general [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of the Social Sciences; Philosophy of Nature; Philosophy of Biology; Philosophy of Mathematics

Critical Theory and Political Theology
The Aftermath of the Enlightenment
P. S. Chung

- Seeks to find an alternative way of constructing the world after the collapse of the Modernity
- Uses resources from political theory and critical theorists
- Written for scholars in the fields of critical theory, political theology, and postcolonial studies
This book deals with the aftermath of the enlightenment and its legacy in the political, social, and racial context. It discusses the incomplete project of modernity in terms of social contract theory, racial justice issues, and political theology in the postcolonial context. Hermeneutical realism and cultural linguistic inquiry become substantial features in elaborating postcolonial political [...] 

About the author
Paul S. Chung teaches at Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago and at the Graduate Theological Union Berkeley, CA. 

Fields of Interest
Critical Theory; History of Early Modern Europe; Political Theory
The Politics of Dependence
Economic Parasites and Vulnerable Lives
P. J. L. Cockburn

- Takes the topic of dependence as a starting point for examining the problems of economic justice generated by foundational social and economic institutions
- Offers a fresh, original take on issues of economic justice and dependence, going against the grain of most political theorising about economic justice today
- Integrates a wide range of scholarship including feminist political theory, economic sociology, economic anthropology, political philosophy, and legal theory

The central claim of this book is that the dichotomy between economic dependence and economic independence is completely inadequate for describing the political challenges faced by contemporary capitalist welfare states. The simplistic contrast between markets and states as sources of income renders invisible the relations of dependence established in our basic economic institutions such as […]

About the author
Patrick J. L. Cockburn is Assistant Professor in Philosophy at Aarhus University, Denmark.

Fields of Interest
Political Philosophy; Development Theory; Political Theory; Politics of the Welfare State; International Political Economy; Social Choice/Welfare Economics/Public Choice/Political Economy

Feyerabend’s Formative Years. Volume 1. Feyerabend and Popper
Correspondence and Unpublished Papers
M. Collodel, E. Oberheim (Eds.)

- Offers an inside look at Karl Popper and Paul Feyerabend’s controversial professional relationship
- Contains new primary material, including previously unpublished papers, by both Popper and Feyerabend
- Shows Popper’s developing ideas on potential experiments designed to test controversial aspects of quantum mechanics

This book offers an inside look into the notoriously tumultuous, professional relationship of two great minds: Karl Popper and Paul Feyerabend. It collects their complete surviving correspondence (1948-1967) and contains previously unpublished papers […]

About the author
Paul Feyerabend (1924-1994) studied science and philosophy before earning his Ph.D. in philosophy of science in Vienna in 1951. He made a name for himself as a vocal proponent of Popper’s critical […]

About the author
Juan J. Colomina-Almiñana received his PhD in Philosophy from the University of La Laguna (Spain) in 2009. His books include Los problemas de las teorías representacionales de la conciencia […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Semantics; Epistemology

Series Title
Synthese Library

Formal Approach to the Metaphysics of Perspectives
Points of View as Access
J. J. Colomina-Almiñana

- Presents a formal approach to the metaphysics of perspective
- Offers a novel analysis of metaphysical grounding
- Includes a historical survey of relativism in the philosophy of science

This book offers a metaphysical development of the notion of perspective. By explaining the functional nature of point of view, and by providing a concrete definition of point of view as a window through which to see the world, it offers a scientific realist theory that explains that points of view are real structures that ground properties and objects as well as perspectives. The notion of […]

About the author
Juan J. Colomina-Almiñana received his PhD in Philosophy from the University of La Laguna (Spain) in 2009. His books include Los problemas de las teorías representacionales de la conciencia […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Semantics; Epistemology

Series Title
Synthese Library
Kierkegaard, MacIntyre, Williams, and the Internal Point of View
R. Compaijen

- Offers a new perspective on a core issue within Kierkegaard research (reason and ethical life) and provides a critical evaluation of existing accounts of the subject
- Reconstructs, for the first time, the theoretical background of MacIntyre’s influential critique of Kierkegaard
- Extends the discussion to address whether Kierkegaard’s thought allows for the possibility of reasons to embrace Christian life

This book takes the debate about the (ir)rationality of the transition to ethical life in Kierkegaard’s thought in a significantly new direction. Connecting the field of Kierkegaard studies with the meta-ethical debate about practical reasons, and engaging with Alasdair MacIntyre’s and Bernard Williams’ thought, it explores the rationality of the choices for ethical life and Christian life.

About the author
Rob Compaijen is a postdoctoral researcher at Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands. He specializes in ethics, philosophy of religion, and 19th century thought, especially Kierkegaard and [...]
Nothing To Come
A Defence of the Growing Block Theory of Time
F. Correia, S. Rosenkranz

- Offers a thorough investigation of the Growing Block Theory, a disputed philosophical approach to the nature of time
- Provides a successful answer to the most notorious objections to Growing Block Theory
- Paves the way to the articulation of a more general theory consistent with relativistic spacetime

This monograph is a detailed study, and systematic defence, of the Growing Block Theory of time (GBT), first conceived by C.D. Broad. The book offers a coherent, logically perspicuous and ideologically lean formulation of GBT, defends it against the most [...]

About the author
Correia is full professor of analytic philosophy at the University of Geneva. He defended his PhD thesis at the University of Geneva in 2002. After four years as a postdoc at the Universitat [...]

Fields of Interest
Analytic Philosophy; Space Sciences (including Extraterrestrial Physics, Space Exploration and Astronautics); Mathematical Applications in the Physical Sciences; Logic; History and Philosophical Foundations of Physics

Series Title
Synthese Library

Dimensions and Challenges of Russian Liberalism
Historical Drama and New Prospects
R. M. Cucciolla (Ed.)

- First book on the much debated issue of dimensions and challenges of Russia liberalism in a multidisciplinary and long-term perspective
- Appeals to readers interested of twentieth-century history, the collapse of Communism, transition, democratization and Russian studies
- Focuses on the dilemmas of liberalism in the Russian Imperial context while analyzing the political philosophy of Russian liberalism

Liberalism in Russia is one of the most complex, multifaced and, indeed, controversial phenomena in the history of political thought. Values and practices traditionally associated with Western liberalism—such as individual freedom, property rights, or the rule of law—have often emerged [...]

About the author
Riccardo Mario Cucciolla is a postdoctoral research fellow in the International Center for the History and Sociology of World War II and Its Consequences at the National Research University Higher [...]

Fields of Interest
Logic; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages

Series Title
Outstanding Contributions to Logic

Don Pigozzi on Abstract Algebraic Logic, Universal Algebra, and Computer Science
J. Czelakowski (Ed.)

- Celebrates the life and work of Don Pigozzi
- Highlights Pigozzi's important contribution to the rise and development of abstract algebraic logic (AAL), universal algebra, and computer science
- Brings together an international group of scholars and Pigozzi's disciples

This book celebrates the work of Don Pigozzi on the occasion of his 80th birthday. In addition to articles written by leading specialists and his disciples, it presents Pigozzi's scientific output and discusses his impact on the development of science. The book both catalogues his works and offers an extensive profile of Pigozzi as a person, sketching the most important events, not only [...]

Fields of Interest
Logic; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages

Series Title
Philosophy and Politics - Critical Explorations
Dewey, Heidegger, and the Future of Education
Beyondness and Becoming
V. d’Agnese

• Drawing on insights into the philosophies of Dewey and Heidegger, this project moves forward the greater philosophical discourse surrounding education
• Illuminates deep affinities between the corresponding traditions of Dewey and Heidegger
• Reveals the potential of the Dewey-Heidegger comparison for the future of education

About the author
Vasco d’Agnese is Associate Professor of Education in the Department of Psychology, University of Campania Luigi Vanvitelli, Italy.

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Education; Pragmatism; Hermeneutics
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Substance in Aristotle’s Metaphysics Zeta
N. O. Dahl

• Argues for an interpretation of Z that runs against the current of most contemporary scholarship
• Offers a brief indication of the problems that arise in trying to understand Z and what can be done to solve them
• Written for those with a substantial interest in ancient philosophy, especially those concerned with Aristotle and his metaphysics

This book argues that according to Metaphysics Zeta, substantial forms constitute substantial being in the sensible world, and individual composites make up the basic constituents that possess this kind of being. The study explains why Aristotle provides a reexamination of substance after the Categories, Physics, and De Anima, and highlights the contribution Z is meant to make to the […]

About the author
Norman O. Dahl is Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at the University of Minnesota. His main interests are moral philosophy and ancient philosophy. In the latter area he is the author of Practical […]
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Classical Philosophy; Greek
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Building Theories
Heuristics and Hypotheses in Sciences
D. Danks, E. Ippoliti (Eds.)

• Describes new findings and models concerning the construction of theories and hypotheses in science
• Brings together both normative and descriptive perspectives on the question of theory construction
• Explores novel perspectives on the uses of models, inferences, and heuristic reasoning in theory-building

This book explores new findings on the long-neglected topic of theory construction and discovery, and challenges the orthodox, current division of scientific development into discrete stages: the stage of generation of new hypotheses; the stage of collection of relevant data; the stage of justification of possible theories; and the final stage of selection from among equally confirmed […]

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; Cognitive Psychology; Artificial Intelligence; Science, Humanities and Social Sciences, multidisciplinary; Mathematical Logic and Foundations

Series Title
Studies in Applied Philosophy, Epistemology and Rational Ethics
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All Languages Rights Available
Quanta and Mind
Essays on the Connection between Quantum Mechanics and the Consciousness
J. A. de Barros, C. Montemayor (Eds.)

- Explores the possible connections between quantum mechanics and consciousness
- Looks at how consciousness research can deepen our understanding of quantum mechanics
- Considers how quantum mechanics can contribute to our knowledge of consciousness

This edited volume examines aspects of the mind/consciousness that are relevant to the interpretations of quantum mechanics. In it, an international group of contributors focus on the possible connections between quantum mechanics and consciousness. They look at how consciousness can help us with quantum mechanics as well as how quantum mechanics can contribute to our understanding of consciousness.

About the author
J. Acacio de Barros is a physicist working on the foundations of quantum mechanics, philosophy of physics, and psychology. His interests are interdisciplinary, and focus mainly on different [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Quantum Physics; Cognitive Psychology

Series Title
Synthese Library

Reflections on Programming Systems
Historical and Philosophical Aspects
L. De Mol, G. Primiero (Eds.)

- Offers a systematic philosophical and historical analysis of operating systems
- Presents novel research in the history of computing
- Features philosophical analysis grounded in technical aspects

This book presents a historical and philosophical analysis of programming systems, intended as large computational systems like, for instance, operating systems, programmed to control processes. The introduction to the volume emphasizes the contemporary need of providing a foundational analysis of such systems, rooted in a broader historical and philosophical discussion. The different chapters [...] 

About the author
Dr. Giuseppe Primiero is Associate Professor of Logic at the Department of Philosophy, University of Milan (Italy). He is President of the DHST-DLMPST Commission on the History and Philosophy of [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Technology; Operating Systems; History of Computing; History of Science; History of Technology

Series Title
Philosophical Studies Series

New Phenomenological Studies in Japan
N. de Warren, S. Taguchi (Eds.)

- Brings together contemporary Japanese philosophers to inform an international audience
- Is the first book to recognize phenomenological thinkers in Japan
- Is written by both established and younger scholars

The development of phenomenological philosophy in Japan is a well-established tradition that reaches back to the early 20th-century. The past decades have witnessed significant contributions and advances in different areas of phenomenological thought in Japan that remain unknown, or only partially known, to an international philosophical public. This volume offers a selection of original [...] 

About the author
Nicolas de Warren is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Pennsylvania State University. Among his numerous publications in phenomenology, history of philosophy, literature, and Continental [...] 

Fields of Interest
Phenomenology; Hermeneutics; Non-Western Philosophy

Series Title
Contributions To Phenomenology
Articulating Intersex: A Crisis at the Intersection of Scientific Facts and Social Ideals
N. Delimata

- Describes how an individual's subjective identity can be hailed out of socially coherent existence at the moment of diagnostic disclosure of atypical sex (intersex)
- Provides an epistemic framework synthesising the perspectives of social and natural science facilitating dialogue and interdisciplinary collaboration
- Examines three different metaphysical perspectives on atypical sex (intersex) to identify which perspective maximises epistemic coherence between scientific fact and social ideals

This book explores the ethical dilemma clinicians may face when disclosing a diagnosis of atypical sex. The moment of disclosure reveals an epistemic incompatibility between scientific fact and social meaning in relation to sex. Attempting to assess the bio-psychosocial [...]
Human Simulation: Perspectives, Insights, and Applications
S. Y. Diallo, W. J. Wildman, F. L. Shults, A. Tolk (Eds.)

- Provides interactive simulations for the reader to experiment with
- Showcases simulations about theories found in the humanities
- Offers examples & sets the direction for future humanities and computation collaboration

This uniquely inspirational and practical book explores human simulation, which is the application of computational modeling and simulation to research subjects in the humanities disciplines. It delves into the fascinating process of collaboration among experts who usually don’t have much to do with one another – computer engineers and humanities scholars – from the perspective of the [...]

About the author
Saikou Y. Diallo, PhD, is an expert in the interoperability and composability of simulations. He is currently conducting research into the concept of Human Simulation which combines simulation [...]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Religion; Religion and Education; Sociology of Religion

Series Title
New Approaches to the Scientific Study of Religion

Jung’s Nietzsche
Zarathustra, The Red Book, and “Visionary” Works
G. Domenici

- Explores Jung’s opinion on Nietzsche changes and develops throughout Jung’s life
- Discusses the figure of ‘Christ’ and Nietzsche’s and Jung’s understandings of the ‘death of God’
- Offers a close reading of the Red Book in the light of Jung’s later seminar on Thus Spoke Zarathustra

This book explores C.G. Jung’s complex relationship with Friedrich Nietzsche through the lens of the so-called ‘visionary’ literary tradition. The book connects Jung’s experience of the posthumously published Liber Novus (The Red Book) with his own (mis)understanding of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra, and formulates the hypothesis of Jung considering Zarathustra as Nietzsche’s Liber Novus — both [...]

About the author
Gaia Domenici is Honorary Research Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Studies, University College London, UK.

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Philosophy of Religion; Comparative Literature; History of Psychology

Series Title
The International Library of Ethics, Law and Technology

Neuroethics, Justice and Autonomy: Public Reason in the Cognitive Enhancement Debate
V. Dubljević

- The first book to explicitly address a political approach to neuroethics
- Provides a strong argument on the much debated issue of cognitive enhancement practices within society
- Deals with specific policy approaches and provides a tailored regulation model for cognitive enhancement

This book explicitly addresses policy options in a democratic society regarding cognitive enhancement drugs and devices. The book offers an in-depth case by case analysis of existing and emerging cognitive neuroenhancement technologies and canvasses a distinct political neuroethics approach. The author provides an argument on the much debated issue of fairness of cognitive enhancement [...]

About the author
Veljko Dubljević Ph.D.,D.Phil., is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Science, Technology and Society at North Carolina State University. Before arriving in Raleigh, he spent three years as [...]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Neurosciences; Economic Policy; Quality Control, Reliability, Safety and Risk
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Habermas and Feminism
*Critical Reflections on Normativity*

T. Duncan

- Fills a gap in the literature by providing an updated critique and examination of Habermas’ thought (including his most recent work) as it relates to ethical and political feminist philosophy
- Explains how conceptions of diversity and relationality can supply a rich formulation of solidarity as the model for political action

In this volume, Taine Duncan offers a critique of Jürgen Habermas inspired by ethical and political feminist philosophy. She argues for a critical, theoretically grounded relational ethics and maintains that modern critical theory must be sensitive to social, political, and embodied difference. The utopian spirit of normative ethics, she suggests, can only be fairly achieved by fluidly working [...]

About the author
Taine M. Duncan is Assistant Professor of Philosophy and the Director of Gender Studies at the University of Central Arkansas, USA. She earned her PhD in philosophy from Duquesne University, USA, [...]

Fields of Interest
Critical Theory; Feminism

---

Achieving Justice in the U.S. Healthcare System
*Mercy is Sustainable; the Insatiable Thirst for Profit is Not*

A. J. Dyck

- Provides ethical arguments for changing the United States Healthcare System
- Sounds an alarm about the sustainability of the current system and the need for mercy
- Only book dealing with both the ethical and the public health side at the same time

This book focuses on justice and its demands in the way of providing people with medical care. Building on recent insights on the nature of moral perceptions and motivations from the neurosciences, it makes a case for the traditional medical ethic and examines its financial feasibility. The book starts out by giving an account of the concept of justice and tracing it back to the practices and [...]

About the author
Arthur J. Dyck is Mary B. Saltonstall Professor Emeritus of Population Ethics in the School of Public Health, and a member of the Faculty of Divinity at Harvard University. He has written [...]

Fields of Interest
Moral Philosophy; Medical Education; Bioethics; Medical Sociology; Philosophy of Medicine

Series Title
Library of Public Policy and Public Administration

---

María Zambrano’s Ontology of Exile
*Expressive Subjectivity*

K. Enquist Källgren

- Among the first English language works on the Spanish philosopher, María Zambrano.
- Proposes that exile is not just as a theme or context for writing, but a fundamental aspect of Zambrano’s thought.
- Situates Zambrano’s thought in a larger European philosophical context.

This book analyzes the exile ontology of Spanish philosopher María Zambrano (1904-1991). Karolina Enquist Källgren connects Zambrano’s lived exile and political engagement with the Spanish Civil War to her poetic reason, and argues that Zambrano developed a theory of expressive subjectivity that combined embodiment with the expressive creativity of the human mind. The analysis of recurring [...]

About the author
Karolina Enquist Källgren is a post-doctoral researcher in the Department of History, Lund University, and guest researcher in the Department of Literature, History of Ideas and Religion, [...]

Fields of Interest
Ontology; Phenomenology; Continental Philosophy; Latin American History
The Kalām Cosmological Argument: A Reassessment
J. Erasmus

- Offers a refreshing discussion of the kalām cosmological argument
- Advances a detailed critique of the argument based on the impossibility of an actual infinite
- Presents a unique analysis of Platonism and of temporal becoming

This book offers a discussion of the kalām cosmological argument, and presents a defence of a version of that argument after critically evaluating three of the most important versions of the argument. It argues that, since the versions of the kalām cosmological argument defended by Philoponus (c. 490–c. 570), al-Ghazālī (1058–1111), and the contemporary philosopher, William Lane Craig, all […]

About the author
Jacobus Erasmus is currently a postdoctoral researcher at North-West University, South Africa. He received his PhD in 2016 from North-West University and was awarded the Merit Prize in 2015 by the […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Religion; Christian Theology; Islamic Theology; Classical Studies

Series Title
Sophia Studies in Cross-cultural Philosophy of Traditions and Cultures

Method, Substance, and the Future of African Philosophy
E. E. Etieyibo (Ed.)

- Contributes to contemporary efforts aimed at invigorating the excavation of knowledge in African Philosophy.
- Takes stock of the strides made in the field.
- Examines the contemporary issues in African Philosophy.

This book takes stock of the strides made to date in African philosophy. Authors focus on four important aspects of African philosophy: the history, methodological debates, substantive issues in the field, and direction for the future. By collating this anthology, Edwin E. Etieyibo excavates both current and primordial knowledge in African philosophy, enhancing the development of this growing […]

About the author
Edwin E. Etieyibo is Associate Professor of Philosophy at University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa. He is the author (with Odirin Omiegbe) of the book, Disabilities in Nigeria; […]

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; African Culture; African Languages

Philosophy in the Condition of Modernism
A. Falcato, A. Cardiello (Eds.)

- Offers an interdisciplinary approach to address philosophy and modernism
- Self-consciously reflects on contemporary modes of writing philosophy
- Provides insight on key developments in literary modernism dating back to the beginning of the twentieth century

Produced on the fringes of philosophy and literary criticism, this book is a pioneering study which aims to explicitly address and thematize what may be called a “critical philosophy in the condition of modernism”. Its most important and original contribution to both disciplines is a self-conscious reflection on possible modes of writing philosophy today, and a systematic comparison with what […]

About the author
Ana Falcato holds a Ph.D in Philosophy from the New University of Lisbon, Portugal. Between 2013 and 2015 she was Humboldt Research Fellow at the Johannes-Gutenberg University and the University […]

Fields of Interest
Aesthetics; Contemporary Literature
Mechanistic Explanations in Physics and Beyond
B. Falkenburg, G. Schiemann (Eds.)
- Offers a philosophical discussion on mechanical explanations in physics and computer science
- Features a comprehensive historical, methodological and problem-oriented investigation
- Sheds new light on the topics of emergence and reduction in complex systems

This volume offers a broad, philosophical discussion on mechanical explanations. Coverage ranges from historical approaches and general questions to physics and higher-level sciences. The contributors also consider the topics of complexity, emergence, and reduction. Mechanistic explanations detail how certain properties of a whole stem from the causal activities of its parts. This kind of [...] 

About the author
Brigitte Falkenburg is Professor for Philosophy at the Department of Philosophy and Political Science at the Technische Universität Dortmund. She holds a diploma in physics, a PhD in Philosophy [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mathematics; Classical Mechanics; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics; History of Philosophy; Mathematics of Computing
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Hyperintensionality and Normativity
F. L. G. Faroldi
- First book entirely on hyperintensionality
- Applies hyperintensionality to old-standing problems in logic and semantics
- First systematic exploration of the connections of hyperintensionality to ethics

Presenting the first comprehensive, in-depth study of hyperintensionality, this book equips readers with the basic tools needed to appreciate some of current and future debates in the philosophy of language, semantics, and metaphysics. After introducing and explaining the major approaches to hyperintensionality found in the literature, the book tackles its systematic connections to normativity [...] 

About the author
Federico L.G. Faroldi leads a FWO-sponsored project at the Centre for Logic and Philosophy of Science at Ghent University, where he also teaches Logic. He has recently been elected International [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Language; Logic; Moral Philosophy; Metaphysics; Analytic Philosophy
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All Languages Rights Available

The Ontology, Psychology and Axiology of Habits (Habitus) in Medieval Philosophy
N. Faucher, M. Roques (Eds.)
- Explores the concept of habit, a key topic in medieval philosophy
- Offers a historical approach that covers the whole medieval period, from Augustine to Suárez
- Features 20 essays from leading experts on the subject

This book features 20 essays that explore how Latin medieval philosophers and theologians from Anselm to Buridan conceived of habitus, as well as detailed studies of the use of the concept by Augustine and of the reception of the medieval doctrines of habitus in Suárez and Descartes. Habitus are defined as stable dispositions to act or think in a certain way. This definition was passed down to [...] 

About the author
Magali Roques currently holds a postdoctoral fellowship from Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) at the University of Hamburg and is an associate researcher at the Centre d’Etudes Supérieures de [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Medieval Philosophy; Philosophy of Mind
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How Matter Becomes Conscious
A Naturalistic Theory of the Mind
J. Faye

- Proposes a unique and original perspective on the nature of the mind
- Draws on substantial cross-disciplinary literature in evolutionary biology and cognitive science
- Offers a promising alternative to the major theories of the mind-body problem

This innovative book proposes a unique and original perspective on the nature of the mind and how phenomenal consciousness may arise in a physical world. From simple sentient organisms to complex self-reflective systems, Faye argues for a naturalistic-evolutionary approach to philosophy of mind and consciousness. Drawing on substantial literature in evolutionary biology and cognitive science, [...] 

About the author
Dr. Jan Faye, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, is a philosopher who has written extensively on topics in philosophy of science, metaphysics, and epistemology. His previous books include After [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Philosophy of Mind

Hegel and Phenomenology
A. Ferrarin, D. Moran, E. Magri, D. Manca (Eds.)

- Is the only book to cover in detail philosophical encounters between Hegel and the most representative thinkers of the 20th century phenomenology
- Brings together young and leading scholars in classical German philosophy and contemporary phenomenology
- Draws on an exceptionally wide expertise and on recent philosophical debates

This volume articulates and develops new research questions and original insights regarding the philosophical dialogue between Hegel's philosophy, his heritage, and contemporary phenomenology, including, among others, Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, and Ricoeur. The collection discusses methodological questions concerning the relevance of Hegel's philosophy for contemporary phenomenology, [...] 

About the author
After teaching at Boston University, Alfredo Ferrarin is now professor of Theoretical Philosophy at the University of Pisa. His work on Greek philosophy, modern philosophy, classical German [...] 

Fields of Interest
German Idealism; Phenomenology; History of Philosophy

Series Title
Contributions To Phenomenology

The Reception of Husserlian Phenomenology in North America
M. B. Ferri (Eds.)

- This volume is the first ever published to focus on the historical reception of Husserlian Phenomenology in North America
- In this work are presented insights into the history, places, authors, and universities involved with the spreading of Edmund Husserl's thought in United States of America and Canada

This book presents a historiographical and theoretical analysis of how Husserlian Phenomenology arrived and developed in North America. The chapters analyze the different phases of the reception of Edmund Husserl's thought in the USA and Canada. The volume discusses the authors and universities that played a fundamental role in promoting Husserlian Phenomenology and clarifies their connection [...] 

About the author
Dr. Michela Beatrice Ferri (1983) is faculty at the Holy Apostles College and Seminary (CT, U.S.A.). After obtaining a B.A. (2005) and a M.A. (2007) both in Philosophy, she earned her Ph.D. in [...] 

Fields of Interest
Phenomenology; History of Philosophy; Pragmatism

Series Title
Contributions To Phenomenology
New Feminist Perspectives on Embodiment
C. Fischer, L. Dolezal (Eds.)

- Shows the contemporary relevance of feminist philosophical reflection on questions of gender, the body, and embodiment
- Features chapters by both established and emerging feminist theorists
- Presents a diverse range of theoretical approaches

Despite several decades of feminist activism and scholarship, women’s bodies continue to be sites of control and contention both materially and symbolically. Issues such as reproductive technologies, sexual violence, objectification, motherhood, and sex trafficking, among others, constitute ongoing, pressing concerns for women’s bodies in our contemporary milieu, arguably exacerbated in a [...]

About the author
Clara Fischer is an EU Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellow at the Centre for Gender, Feminisms, and Sexualities, and Co-director of the John Dewey Research Project at University College Dublin, [...]

Fields of Interest
Feminism; Gender and Sexuality; Gender Studies; Critical Theory

Series Title
Breaking Feminist Waves

Design Cybernetics
Navigating the New
T. Fischer, C. M. Herr (Eds.)

- Offers practical guidance for cybernetic processes of design and innovation
- Uses accessible, non-technical language
- A foundational work that will help establish design cybernetics as an academic discipline

Design Cybernetics: Navigating the New Design cybernetics offers a way of looking at ourselves – curious, creative, and ethical humans – as self-organising systems that negotiate their own goals in open-ended explorations of the previously unknown. It is a theory of and for epistemic practices (learning, designing, researching) that is deeply committed to the autonomy of others and hence [...] 

About the author
Thomas Fischer is a design researcher, epistemologist and cybernetician. He is a Professor and Director of Research at the Department of Architecture at XJTLU in Suzhou, China. Thomas is also a [...] 

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; Computer Systems Organization and Communication Networks; Industrial Design; Education, general; Engineering Ethics

Series Title
Design Research Foundations

Themes from Klein
Knowledge, Scepticism, and Justification
B. Fitelson, R. Borges, C. Braden (Eds.)

- Celebrates the work of Peter D. Klein and his tremendous influence in the development of epistemology
- Features more than 15 essays written by the most influential philosophers in the field
- Includes a comprehensive introduction that discusses the impact of Peter Klein’s philosophical work

This volume features more than fifteen essays written in honor of Peter D. Klein. It explores the work and legacy of this prominent philosopher, who has had and continues to have a tremendous influence in the development of epistemology. The essays reflect the breadth and depth of Klein’s work. They engage directly with his views and with the views of his interlocutors. In addition, a [...] 

About the author
Branden Fitelson is Distinguished Philosophy at Northeastern University. Rodrigo Borges is an Assistant Professor at the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul. Cherie Braden is a [...] 

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; Knowledge - Discourse; History of France; Popular Science in Philosophy; Classical Philosophy

Series Title
Synthese Library
Byzantine Incursions on the Borders of Philosophy
Contesting the Boundaries of Nature, Art, and Religion
B. V. Foltz

- The first book in recent times to weave together Byzantine and Western philosophy and theology in a sustained manner
- Presents a unique analysis of, and set of solutions to the problem of transcendence and immanence in Western thought
- Captures and lovingly presents the heart of Byzantine thought in a manner that is accessible to the contemporary reader

This book represents a series of incursions or philosophical forays between realms of Byzantine and Russian thought and territory long claimed by Western philosophy and theology. Beginning with thoughts inevitably rooted in the West, it seeks to penetrate […]

About the author
Bruce V. Foltz received his Ph.D. in philosophy from the Pennsylvania State University. He is Professor Emeritus at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Florida, and he has served regularly as a […]

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Christian Theology; Religion and Society; Classical Philosophy; Non-Western Philosophy
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The Logic of Sortals
A Conceptualist Approach
M. A. Freund

- A conceptualist approach to the Logic of Sortal Predicates
- Coverage focuses on a contemporary version of conceptualism
- The first systematization of different Logical Systems of Sortal Predicates

Sortal concepts are at the center of certain logical discussions and have played a significant role in solutions to particular problems in philosophy. Apart from logic and philosophy, the study of sortal concepts has found its place in specific fields of psychology, such as the theory of infant cognitive development and the theory of human perception. In this monograph, different formal logics […]

About the author
Max A. Freund is professor in the Graduate program in Philosophy, at the University of Costa Rica. He is co-author, with Nino B. Cocchiarella, of Modal Logic: an introduction to its syntax and […]

Fields of Interest
Logic; Semantics; Metaphysics; Ontology; Philosophy of Language; Developmental Psychology
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All Languages Rights Available

Aesthetics and Art
Traditional and Contemporary China in a Comparative Perspective
J. Gao

- Presents aesthetic thoughts in traditional and contemporary China
- Compares the similarities and differences between traditional and modern Chinese aesthetics
- Explores the aesthetic implications of traditional Chinese paintings

This book introduces traditional and modern aesthetics and arts, comparing the similarities and differences between traditional and modern Chinese aesthetics. It also explores the aesthetic implications of traditional Chinese paintings, and discusses the development of aesthetics throughout history, as well as the changes and improvements in Chinese aesthetics in the context of globalization.

Fields of Interest
Aesthetics; Non-Western Philosophy
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China Academic Library
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Toward a Philosophy of the Documentarian
A Prolegomenon
D. Geva

- Offers a unique amalgamation of continental philosophy, psychoanalytical theories, documentary theory, and semiotics.
- Presents a first of its kind philosophizing of the artist documentarian.
- Uses an innovative semiotic structure.

The theme of this book is the documentarian—what the documentarian is and how we can understand it as a concept. Working from the premise that the documentarian is a special—extended—sign, the book develops a model of a quadruple sign structure for-and-of the documentarian, growing out of enduring traditions in philosophy, semiotics, psychoanalysis, and documentary theory. Dan Geva […]

About the author
Dan Geva is a longstanding documentarian. He is a senior lecturer in documentary studies in Beit-Berl College and a research fellow at Haifa University, Israel.

Fields of Interest
Aesthetics; Documentary

From Stars to Brains: Milestones in the Planetary Evolution of Life and Intelligence
A. Y. Glikson

- Offers a treatise on evolution of life and intelligence
- Covers an Earth science-based view of evolution
- Presents a discussion of the origin of complexity in nature

The permutation of basic atoms—nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and phosphorus—into the biomolecules DNA and RNA, subsequently evolved in cells and brains, defining the origin of life and intelligence, remains unexplained. Equally the origin of the genetic information and the intertwined nature of ’hardware’ and ’software’ involved in the evolution of bio-molecules and the cells are […]

About the author
Andrew Yoram Glikson, an Earth and paleo-climate scientist at the Australian National University, studied geology at the University of Jerusalem and graduated at the University of Western […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Biology; Biogeosciences; Astrobiology; Paleontology; Evolutionary Biology

Directival Theory of Meaning
From Syntax and Pragmatics to Narrow Linguistic Content
P. Grabarczyk

- Explores the directival theory of meaning for the first time in English
- Offers a new approach to functional role semantics
- Contributes a novel combination of distributed and embodied semantics

This book presents a new approach to semantics based on Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz’s Directival Theory of Meaning (DTM), which in effect reduces semantics of the analysed language to the combination of its syntax and pragmatics. The author argues that the DTM was forgotten because for many years philosophers didn’t have conceptual tools to appreciate its innovative nature, and that the theory was […]

About the author
Paweł Grabarczyk is a Polish philosopher of language and mind, working as an assistant professor at the Institute of Philosophy at the University of Lodz and as a post-doc at IT University of […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Language; Semantics; Philosophy of Mind

Series Title
Synthese Library
Fable, Method, and Imagination in Descartes
J. Griffith

- Shows that the traditional readings of Descartes are overly reductive, in particular the traditional claims that the Cartesian method is unrelated to fields like rhetoric and history and that the imagination is a passive mental faculty
- Incorporates readings of Descartes from both the analytic and continental traditions
- Makes Descartes not simply a historically important thinker, but one much closer to contemporary philosophy

What role do fables play in Cartesian method and psychology? By looking at Descartes’ use of fables, James Griffith suggests there is a fabular logic that runs to the heart of Descartes’ philosophy. First focusing on The World and the Discourse on Method, this volume shows that by writing in fable form, Descartes allowed his readers to break from Scholastic methods of philosophizing. With […]

About the author
James Griffith is Assistant Professor of Political Thought and Philosophy at Bratislava International School of Liberal Arts, Slovakia

Fields of Interest
Phenomenology; Metaphysics; Ontology; Early Modern/Renaissance Literature; European Literature; History of the Book

Virtue Ethics: Retrospect and Prospect
E. Grimi (Ed.)

- Examines the reasons why the phenomenon of virtue has become so prevalent
- Takes into account the past as well as current philosophical research
- Outlines the authenticity, peculiarities and consequences of virtues in the context of the history of philosophy

The rise of the phenomenon of virtue ethics in recent years has increased at a rapid pace. Such an explosion carries with it a number of great possibilities, as well as risks. This volume has been written to contribute a multi-faceted perspective to the current conversation about virtue. Among many other thought-provoking questions, the collection addresses the following: What are the virtues, […]

About the author
Elisa GRIMI is Executive Director of the European Society for Moral Philosophy, the editor-in-chief of the international journal Philosophical News and Project Manager of philojotter.com. On […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Moral Philosophy; Social Philosophy

Corps et Monde dans l’Autisme et la Schizophrénie
Approches ontologiques en psychopathologie
T. Grohmann

- Le premier livre à offrir une interprétation phénoménologique systématique d’expériences schizophréniques et autistiques à partir d’une analyse de la corporeté
- Le seul livre sur l’autisme et la schizophrénie par le prisme de la structure ambivalente du corps et sa double constitution subjective-objective
- Le premier livre à rendre accessible en langue française les plus récentes études psychopathologiques sur la corporeté dans l’autisme et la schizophrénie

Le livre offre une investigation phénoménologique des traits caractéristiques des troubles du spectre de l’autisme et de la schizophrénie. Son matériel de base sont des écrits autobiographiques ainsi que des descriptions de patients en première personne. L’objectif principal […]

About the author
Ancien étudiant du programme Master Mundus EuroPhilosophie, Till Grohmann a étudié la philosophie et la phénoménologie à Paris, Prague, Wuppertal et Memphis. Lors de sa thèse, il a fait ses […]

Fields of Interest
Phenomenology; Psychopathology; Psychoanalysis

Series Title
Phaenomenologica
Reading Iris Murdoch’s Metaphysics as a Guide to Morals
N. Hämäläinen, G. Dooley (Eds.)
• Brings together scholars of Iris Murdoch’s work to discuss Metaphysics as a Guide to Morals
• Fills a significant gap in scholarship on Murdoch
• Readable for a broad audience, of philosophers, theologians, literary scholars, and social scientists
Metaphysics as a Guide to Morals was Iris Murdoch’s major philosophical testament and a highly original and ambitious attempt to talk about our time. Yet in the scholarship on her philosophical work thus far it has often been left in the shade of her earlier work. This volume brings together 16 scholars who offer accessible readings of chapters and themes in the book, connecting them to [...]

About the author
Nora Hämäläinen is a Senior Researcher at the Centre for Ethics, University of Pardubice, Czech Republic.; Gillian Dooley is an Honorary Senior Research Fellow at Flinders University in South [...]

Fields of Interest
Metaphysics; British and Irish Literature; Popular Science in Literature

Revisioning Cambridge Platonism: Sources and Legacy
D. Hedley, D. Leech (Eds.)
• Examines both the sources and legacy of the Cambridge Platonists
• Offers new perspectives on a key but neglected group of English thinkers
• Features an interdisciplinary focus
This volume contains essays that examine the work and legacy of the Cambridge Platonists. The essays reappraise the ideas of this key group of English thinkers who served as a key link between the Renaissance and the modern era. The contributors examine the sources of the Cambridge Platonists and discuss their take-up in the eighteenth-century. Readers will learn about the intellectual [...]

About the author
Douglas Hedley is Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge and Professor of the Philosophy of Religion at the University of Cambridge. He has previously held Fellowships at the Universities of Notre [...]

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Philosophy of Religion; Modern Philosophy

Series Title
International Archives of the History of Ideas Archives internationales d’histoire des idées

Towards a Liberatory Epistemology
D. K. Heikes
• Combines an analysis of the epistemic and moral unjustness of ignorance with an argument designed to move us away from these injustices
• Expands the conversation surrounding understanding in an original and fruitful way
• Draws from cross-disciplinary sources to situate the work in current debate
This book offers a compelling examination of our moral and epistemic obligations to be reasonable people who seek to understand the social reality of those who are different from us. Considering the oppressive aspects of socially constructed ignorance, Heikes argues that ignorance produces both injustice and epistemic repression, before going on to explore how our moral and epistemic [...]

About the author
Deborah K. Heikes is a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA. She has published three other books: Rationality, Representation, and Race (2016); The Virtue of [...]

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; Political Philosophy; Social Philosophy; Moral Philosophy

Series Title
Palgrave Innovations in Philosophy
The Philosophy of Affordances
M. Heras-Escribano

- Explores the key philosophical features of affordances
- Proposes an innovative philosophical characterization of affordances as dispositional properties
- Analyzes the implications that a proper understanding of affordances has for the philosophy of mind and the cognitive sciences

This book is the first monograph fully devoted to analyzing the philosophical aspects of affordances. The concept of affordance, coined and developed in the field of ecological psychology, describes the possibilities for action available in the environment. This work offers a systematic approach to the key philosophical features of affordances, such as their ontological characterization, their [...]

About the author
Manuel Heras-Escribano is a Juan de la Cierva-Formación research fellow working at the IAS Research Centre for Life, Mind, and Society at the University of the Basque Country, Spain. Formerly a [...]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Social Philosophy; Philosophy of Man; Humanities and Social Sciences, multidisciplinary; Existentialism

Series Title
New Directions in Philosophy and Cognitive Science

Kant on Maxims and Moral Motivation
A New Interpretation
P. Herissone-Kelly

- Is an in-depth and carefully argued account of the model of rational agency underlying Kant’s moral philosophy
- Takes a wholly new slant on Kant’s moral thought
- Compares Kant’s moral philosophy with the work of Aristotle, John Searle, Iris Murdoch, Elizabeth Anscombe, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Brian O’Shaughnessy

This book outlines and circumvents two serious problems that appear to attach to Kant’s moral philosophy, or more precisely to the model of rational agency that underlies that moral philosophy: the problem of experiential incongruence and the problem of misdirected moral attention. The book’s central contention is that both these problems can be sidestepped. In order to demonstrate this, it [...]

About the author
Peter Herissone-Kelly is Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Central Lancashire, Preston, UK, where he teaches ethics, metaphysics, epistemology, and philosophy of language. In [...]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Moral Philosophy; German Idealism

Series Title
Studies in German Idealism

Deleuze and Masculinity
A. Hickey-Moody

- Reconsiders the politics of Deleuze’s and Guattari’s approaches to psychoanalytic models of young masculinity
- Challenges scholars to take up Deleuze’s thought in order to re-shape gendered economies of knowledge and matter
- Employs Deleuze’s work to offer methods for understanding cultural pedagogies of gender

This book uses Deleuze’s work to understand the politics of masculinity today. It analyses masculinity in terms of what it does, how it operates and what its affects are. Taking a pragmatic approach, Hickey-Moody shapes chapters around key Deleuzian concepts that have proved generative in masculinity studies and then presents case studies of popular subjects and offers overviews of disciplines [...]

About the author
Anna Hickey-Moody is a Professor of Media and Communication at RMIT University, Australia, and an Australian Research Council Future Fellow, 2017-2021. She holds visiting professor positions at [...]

Fields of Interest
Social Philosophy; Poststructuralism; Feminism
Schizophrenia and Common Sense
Explaining the Relation Between Madness and Social Values
I. Hipólito, J. Gonçalves, J. G. Pereira (Eds.)

- Explores the relationship between schizophrenia and common sense
- Features a multidisciplinary perspective
- Contains papers from the Schizophrenia and Common Sense International Workshop

This book explores the relationship between schizophrenia and common sense. It approaches this theme from a multidisciplinary perspective. Coverage features contributions from phenomenology, cognitive neuroscience, philosophy of mind, psychology, and social cognition. The contributors address the following questions: How relevant is the loss of common sense in schizophrenia? How can the study [...]?

About the author
Inês Hipólito is a graduated in Philosophy. She has participated in scientific events and published articles under the scope of Philosophy of Mind, Perception and Embodied Cognition.; Jorge [...]?

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Psychotherapy and Counseling; Psychiatry; Social Philosophy; Personality and Social Psychology

Series Title
Studies in Brain and Mind

Arendt on Freedom, Liberation, and Revolution
K. Hiruta (Ed.)

- Offers a comprehensive attempt to consider Arendt’s theory of freedom and its political, legal and institutional ramifications in a single volume
- Examines both contested interpretive questions in Arendt scholarship and her legacy to some of the major debates of our time
- Considers Arendt’s work in light of later developments in political philosophy such as the recent literature on International Political Theory and the debate over neo-republican political thought pioneered by Philip Pettit

This edited volume focuses on what Hannah Arendt famously called “the raison d’être of politics”: freedom. The unique collection of essays clarifies her flagship idea of political freedom in relation to other key Arendtian themes such as liberation, revolution, civil disobedience, and the right to have rights. In addressing these, contributors to this volume juxtapose Arendt with a number of [...]?

About the author
Kei Hiruta is Research Fellow in Philosophy at Wolfson College, Oxford, UK, and Eurias Junior Fellow at the Paris Institute for Advanced Study, France, 2018–19. He is a co-founder and Associate [...]

Fields of Interest
Political Philosophy; Social Philosophy; Philosophy of Law

Logical Form
Between Logic and Natural Language
A. Iacona

- Provides a clear presentation of the various uses of the term logical form, from the traditional to the more recent
- Examines the relation between logic and natural language, a classical issue that is crucial to the whole analytic tradition in philosophy
- Articulates a line of thought that has an enormous impact on some widely debated issues in philosophical logic

Logical form has always been a prime concern for philosophers belonging to the analytic tradition. For at least one century, the study of logical form has been widely adopted as a method of investigation, relying on its capacity to reveal the structure of thoughts or the constitution of facts. This book focuses on the very idea of logical form, which is directly relevant to any principled [...]?

About the author
Andrea Iacona is Professor of Logic at the University of Turin. His main research interests are in logic and philosophy of language. He is the author of Propositions (Name 2002), L’argomentazione [...]

Fields of Interest
Logic; Semantics; Philosophy of Language; History of Philosophy; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages

Series Title
Synthese Library
The Body in Spinoza and Nietzsche
R. Ioan

- Provides a comparative study in the history of modern philosophy focused on Spinoza and Nietzsche's recourse to physiology
- Proposes Nietzsche and Spinoza's appeal to physiology as the key to solving fundamental philosophical problems
- Taps into the heart of the growing interest in the Spinoza-Nietzsche connection through detailed discussions of substance metaphysics and the ontology of power

This engaging volume sheds light on the central role the turn to the body plays in the philosophies of Spinoza and Nietzsche, providing an ideal starting point for understanding their work. Ioan explores their critiques of traditional morality, as well as their accounts of ethics, freedom and politics, arguing that we can best compare their respective philosophical physiologies, and their […]

About the author
Razvan Ioan completed his PhD at Leiden University, in the Netherlands. His research focuses on Nietzsche, Spinoza and the history of philosophy. This is his first book.

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Metaphysics; Ontology; Physiology

Towards a New Human Being
L. Irigaray, M. O’Brien, C. Hadjioannou (Eds.)

- Explores the key ideas from Irigaray’s most recent book, To Be Born
- Includes contributions from doctoral candidates specializing in Irigaray’s philosophy
- Covers topics and themes that testify to the continuing relevance, vibrancy, and profundity of Luce Irigaray’s thought

With my own introduction and epilogue, Towards a New Human Being gathers original essays by early career researchers and established academic figures in response to To Be Born, my most recent book. The contributors approach key issues of this book from their own scientific fields and perspectives – through calls for a different way of bringing up and educating children, the constitution of a […]

About the author
Luce Irigaray is one of the leading thinkers of our age. She is the author of more than thirty books translated into various languages, the most recent of which are Sharing the World (2008), In […]

Fields of Interest
Continental Philosophy; Feminism

Peter van Inwagen
Materialism, Free Will and God
L. Jansen, P. M. Näger (Eds.)

- Provides an overview of Peter van Inwagen’s philosophy
- Discusses central themes from Peter van Inwagen’s writings
- Includes Peter van Inwagen’s Münster Lecture 2015 on free will

This book discusses the philosophy of influential contemporary philosopher Peter van Inwagen. Looking at perennial philosophical problems from a modern point of view, Peter van Inwagen’s philosophy masterfully combines positions that have been considered irreconcilable: incompatibilism concerning free will, materialism, organicism, theism and realism concerning fictional entities. As readers […]

About the author
Ludger Jansen teaches philosophy at the Ruhr-University Bochum and the University of Rostock. He holds degrees in both philosophy and theology, a doctorate in philosophy from the University of […]

Fields of Interest
Aesthetics; Metaphysics; Ontology

Series Title
Münster Lectures in Philosophy
Ethical and Legal Perspectives in Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD)
Foundational Issues
E. Jonsson, S. Clarren, I. Binnie (Eds.)

- Raises a number of ethical issues related to the basic foundations of criminal law, and the defense and sentencing of offenders with FASD
- Explains the implications of FASD in an ethical and legal context
- Provides suggestions for dealing ethically with offenders with FASD

This book discusses how to deal ethically with people with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) in the police, courts and correctional services. Ethical and legal issues associated with the deficits of individuals with a brain disorder such as FASD are surfacing more and more frequently in criminal proceedings. People with FASD often have not been diagnosed and rarely exhibit any visible […]

About the author
Egon Jonsson is Professor at the University of Alberta, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry in Edmonton, Canada, and at the Department of Community Health Sciences, University of […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Criminology and Criminal Justice, general; Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure Law; Maternal and Child Health

Series Title
International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine

Science, Humanism, and Religion
The Quest for Orientation
M. Jung

- Fresh view on the science vs. religion debate
- Takes an analytic approach to humanism, philosophy, and religion
- Uses research in psychology, cognitive science, and anthropology

In the human quest for orientation vis-à-vis personal life and comprehensive reality the worldviews of religious and humanists offer different answers, and science also plays a crucial role. Yet it is the ordinary, embodied experience of meaningful engagement with reality in which all these cultural activities are rooted. Human beings have to relate themselves to the entirety of their lives […]

About the author
Matthias Jung is full professor of philosophy at the University of Koblenz-Landau, Germany.

Fields of Interest
Humanism; Comparative Religion; Sociology of Religion

Series Title
Studies in Humanism and Atheism

Conceptual Spaces: Elaborations and Applications
M. Kaipainen, F. Zenker, A. Hautamäki, P. Gärdenfors (Eds.)

- Details advances in theory development at the focal point of cognitive science
- Presents interdisciplinary research unified by a common theoretical core
- Features 15 papers based on the topics from the Conceptual Spaces @ Work 2016 conference

This edited book focuses on concepts and their applications using the theory of conceptual spaces, one of today's most central tracks of cognitive science discourse. It features 15 papers based on topics presented at the Conceptual Spaces @ Work 2016 conference. The contributors interweave both theory and applications in their papers. Among the first mentioned are studies on metatheories, […]

About the author
Mauri Kaipainen is professor of Media Technology at Södertörn University with a PhD from the University of Helsinki has longstanding focus and a number of publications on the systems, dynamics, […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Logic Design; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Logic; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages

Series Title
Synthese Library
Newton’s Sensorium: Anatomy of a Concept
J. C. Kassler

- Affords insights into the underlying model behind Newton’s sensorium concept
- Furthers understanding of both Isaac Newton and key developments in seventeenth century science
- Calls certain assumptions into question, enabling a fresh perspective on Newton and his works

These chapters analyze texts from Isaac Newton’s work to shed new light on scientific understanding at his time. Newton used the concept of “sensorium” in writings intended for a public audience, in relation to both humans and God, but even today there is no consensus about the meaning of his term. The literal definition of the Latin term ‘sensorium’, or its English equivalent ‘sensory’, is […]

About the author
In 1991 the author was elected a Fellow (1991) of the Australian Academy of the Humanities for contributions to musicological theory; in 2003 she was a recipient of the Centenary Medal for […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Human Physiology; Philosophy of Mind; Epistemology

Series Title
Archimedes

Bergson’s Philosophy of Self-Overcoming
Thinking without Negativity or Time as Striving
M. Kebede

- Shows the strength and relevance of Bergson’s philosophy through systematic confrontations with phenomenology, Nietzscheism, neo-Kantianism, and dialectical thinking
- Highlights faulty interpretations of followers as well as opponents of Bergsonism
- Displays the critical reach and rich content of Bergsonian concepts

This book proposes a new reading of Bergsonism based on the admission that time, conceived as duration, stretches instead of passes. This swelling time is full and so excludes the negative. Yet, swelling requires some resistance, but such that it is more of a stimulant than a contrariety. The notion of élan vital fulfills this requirement: it states the immanence of life to matter, thereby […]

About the author
Messay Kebede is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Dayton, Ohio. He has published five books and various articles dealing with African philosophy, philosophical issues of modernization, […]

Fields of Interest
Continental Philosophy; Metaphysics

Ecology and Justice—Citizenship in Biotic Communities
D. R. Keller

- First to provide a comprehensive philosophical analysis of the science of ecology
- Contextualizes scientific ecology in the history of the Western intellectual tradition
- Draws concrete normative conclusions for public policy on environmental issues

This is the first book to outline a basic philosophy of ecology using the standard categories of academic philosophy: metaphysics, axiology, epistemology, aesthetics, ethics, and political philosophy. The problems of global justice invariably involve ecological factors. Yet the science of ecology is itself imbued with philosophical questions. Therefore, studies in ecological justice, the […]

About the author
David R. Keller is deceased. He was Professor of Philosophy, University Professor of Environmental Studies, and Director Emeritus of the Center for the Study of Ethics at Utah Valley University.

Fields of Interest
Moral Philosophy; Social Justice, Equality and Human Rights; Environmental Philosophy; Philosophy of Nature; International Environmental Law; Environmental Law/Policy/Ecojustice
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Total Collapse: The Case Against Responsibility and Morality
S. Kershnar
- The first book to deny that people are morally responsible and that morality exists and to connect these two claims
- Relates moral responsibility to foundationalism, internalism, and rights
- Tightly organized, concise, and accessible
This book argues that there is no morality and that people are not morally responsible for what they do. In particular, it argues that what people do is neither right nor wrong and that they are neither praiseworthy nor blameworthy for doing it. Morality and moral responsibility lie at the heart of how we view the world. In our daily life, we feel that people act rightly or wrongly, make the […]

About the author
Stephen Kershnar is a distinguished teaching professor in the philosophy department at the State University of New York at Fredonia and an attorney. He focuses on applied ethics and political […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Religion and Society

Death and Dying
An Exercise in Comparative Philosophy of Religion
T. D. Knepper, L. Bregman, M. Gottschalk (Eds.)
- Explores how the medicalization of dying affects tradition
- Analyzes diverse religious traditions in a cross-cultural inquiry
- Highlights creative and faithful responses of religious traditions
The medicalization of death is a challenge for all the world’s religious and cultural traditions. Death’s meaning has been reduced to a diagnosis, a problem, rather than a mystery for humans to ponder. How have religious traditions responded? What resources do they bring to a discussion of death’s contemporary dilemmas? This book offers a range of creative and contextual responses from a […]

About the author
Timothy Knepper is a professor of philosophy at Drake University, where he directs The Comparison Project, a public program in global, comparative religion and local, lived religion. He is the […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Religion; Comparative Religion; Bioethics

Series Title
Comparative Philosophy of Religion

Laws and Explanations; Theories and Modal Possibilities
A. Koslow
- Proposes several new theories concerning laws, explanation, physical theories, and modality
- Shows that any contingent generalizations that is explained, is thereby not an accidental generalization
- Explains how each physical theory is associated with a specific group of physical modal possibilities
The book has two parts: In the first, after a review of some seminal classical accounts of laws and explanations, a new account is proposed for distinguishing between laws and accidental generalizations (LAG). Among the new consequences of this proposal it is proved that any explanation of a contingent generalization shows that the generalization is not accidental. The second part involves […]

About the author
Philosophy Website (gc.cuny.edu) Philosophy and History of Science, logic and philosophy of mathematics, Bayard Cutting Traveling Fellow (Columbia University, Stanford, Cambridge UK), Ford […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; History and Philosophical Foundations of Physics; Mathematical Logic and Foundations

Series Title
Synthese Library
The Mechanical World
The Metaphysical Commitments of the New Mechanistic Approach
B. Krickel

- Provides a metaphysical and conceptual analysis of the new mechanistic thinking
- Shows that philosophy of science needs not only pay attention to actual science but also to metaphysics
- Details how metaphysics matters to the empirical sciences

This monograph examines the metaphysical commitments of the new mechanistic philosophy, a way of thinking that has returned to center stage. It challenges a variant of reductionism with regard to higher-level phenomena, which has crystallized as a default position among these so-called New Mechanists. Furthermore, it opposes those philosophers who reject the possibility of interlevel […]

About the author
Beate Krickel is an Assistant Professor at the Philosophy Department II of Ruhr-University Bochum. She worked as a lecturer at Humboldt University Berlin where she did her PhD. She works on topics […]

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; Systems Biology; Neurosciences; Metaphysics; Personality and Social Psychology

Series Title
Studies in Brain and Mind

Nomic Truth Approximation Revisited
T. A. F. Kuipers

- Details the anatomy of nomic truth approximation by empirical and aesthetic progress
- Presents constructive and comparative foundations of nomic truth approximation
- Represents a belief revision aiming at nomic truth approximation

This monograph presents new ideas in nomic truth approximation. It features original and revised papers from a (formal) philosopher of science who has studied the concept for more than 35 years. Over the course of time, the author’s initial ideas evolved. He discovered a way to generalize his first theory of nomic truth approximation, viz. by dropping an unnecessarily strong assumption. In […]

About the author
Theo A.F. Kuipers (1947) studied mathematics and philosophy in Eindhoven and Amsterdam. He got his PhD in 1978 in Groningen, based on Studies in Inductive Probability and Rational Expectation […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; History and Philosophical Foundations of Physics; Theories of Law, Philosophy of Law, Legal History; Aesthetics; History of Chemistry

Series Title
Synthese Library

Categories, Creation and Cognition in Vaiśeṣika Philosophy
S. Kumar

- A key resource based on primary Vaiśeṣika texts
- Promises to be of interest for beginners as well as advanced researchers
- Provides both a historical account of Vaiśeṣika thought and current status of Vaiśeṣika studies across the world

The proposed book presents an overview of select theories in the classical Vaiśeṣika system of Indian philosophy, such as the concept of categories, creation and existence, atomic theory, consciousness and cognition. It also expounds in detail the concept of dharma, the idea of the highest good and expert testimony as a valid means of knowing in Vaiśeṣika thought. Some of the major themes […]

About the author
ShashiPrabha Kumar, PhD, is currently dean, Sri Sankaracarya Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, New Delhi. Till recently (2017), she worked as the senior most faculty member at the […]

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; Hinduism; Cultural History
Spanish Philosophy of Technology
Contemporary Work from the Spanish Speaking Community
B. Laspra, J. A. López Cerezo (Eds.)
- Details, in English, contemporary thought in the philosophy of technology in Spanish speaking countries
- Explores the ontological and epistemological aspects of technology, ethical issues, development and innovation, and new technological frontiers
- Includes case studies
This volume features essays that detail the distinctive ways authors and researchers in Spanish speaking countries express their thoughts on contemporary philosophy of technology. Written in English but fully capturing a Spanish perspective, the essays bring the views and ideas of pioneer authors and many new ones to an international readership. Coverage explores key topics in the philosophy [...] About the author
Belén Laspra is a research fellow at the Center for Political Studies at the University of Michigan (United States). She holds a PhD in Philosophy from the University of Oviedo; Master in Social [...] Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Technology
Series Title
Philosophy of Engineering and Technology

Hannah Arendt and Participatory Democracy
A People’s Utopia
S. Lederman
- Focuses on a relatively neglected theme in the scholarly literature on Hannah Arendt’s political thought
- Makes novel and unexpected connections between the council system Arendt advocated and other major themes in her work
- Highlights the key interdisciplinary concept “space” as a feature of Arendt’s thought that had been under appreciated
This book centers on a relatively neglected theme in the scholarly literature on Hannah Arendt’s political thought: her support for a new form of government in which citizen councils would replace contemporary representative democracy and allow citizens to participate directly in decision-making in the public sphere. The main argument of the book is that the council system, or more broadly the [...] About the author
Dr. Shmuel Lederman is a teaching fellow in the Department of History, Philosophy and Judaic Studies at The Open University of Israel, and in the Weiss-Livnat International MA Program at the [...] Fields of Interest
Political Philosophy, Philosophy of Law; Social Philosophy
Series Title
Tetsugaku Companions to Japanese Philosophy

Tetsugaku Companion to Japanese Ethics and Technology
T. T. Lennerfors, K. Murata (Eds.)
- Is the first to explicitly present and discuss the relevance of Japanese ethics of technology
- Is timely and topical in view of the Fukushima disaster and its impact
- Includes a discussion of the reception of Japanese ethics of technology in the West
This book explores the relevance of Japanese ethics for the field of ethics of technology. It covers the theories of Japanese ethicists such as Nishida Kitarō, Watsuji Tetsurō, Imamichi Tomonobu, Yuasa Yasuo, as well as more contemporary ethicists, and explores their relevance for the analysis of energy technologies, ICT, robots, and geoengineering. It features contributions from Japanese [...] About the author
Thomas Taro Lennerfors (Ph.D., Docent) is an associate professor at Uppsala University, Sweden, and a visiting researcher at Meiji University, Japan. His work concerns ethics, philosophy, business [...] Fields of Interest
Ethics; Climate Change; Non-Western Philosophy; Philosophy of Technology; Environmental Law/Policy/Ecojustice
Series Title
Tetsugaku Companions to Japanese Philosophy
Spaces of Dissension
Towards a New Perspective on Contradiction
J. Lossau, D. Schmidt-Brücken, I. H. Warnke (Eds.)

- New perspective's on a key concept in Humanities and Social Sciences
- Interdisciplinary approach
- Theoretical and empirical contributions to an new field of research
This volume focusses on contradiction as a key concept in the Humanities and Social Sciences. By bringing together theoretical and empirical contributions from a broad disciplinary spectrum, the volume advances research in contradiction and on contradictory phenomena, laying the foundations for a new interdisciplinary field of research: Contradiction Studies. Dealing with linguistic phenomena, [...] 

About the author
Julia Lossau is professor of Human Geography at the University of Bremen, Germany. Daniel Schmidt-Brücken is a postdoctoral researcher in German Linguistics at the University of Bremen, Germany. [...] 

Fields of Interest
Social Philosophy

Series Title
Contradiction Studies

The Problem of Religious Experience
Case Studies in Phenomenology, with Reflections and Commentaries
O. Louchakova-Schwartz (Ed.)

- Treats religious experience in the light of post-classical phenomenology
- Draws connections between the constitutive phenomenology and the naturalistic understanding of Homo religious
- Contributes towards an articulation of a descriptive psychology of religious experiencing
For a long time, the philosophically difficult topic of religious experience has been on the sidelines of phenomenological research (with a notable exception of Anthony Steinbock, who focused on mysticism). The book The Problem of Religious Experience: Case Studies in Phenomenology, with Reflections and Commentaries brings together preeminent as well as emerging voices in the field, with fresh [...] 

About the author
Olga Louchakova-Schwartz, M.D., Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy of Religion, and Clinical Professor at the University of California at Davis. She received awards from Spitzer and Zimmer [...] 

Fields of Interest
Phenomenology; Philosophy of Religion; Religious Studies, general

Series Title
Contributions To Phenomenology

The Honorable Merchant – Between Modesty and Risk-Taking
Intercultural and Literary Aspects
C. Lütge, C. Strosetzki (Eds.)

- Is the first volume to discuss the honest business merchant from different intercultural perspectives
- Looks into different disciplinary backgrounds of the honest businessman
- Takes a new and original approach to discover the different types of honest businessman
This volume explores the concept of the honest merchant, taking a broad perspective and covering a wide range of aspects. It looks at the different types of “honest merchant” conceptions originating from different cultures and literary traditions. The book covers Japanese, Islamic, Scandinavian, Russian, German, Spanish, as well as other aspects, and studies different disciplinary backgrounds [...] 

About the author
Christoph Lügte holds the Peter Löscher Chair of Business Ethics at Technische Universität München. He has written and edited a number of books including Order Ethics or Moral Surplus: What Holds [...] 

Fields of Interest
Business Ethics; Cultural Management; Corporate Social Responsibility; History of Economic Thought/Methodology; Cultural Studies

Series Title
Ethical Economy
White People and Black Lives Matter
Ignorance, Empathy, and Justice
J. C. Luttrell

- Presents a new idea of impartiality that applies to the specific phenomena of social movements for racial justice in the United States
- Provides a critique of current discourses of allyship
- Illustrates a powerful distinction between an identity politics that is conflict-producing, backward-looking to one that is hopeful and conflict-resolving

This book interrogates white responses to black-led movements for racial justice. It is a philosophical self-reflection on the ways in which 'white' reactions to Black Lives Matter stand in the way of the movement's important work. It probes reactions which often prevent white people from according to black activists the full range of human emotion and expression, including joy, anger, [...]

About the author
Johanna C. Luttrell is Instructional Assistant Professor in the Hobby School of Public Affairs at the University of Houston, USA.

Fields of Interest
Social Philosophy; Political Philosophy; Social History; Social Policy; Ethics

The Mind-Body Politic
M. Maiese, R. Hanna

- An innovative new book focusing specifically on political philosophy of mind
- Asks how do social institutions in contemporary neoliberal democratic state systematically affect our thoughts, feelings, and agency
- Builds on contemporary research in embodied cognition, enactivism, and the extended mind

Building on contemporary research in embodied cognition, enactivism, and the extended mind, this book explores how social institutions in contemporary neoliberal nation-states systematically affect our thoughts, feelings, and agency. Human beings are, necessarily, social animals who create and belong to social institutions. But social institutions take on a life of their own, and literally [...] 

About the author
Michelle Maiese is Professor of Philosophy at Emmanuel College in Boston, Massachusetts, USA. She is the author of Embodiment, Emotion, and Cognition (2011), Embodied Selves and Embodied Minds [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Political Philosophy

Paolozzi and Wittgenstein
The Artist and the Philosopher
D. Mantoan, L. Perissinotto (Eds.)

- Illuminates the links between Eduardo Paolozzi and Ludwig Wittgenstein
- Explores how Wittgenstein’s idea of art influenced the initiator of pop art
- Provides cross-disciplinary insight into Wittgenstein’s philosophy as applied to contemporary art

This impressive edited collection investigates the relationship between British Pop Art pioneer Eduardo Paolozzi and the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein. At this time, when Paolozzi’s oeuvre is in the process of being rediscovered, his long-time fascination with Wittgenstein requires thorough exploration, as it discloses a deeper understanding of his artistic production, further helping to [...] 

About the author
Diego Mantoan, Assistant Professor in Contemporary Art History at Ca’ Foscari University Venice (Italy), works for renowned art archives across Europe and his earlier book “The Road To Parnassus” [...] 

Fields of Interest
Aesthetics; Analytic Philosophy
Tetsugaku Companion to Nishida Kitaro
H. Matsumaru, Y. Arisaka (Eds.)

- Serves as an excellent introduction for understanding Nishida's overall philosophy
- Brings together top Japanese scholars on the essential concepts of Nishida Philosophy
- Includes most recent research on Nishida Philosophy from Japan

This book offers the first comprehensive collection of essays on the key concepts of Kitaro Nishida (1870-1945), the father of modern Japanese philosophy and founder of the Kyoto School. The essays analyze several of the major philosophical concepts in Nishida, including pure experience, absolute will, place, and acting intuition. They examine the meaning and positioning of Nishida's […]

About the author
Hisao Matsumaru is currently Professor of Philosophy and Faculty of International Liberal Arts at the Dōkkyō University in Soka, Saitama, where he has also served as Dean of the Faculty. He has […]

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; Regional and Cultural Studies; Phenomenology; Philosophy of Religion

Series Title
Tetsugaku Companions to Japanese Philosophy

The Metaphysics of Science and Aim-Oriented Empiricism
A Revolution for Science and Philosophy
N. Maxwell

- Puts forth a view of science that contradicts standard empiricism
- Details a concept that holds that untestable, metaphysical theses form a permanent part of scientific knowledge
- Expounds and critically assesses many of the key works in the metaphysics of science published from 2007 to 2018

This book gives an account of work that I have done over a period of decades that sets out to solve two fundamental problems of philosophy: the mind-body problem and the problem of induction. Remarkably, these revolutionary contributions to philosophy turn out to have dramatic implications for a wide range of issues outside philosophy itself, most notably for the capacity of humanity to […]

About the author
Dr. Nicholas Maxwell - I have devoted much of my working life to arguing that we need to bring about a revolution in academia so that it seeks and promotes wisdom and does not just acquire […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science

Series Title
Synthese Library

Philosophy and the ‘Dazzling Ideal’ of Science
G. McFee

- Defends the possibility of philosophy against a prevalent scientism
- Presents a vision of philosophy that does not presuppose a ‘dazzling ideal’ associated with science
- Explores the conditions for the possibility of philosophy

Recent decades have seen attacks on philosophy as an irrelevant field of inquiry when compared with science. In this book, Graham McFee defends the claims of philosophy against attempts to minimize either philosophy's possibility or its importance by deploying a contrast with what Wittgenstein characterized as the “dazzling ideal” of science. This ‘dazzling ideal’ incorporates both the […]

About the author
Graham McFee is Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at the University of Brighton, UK, and a member of the Philosophy Department at California State University Fullerton. He has lectured and […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Man
Metaphysics of States of Affairs
Truthmaking, Universals, and a Farewell to Bradley's Regress
B. R. Meinertsen

- Presents a metaphysics of Armstrongian states of affairs as the instantiations of universals by particulars linked together by a unique relation
- Includes detailed accounts of the constituents of states of affairs
- Provocatively argues that the particulars in states of affairs are bare particulars

This book addresses the metaphysics of Armstrongian states of affairs, i.e. instantiations of naturalist universals by particulars. The author argues that states of affairs are the best candidate for truthmakers and, in the spirit of logical atomism, that we need no molecular truthmakers for positive truths. In the book’s context, this has the pleasing result that there are no molecular states [...] 

Fields of Interest
Metaphysics; Ontology; Modern Philosophy

Series Title
Philosophical Studies Series

Bioethics in the Pediatric ICU: Ethical Dilemmas Encountered in the Care of Critically Ill Children
L. Miller-Smith, Á. Finnsdóttir Wagner, J. D. Lantos

- The only book that addresses bioethical issues that are specific to the pediatric critical care setting
- Addresses the root causes of moral distress in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)
- Helps doctors and nurses think about end-of-life decisions for children

This book examines the many ethical issues that are encountered in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU). It supports pediatricians, nurses, residents, and other providers in their daily management of critically ill children with the dilemmas that arise. It begins by examining the evolution of pediatric critical care, and who is now impacted by this advancing medical technology. Subsequent [...] 

About the author
Laura Miller-Smith, MD; Laura Miller-Smith, MD, is a pediatric intensivist at Children's Mercy Hospital in Kansas City, Missouri, and is an Associate Professor of Pediatrics at University of [...] 

Fields of Interest
Bioethics; Pediatrics; Medical Education

Series Title
International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine

Philosophy of Engineering, East and West
C. Mitcham, B. LI, B. Newberry, B. ZHANG (Eds.)

- Is an original contribution to the emerging discourse in the philosophy of engineering
- Is the first book to build bridges between Eastern and Western contributions to the field
- Presents new, interdisciplinary perspectives and includes case studies

This co-edited volume compares Chinese and Western experiences of engineering, technology, and development. In doing so, it builds a bridge between the East and West and advances a dialogue in the philosophy of engineering. Divided into three parts, the book starts with studies on epistemological and ontological issues, with a special focus on engineering design, creativity, management, [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Technology; Engineering Design

Series Title
Boston Studies in the Philosophy and History of Science
On the Decline of the Genteel Virtues
From Gentility to Technocracy
J. Mitchell

- Brings together a wealth of diverse material to document the rise and fall of gentility
- Draws an original link between what we think of as ‘moral conscience’ and the ‘ethos of good taste’
- Proposes the elite social order of gentility as an important but often overlooked influence behind moral philosophy

This innovative book proposes that what we think of as “moral conscience” is essentially the exercise of reflective judgment on the goods and ends arising in interpersonal relations, and that such judgment constitutes a form of taste. Through an historical survey Mitchell shows that the constant pendant to taste was an educational and cultural ideal, namely, that of the gentleman, whether he […]

About the author
Jeff Mitchell is Professor of Philosophy at Arkansas Tech University, USA. The author of 'Individualism and Moral Character: Karen Horney’s Depth Psychology’ (2014), Mitchell’s research interests […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Moral Philosophy; History of Philosophy

An Applied Perspective on Indian Ethics
P. K. Mohapatra

- Provides comprehensive coverage of research on Indian ethics from the point of view of the applicability of ethics
- Highlights and projects the strength of Indian ethics by constructive criticism and by adopting the method that is analytic and reconstructive
- One of the very few books with a fresh approach to Indian ethical problems

This book presents a novel interpretation of major problems of Indian ethics from an applied ethical perspective. It approaches prominent theories like Dharma, Karma and Purusartha’s from a critical point of view, so as to render them logically consistent and free from some standard limitations. Ethical theories are meant to provide guidance for life, but quite often many of our celebrated […]

About the author
P. K. Mohapatra, Former Professor of Philosophy at Utkal University, was the National Fellow of the Indian Council of Philosophical Research during October 2013 to September 2016. Earlier, he has […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Ontology; Philosophy of Mind

An African Philosophy of Personhood, Morality, and Politics
M. Molefe

- Offers a systematic exposition of personhood in African philosophy
- Draws out the moral and political consequences of the normative conception of personhood
- Written for scholars of African Philosophy

This book explores the salient ethical idea of personhood in African philosophy. It is a philosophical exposition that pursues the ethical and political consequences of the normative idea of personhood as a robust or even foundational ethical category. Personhood refers to the moral achievements of the moral agent usually captured in terms of a virtuous character, which have consequences for […]

About the author
Motsamai Molefe lectures at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; African Culture; African Literature
The Confucian Political Imagination
E. J. Møllgaard

- Presents a timely investigation of Confucianism in China
- Offers a novel approach to and analysis of Confucianism
- Asks the thought-provoking question of why the Chinese communist party embraced Confucianism

This book critically examines the Confucian political imagination and its influence on the contemporary Chinese dream of a powerful China. It views Confucianism as the ideological supplement to a powerful state that is challenging Western hegemony, and not as a political philosophy that need not concern us. Eske Møllgaard shows that Confucians, despite their traditionalist ways, have the will […]

About the author
Eske Møllgaard is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Rhode Island, USA.

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; Political Theory; History of China

The Later Solov’ëv
Philosophy in Imperial Russia
T. Nemeth

- Presents a rare picture of the non-Marxist philosophical climate in 19th century Russia
- Details Solov’ëv’s confrontation with his philosophical opponents
- Offers a look into a vibrant and heated philosophical community

This volume offers a critical examination of the later philosophical views of Vladimir Solov’ëv, arguably Russia’s most famous and most systematic philosopher. It offers a philosophically informed approach to this pivotal figure and to his era. Inside, readers will discover a detailed portrait of the often overlooked evolution of the philosopher’s views during the final two decades of his […]

About the author
The author of numerous publications on Russian philosophy, Thomas Nemeth has also translated Shpet’s 1914 treatise Appearance and Sense, Solov’ëv’s ‘Justification of the Moral Good, and Shpet’s […]

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Regional and Cultural Studies; Philosophy of Religion; Sociology of Religion

Structural Rationality and Other Essays on Practical Reason
J. Nida-Rümelin

- Presents a new perspective on the theory of rationality
- Details a reason-based theory of rational choice
- Offers criticism of standard models of action and rational choice

In this book, the author shows that it is necessary to enrich the conceptual frame of the theory of rational choice beyond consequentialism. He argues that consequentialism as a general theory of rational action fails and that this does not force us into the dichotomy teleology vs deontology. The unity of practical reason can be saved without consequentialism. In the process, he presents […]

About the author
Julian Nida-Rümelin is a professor of philosophy and political theory at the Ludwig-Maximilians-University in Munich, Germany. He studied philosophy, physics, mathematics, and political sciences. […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of the Social Sciences; Analytic Philosophy; Philosophical Methodology

Series Title
Theory and Decision Library A:
Social Science Research Ethics in Africa
N. Nortjé, R. Visagie, J. S. Wessels (Eds.)

• The first book to cover research ethics issues faced by African social scientists, debated by a group of top African scholars
• Takes an in-depth look at traditional ethical issues pertaining to research in the social sciences
• Focuses on research ethics in the medical field

This book gives a voice to debates surrounding social science research ethics in Africa and brings them together in a coherent form to assist readers in being at the forefront of the discussions. The book gives an overview of the importance of research ethics in social sciences, as well as articulating the African influence on the subject matter. Subsequently it looks into specific frameworks [...] 

About the author
Dr Nico Nortjé has been involved with ethics training and research for the past two decades. Nico has a doctorate in Applied Ethics from the University of Stellenbosch (South Africa) and also [...] 

Fields of Interest
Research Ethics; Science, Humanities and Social Sciences, multidisciplinary; Social Sciences, general

Series Title
Research Ethics Forum

Feminist History of Philosophy: The Recovery and Evaluation of Women’s Philosophical Thought
E. O’Neill, M. P. Lascano (Eds.)

• Makes a significant contribution to the creation of a critical history of the philosophy of gender
• Gives an account the recovery and re-evaluation of women’s philosophical writing since Christine de Pizan
• Introduces newly recovered female figures in history of philosophy of gender, and history of feminist social and political philosophy

Over the course of the past twenty-five years, feminist theory has had a forceful impact upon the history of Western philosophy. The present collection of essays has as its primary aim to evaluate past women’s published philosophical work, and to introduce readers to newly recovered female figures; the collection will also make contributions to the history of the philosophy of gender, and to [...] 

About the author
Eileen O’Neill (1953- 2017) was Professor of Philosophy at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Her works included the first scholarly edition of Margaret Cavendish’s work, Observations Upon [...] 

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Epistemology; Metaphysics; Ethics; Philosophy of Mind; Political Philosophy

Larisa Maksimova on Implication, Interpolation, and Definability
S. Odintsov (Ed.)

• Traces all Larisa Maximova’s seminal contributions to the study of modal and superintuitionistic logics
• Explores influential and significant investigations in the field of non-classical logics
• Features Larisa Maximova’s scientific autobiography

This edited volume focuses on the work of Professor Larisa Maksimova, providing a comprehensive account of her outstanding contributions to different branches of non-classical logic. The book covers themes ranging from rigorous implication, relevance and algebraic logic, to interpolation, definability and recognizable in superintuitionistic and modal logics. It features both her scientific [...] 

About the author
Sergei Odintsov is a leading researcher of Sobolev Institute of Mathematics (Novosibirsk, Russian Federation). He is known for his work in algorithm theory and non-classical logic, including [...] 

Fields of Interest
Logic; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Logics and Meanings of Programs; Analytic Philosophy; Arithmetic and Logic Structures

Series Title
Outstanding Contributions to Logic
Moral Certainty and the Foundations of Morality
N. O’Hara

- Offers a new perspective and a rigorously argued case for the place of basic moral certainty at the foundation of our human moralities
- Argues that some of our foundational basic moral certainties are universal in scope, that is are held by all functioning moral agents
- Pushes for a new understanding of the source of our moral thinking, by introducing the notion of ‘primary recognition’

What lies at the foundation of our moral beliefs? If we dig down far enough do we find that our moral values have no ground at all to stand on, and so are apt to collapse upon serious philosophical investigation? This book seeks to answer these and related questions by positing an indubitable foundation for our moral beliefs – they arise from the phenomenon of ‘primary recognition’, and are [...] 

About the author
Neil O'Hara has been Visiting Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Hertfordshire, UK, where he completed his PhD. His primary research concerns metaethics, the latter Wittgenstein, and the [...] 

Fields of Interest
Moral Philosophy; Social Philosophy; Philosophy of Man; Ethics

The 2018 Yearbook of the Digital Ethics Lab
C. Öhman, D. Watson (Eds.)

- Analyzes the ethical challenges of digital innovation
- Offers concrete guidance on how to harness the potential for good of digital technologies
- Outlines the methodology of one of the most influential research groups in the field

This book explores a wide range of topics in digital ethics. It features 11 chapters that analyze the opportunities and the ethical challenges posed by digital innovation, delineate new approaches to solve them, and offer concrete guidance to harness the potential for good of digital technologies. The contributors are all members of the Digital Ethics Lab (the DELab), a research environment [...] 

About the author
Carl Öhman is a doctoral candidate at the Oxford Internet Institute. His research looks at the ethical challenges regarding commercial management of ‘digital human remains’; David Watson is a [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Technology; Science and Technology Studies; Privacy; Ethics; Cybercrime

Series Title
Digital Ethics Lab Yearbook

Ethics and Law for Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear & Explosive Crises
D. P. O’Mathúna, I. de Miguel Berlain (Eds.)

- Provides a timely examination of the ethical and legal challenges from crises ranging from nuclear accidents to Ebola and bioterrorism
- The first book to analyse the EU response to a CBRNE crisis in the aftermath of the new wave of terrorist attacks and threats in Europe
- Written by an international panel of leading ethical and legal scholars

This book provides a current analysis of the legal and ethical challenges in preparing for and responding to chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive (CBRNE) crises. From past events like the Chernobyl nuclear incident in Russia or the Bhopal chemical calamity in India, to the more recent tsunami and nuclear accident in Japan or the Ebola crisis in Africa, and with the [...] 

About the author
Dónal O’Mathúna has degrees in pharmacy and bioethics. He is Associate Professor in the School of Nursing and Human Sciences at Dublin City University in Ireland and the College of Nursing at The [...] 

Fields of Interest
Bioethics; Public International Law; Public Health

Series Title
The International Library of Ethics, Law and Technology
Proof Theory and Algebra in Logic
H. Ono

- A textbook for short introductory courses on nonclassical logic at the undergraduate or graduate level
- Offers a concise introduction to two major techniques in the study of nonclassical logic: proof theory and algebraic methods, and highlights a combination of proof theory with algebraic methods
- Provides concrete examples showing how these techniques are applied in nonclassical logic

This book offers a concise introduction to both proof-theory and algebraic methods, the core of the syntactic and semantic study of logic respectively. The importance of combining these two has been increasingly recognized in recent years. It highlights the contrasts between the deep, […]

**About the author**
Hiroakira Ono is an emeritus professor of Japan Advanced Institute for Science and Technology (JAIST). He moved to JAIST in 1993 after working at Hiroshima University for twenty years. Later he […]

**Fields of Interest**
Logic; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Order, Lattices, Ordered Algebraic Structures

**Series Title**
Short Textbooks in Logic

Towards Reunion in Ethics
J. Österberg

- Develops a new moral theory with a contractualist basis, combining elements from consequentialism and deontology
- Comprehensively addresses rival views in normative ethics
- Presents a novel perspective on how to assess moral theories

This posthumous publication attempts to address the question of what moral code is the most reasonable. Philosophers often turn to consequentialism or deontological ethics to address this issue. As the author points out, each has valid arguments but each is unable to get the other side to agree. To rectify this, he proposes a third way. Inside, readers will discover a theory that tries to do […]

**Fields of Interest**
Moral Philosophy; Social Theory; Ethics; Psychology Research; History of Science

**Series Title**
Philosophical Studies Series

White Holes and the Visualization of the Body
Ž. Paić

- Adds valuable insight to the burgeoning debate surrounding contemporary body and image theory
- Explores the possibilities of a new theoretical approach to the body as a medium and a communicative part of the relationship between visibility and social-cultural construction
- Provides a cross-disciplinary critical analysis of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of the body and Lacan’s psychoanalysis

This book builds on the works of Artaud and Deleuze, setting forth a different way of thinking on the body through the use of a whole new set of conceptual tools. Paić argues that the human body has become obsolete in relation to the development of cybernetics and artificial intelligence, proposing that it can be understood neither as a bare thing nor a machine, but instead as an event. The […]

**About the author**
Žarko Paić is a Professor at the University of Zagreb, where he teaches courses in Aesthetics and Media Theory. He publishes frequently in philosophy, social sciences and art theory. His […]

**Fields of Interest**
Aesthetics; Phenomenology; Psychoanalysis; Performing Arts
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Heidegger with Derrida
Being Written
D. Pimentel

Offers a comprehensive account on the relation between Heidegger and Derrida
Shows a new and critical perspective on Heidegger’s philosophy
Presents a unique account of the relationship between Heidegger’s thought and his political engagement during the Nazi regime in Germany

Heidegger with Derrida: Being Written attempts, for the first time, to think Heidegger’s philosophy through the lens of Derrida’s logocentric thesis, according to which speech has, throughout the history of metaphysics, been given primacy over writing. The book offers a detailed account of Derrida’s arguments about the debasement of writing, an account that leads to a new definition of [...]
Mind, Meaning and World
A Transcendental Perspective
R. C. Pradhan

- First book to defend the transcendental theory of consciousness in recent times
- Brings Vedanta and Buddhism into the mainstream of philosophy of mind to counter naturalism
- Brings the continental and analytic thinkers along with the thinkers from the East on one platform

The present book intends to approach the problem of mind, meaning and consciousness from a non-naturalist or transcendental point of view. The naturalization of consciousness has reached a dead-end. There can be no proper solution to the problem of mind within the naturalist framework. This work intends to reverse this trend and bring back the long neglected transcendental theory laid down by [...] 

About the author
Ramesh Chandra Pradhan was Professor at the Department of Philosophy, University of Hyderabad during 1998–2015. He taught at Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, and Karnatak University, Dharwad, before [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Metaphysics; Philosophy of Religion

Cognitive Penetrability and the Epistemic Role of Perception
A. Raftopoulos

- Divides and discusses visual perception in terms of ‘early vision’ and the often overlooked perceptual stage of ‘late vision’
- Provides an account of how cognitive states could affect perceptual states in a way that entails late vision is cognitive penetrability
- Approaches problems using a unique perspective in which empirical studies and philosophical analysis are interwoven

This book is about the interweaving between cognitive penetrability and the epistemic role of the two stages of perception, namely early and late vision, in justifying perceptual beliefs. It examines the impact of the epistemic role of perception in defining cognitive penetrability and the relation between the epistemic role of perceptual stages and the kinds (direct or indirect) of cognitive [...] 

About the author
Athanassios Raftopoulos is Professor of Epistemology and Cognitive Science at the Department of Psychology, University of Cyprus, Cyprus.; He has been a fellow at the Center for Philosophy and [...] 

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; Philosophy of Mind

Inferences by Parallel Reasoning in Islamic Jurisprudence
Al-Shīrāzī’s Insights into the Dialectical Constitution of Meaning and Knowledge
S. Rahman, M. Iqbal, Y. Soufi

- Offers insights into knowledge and meaning in the context of jurisprudence provided by the Islamic dialectical framework
- Presents a comprehensive study on the concept and use of qiyās
- Provides epistemologists and researchers in argumentation theory a wealth of rich and thought-provoking texts produced by this tradition

This monograph proposes a new (dialogical) way of studying the different forms of correlational inference, known in the Islamic jurisprudence as qiyās. According to the authors’ view, qiyās represents an innovative and sophisticated form [...] 

About the author
Shahid Rahman: Full-professor (classe exceptionnelle) of logic and epistemology at the Université de Lille-Nord-pas-de-Calais, Sciences Humaines et Sociales. He is also researcher at the UMR-CNRS [...] 

Fields of Interest
Logic; Theories of Law, Philosophy of Law, Legal History; Epistemology; Discourse Analysis; History of Philosophy; Medieval Philosophy
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Philosophical Clarifications
Studies Illustrating the Methodology of Philosophical Elucidation
N. Rescher

- Looks at the constitution of philosophy itself and its openness to treatment from a pragmatic point of view
- Explores major themes in the theory of knowledge, moving from issues of fundamentals to their application and implementation in scientific inquiry
- Addresses issues of philosophical individuals in relation to the conduct of human life and practice

This book is an integrated series of philosophical investigations that offers significant new insights into key philosophical concerns ranging from methodological issues to substantive doctrines. Consisting of three sections, it first deals with the nature of philosophizing itself and seeks to illustrate the project from the angle of the pragmatic tradition. The second section is devoted to [...]"}

About the author
Nicholas Rescher is Distinguished University Professor of Philosophy at the University of Pittsburgh, USA. In a productive research career extending over six decades, he has written over one hundred [...]"}

Fields of Interest
Philosophy, general; Philosophy of History

The Ethics of Research with Human Subjects
Protecting People, Advancing Science, Promoting Trust
D. B. Resnik

- The first book to develop a philosophical framework for thinking about the ethics of research with human subjects from the perspective of trust
- Provides guidance for investigators and oversight committees based on insights from moral theory, and the psychology and philosophy of trust
- Contains research and guidance of value to both the novice and expert alike

This book provides a framework for approaching ethical and policy dilemmas in research with human subjects from the perspective of trust. It explains how trust is important not only between investigators and subjects but also between [...]"

About the author
Dr. Resnik has an M.A. and Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and J.D. from Concord University School of Law. He received his B.A. in philosophy from Davidson [...]"

Fields of Interest
Research Ethics; Research Methodology; Science, Humanities and Social Sciences, multidisciplinary

Series Title
International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine

Controversies in Latin American Bioethics
E. Rivera-López, M. Hevia (Eds.)

- The first book covering key issues of bioethics from the perspective of top Latin American philosophers and jurists
- Changes the perspective that Latin American bioethics has been parochial and unable to meet stringent international standards of rational philosophical discussion
- Defends bioethics views with rational argument and opening for pluralistic discussion

This book offers a first rate selection of academic articles on Latin American bioethics. It covers different issues, such as vulnerability, abortion, biomedical research with human subjects, environment, exploitation, commodification, reproductive medicine, among others. Latin American bioethics has been, to an important extent, parochial and unable to meet stringent international standards [...]"

About the author
Eduardo Rivera López is licentiate in Philosophy (Universidad de Buenos Aires) and PhD in Political Sciences (University of Mainz). He has been Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, John Simon [...]"

Fields of Interest
Bioethics; Medical Law; Latin American Culture

Series Title
International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine
Dao Companion to Korean Confucian Philosophy
Y. Ro (Ed.)

- Deals with the historical, social, political, philosophical and spiritual dimensions of Korean Confucianism, arguably the most influential intellectual tradition, ethical and religious practice, and political-ideological system in Korea
- Surveys the most influential Korean Confucian scholars discussing their philosophical significance in relation to one of the most fundamental Neo-Confucian discourses, namely the "li" (principle) and "qi" (material force) debates

This volume is the first comprehensive and in-depth discussion written in English of the Confucian tradition in the context of the intellectual history of Korea. It deals with the historical, social, political, philosophical and spiritual dimensions of Korean Confucianism, arguably the most influential intellectual tradition, ethical and religious practice, and political-ideological system in [...]

About the author
Professor Ro received his BA from Yonsei University (Korea), an MTh from Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, VA, and his PhD from the University of California, Santa Barbara. Dr. Ro has written [...]

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; Religious Studies, general; Philosophy of Religion; Regional and Cultural Studies

Series Title
Dao Companions to Chinese Philosophy

An Externalist Approach to Epistemic Responsibility
Intellectual Norms and their Application to Epistemic Peer Disagreement
A. Robitzsch

- Provides a novel approach to epistemic responsibility assessment
- Argues for the epistemic significance of belief-influencing actions and omissions
- The author grounds his proposal in indirect doxastic control
This monograph provides a novel reliabilist approach to epistemic responsibility assessment. The author presents unique arguments for the epistemic significance of belief-influencing actions and omissions. She grounds her proposal in indirect doxastic control. The book consists of four chapters. The first two chapters look at the different ways in which an agent might control the revision. [...]

About the author
Andrea Robitzsch is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Osnabrück. She received her PhD from Ruhr University Bochum in 2016. Her research focusses on normative questions in [...]

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; General Psychology; Social Philosophy; Personality and Social Psychology; Religion and Society

Series Title
Synthese Library

The Theoretic Life - A Classical Ideal and its Modern Fate
Reflections on the Liberal Arts
A. S. Rosenthal-Pubul

- Covers such figures as Socrates, Plato and Aristotle in the ancient world and Bacon, Descartes, Spinoza, Hume, Kant, Nietzsche, and Dewey in modern philosophy
- Deals capacious with the topic of the theoretic life in both ancient and modern philosophy
- Addresses the topical issue of the “crisis of the humanities” in modern education and culture

In this work, Alexander Rosenthal Pubul presents a broad examination of the ancient philosophical question: “What is the good life?”, while addressing how the liberal arts can help us to answer this question. Greek philosophy distinguished between the “noble” (what is good in itself), from the merely “useful” (good for something else). From thence follows the distinction between the liberal [...]

About the author
Alexander Rosenthal Pubul PhD; Presently a Lecturer from his home in Spain for Johns Hopkins University (Center for Advanced Governmental Studies) where he formerly served as Assistant Director. [...]

Fields of Interest
Classical Philosophy; Intellectual Studies; History of Philosophy; European History; Ethics; Political Philosophy
Ultralogic as Universal? 
The Sylvan Jungle - Volume 4
R. Routley, Z. Weber (Eds.)

• A seminal text that has had a major influence on the development of non-classical logic by a founder of paraconsistent and relevant logic
• Provides an expansive and singular vision of how advances in logic can solve major problems in set theory, arithmetic, probability, and science
• Includes new commentaries alongside the original essay

Ultralogic as Universal? is a seminal text in non-classical logic. Richard Routley (Sylvan) presents a hugely ambitious program: to use an ‘ultramodal’ logic as a universal key, which opens, if rightly operated, all locks. It provides a canon for reasoning in every situation, including illogical, inconsistent and paradoxical ones, realized or not, possible or not. A universal logic, Routley […]

About the author
Richard Routley/Sylvan (1935-1996), a New Zealand born philosopher, who was a research fellow at the Australian National University at the time of his death, rose to prominence for his work in […]

Fields of Interest
Logic; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Semantics; Epistemology; Philosophy of Science

Series Title
Synthese Library

Corporate Social Responsibility and Corporate Change
Institutional and Organizational Perspectives
A. Sales (Ed.)

• Shows how Corporate Social Responsibility has developed into a strong and rich institutional domain
• Expresses new institutional theories where institutions must be defined by goals and logic translated into referential and procedural repertoires created and implemented by active networks
• Centers on agent and institutional approaches from social sciences in interdisciplinary perspectives

This wide-ranging book examines the new dynamics of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and the impact they have had on the transformation of business corporations. Written by an international group of distinguished experts in management and organization studies, economics and sociology, the book leads one to theoretically and practically rethink CSR, a movement that has developed into a […]

About the author
Arnaud Sales holds a Doctorat d’État ès Lettres et Sciences Humaines, from Université Paris-Diderot, France. He is Emeritus Professor of Sociology at the Université de Montréal, Canada. A […]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Business Ethics

Series Title
Ethical Economy

Free Will and Consciousness in the Multiverse
Physics, Philosophy, and Quantum Decision Making
C. D. Schade

• Collects evidence for the multiverse interpretation of quantum mechanics
• Shows that the fabric of decisions is different from what is currently assumed
• Derives consequences for philosophy, decision sciences, psychology and economics

It is hard to interpret quantum mechanics. The most surprising, but also most parsimonious, interpretation is the many-worlds, or quantum-multiverse interpretation, implying a permanent coexistence of parallel realities. Could this perhaps be the appropriate interpretation of quantum mechanics? This book collects evidence for this interpretation, both from physics and from other fields, and […]

About the author
Christian D. Schade holds the chair of Entrepreneurial and Behavioral Decision Making at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. Furthermore, he is a Research Fellow at Wharton’s Risk Management and […]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Mind; Quantum Physics; Operations Research/Decision Theory; History and Philosophical Foundations of Physics

Series Title
Ethical Economy

July 2019
XXXII, 205 p. Hardcover.
210 x 279 mm
£ 74.99 | € 84.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-91973-7

All Languages Rights Available
Post-Truth, Scepticism & Power
S. Sim

- Contextualises post-truth and ‘fake news’ within the philosophical discourse of truth
- Explores the threat of a politics based on post-truth on the tradition of liberal democracy
- Provides a rigorous defence of the political and philosophical virtues of holding to the truth

This book examines the concept of post-truth and the impact it is having on contemporary life, bringing out both its philosophical and political dimensions. Post-truth is contextualised within the philosophical discourse of truth, with particular reference to theories of scepticism and relativism, to explore whether it can take advantage of these to claim any intellectual credibility. Sim [...]
The Ethics of Reproductive Genetics
Between Utility, Principles, and Virtues
M. Soniewicka (Ed.)

- Brings together a group of distinguished scholars on the much debated topic of the moral, legal and social challenges of reproductive genetics
- Presents a review of the major ethical theories used in the context of justifying morally right decisions in medical practice and biomedical research
- Contributes highly to the global debate on reproductive genetics and medical ethics

This book is aimed at analyzing the foundations of medical ethics by considering different moral theories and their implications for judgments in clinical practice and policy-making. It provides a review of the major types of ethical theory that can be applied to medical and bioethical issues concerning reproductive genetics. In response to the debate on the most adequate ethical doctrine to [...]
A Systems Approach to Language Pedagogy
A. Tajino (Ed.)

- Applies a systems approach to language pedagogy, which can help practitioners and researchers alike understand the whole picture of the field and manage its various aspects from a holistic perspective.
- Discusses theoretical issues related to language pedagogy, including a systems approach to curriculum development, language acquisition, grammar instruction, and vocabulary teaching.
- Includes an overview of both theoretical and practical issues related to language pedagogy, which can promote dynamic communication and collaboration between researchers and practitioners, and make language pedagogy more meaningful.

This volume represents the first attempt in the field of language pedagogy to apply a systems approach to issues in English language education. In the literature of language [...]

About the author
Akira Tajino, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus at Kyoto University, is currently a Professor of Educational Linguistics [...]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Language; Language Education; Language Teaching; Natural Language Processing (NLP); Behavioral/Experimental Economics

Series Title
Translational Systems Sciences

May 2019
XVI, 149 p. 57 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99

All Languages Rights Available

Georges Canguilhem and the Problem of Error
S. Talcott

- Fills a gap in the market: Few books explore the relationship between Georges Canguilhem and Michel Foucault, despite the significance of the relationship and Canguilhem’s influence on Foucault’s thought.
- Presents and represents the culmination of substantial new archival research, giving readers a view into Canguilhem’s unpublished courses on error, among other things.
- Will hold wide appeal for a broad range of scholars in various philosophy sub-disciplines (including history of philosophy, philosophy of medicine, philosophy of science, French continental philosophy, epistemology) as well as Foucault scholars.

Examining Georges Canguilhem’s enduring attention to the problem of error, from his early writings to Michel Foucault’s first major responses to his work, this pathbreaking book shows that the historian of science was also a centrally important philosopher in postwar France. Samuel Talcott elucidates Canguilhem’s contributions by drawing on previously neglected publications and archival [...]

About the author
Samuel R. Talcott is Associate Professor of Philosophy at University of the Sciences in Philadelphia, USA.

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy; Philosophy of Medicine; Philosophy of the Social Sciences

Series Title
Library of Public Policy and Public Administration

July 2019
XXIII, 294 p. 1 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 64.99 | € 74.99 | $ 89.99
ISBN 978-3-030-00778-2

All Languages Rights Available

Analyzing Violence Against Women
W. Teays (Ed.)

- Timely study of an important issue in the public eye - violence against women.
- Examines a topic long overlooked or given limited attention in the society in general and Philosophy in particular.
- Spotlights actions and policies that merit closer analysis and reflection.

This timely anthology brings into sharp relief the extent of violence against women. Its range is global and far reaching in terms of the number of victims. There are deeply entrenched values that need to be rooted out and laid bare. This text offers a philosophical analysis of the problem, with important insights from the various contributors. Topics range from sexual assault to media [...]

About the author
Wanda Teays is a professor of Philosophy and Ethics at Mount Saint Mary’s University in Los Angeles. She is the author or editor of numerous books and articles on Ethics, Global Bioethics, Ethics [...]

Fields of Interest
Ethics; Violence and Crime; Social Justice; Equality and Human Rights; Sexual Behavior; Philosophy of the Social Sciences; Philosophy of Law

Series Title
Library of Public Policy and Public Administration

April 2019
X, 273 p. 1 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-030-05988-0

All Languages Rights Available
Hermeneutics of Human-Animal Relations in the Wake of Rewilding

The Ethical Guide to Ecological Discomforts

M. Tokarski

- Provides a unique, in-depth and systematic discussion of the role of wildness and 'ecological discomforts' in modern culture
- Makes a substantial contribution to the nascent field of environmental hermeneutics, illustrating its practical application
- Addresses the contentious and pressing issues of wildlife impacts and conflicts, which have gained high societal relevance in the context of recent attempts at ecological restoration

In consequence of significant social, political, economic, and demographic changes several wildlife species are currently growing in numbers and recolonizing Europe. While this is rightly hailed as a success of the environmental movement, the return of wildlife...[

About the author
Mateusz Tokarski, PhD., is currently an independent researcher and writer. He holds a BA in Film and Theater Studies from London Metropolitan University, an MA in Cognitive Semiotics from Aarhus [...]
Dao Companion to Chinese Buddhist Philosophy

Y. Wang, S. A. Wawrytko (Eds.)

- A rare and serious approach to Chinese Buddhism as philosophy
- An examination of the process whereby Buddhism became grounded in China's intellectual culture
- Reading and assessing the texts of Chinese Buddhism within the Chinese cultural context

Too often Buddhism has been subjected to the Procrustean box of western thought, whereby it is stretched to fit fixed categories or had essential aspects lopped off to accommodate vastly different cultural norms and aims. After several generations of scholarly discussion in English-speaking communities, it is time to move to the next hermeneutical stage. Buddhist philosophy must be liberated […]

About the author
Youru Wang is Professor at the Department of Philosophy and Religion Studies, Rowan University, USA. He got his PhD degree from Religion Department, Temple University, USA. His specialized area […]

Fields of Interest
Non-Western Philosophy; Religious Studies, general; Philosophy of Religion; Regional and Cultural Studies

Series Title
Dao Companions to Chinese Philosophy

Constructive Semantics
Meaning in Between Phenomenology and Constructivism

C. Weiss (Ed.)

- Identifies connections and differences between phenomenology and constructive logic
- Treats both specific and general questions on the possibility of constructive phenomenology
- Considers a unified constructive and phenomenological epistemology

This edited book brings together research work in the field of constructive semantics with scholarship on the phenomenological foundations of logic and mathematics. It addresses one of the central issues in the epistemology and philosophy of mathematics, namely the relationship between phenomenological meaning constitution and constructive semantics. Contributing authors explore deep […]

About the author
Dr. phil. Christina Weiss, born in 1973, is a philosopher interested in foundational questions concerning the relationship between Phenomenology and Constructivism, in dialectical and dialogical […]

Fields of Interest
Logic; Semantics; Mathematical Logic and Foundations; Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages

Series Title
Logic, Epistemology, and the Unity of Science

The Phenomenology of a Performative Knowledge System
Dancing with Native American Epistemology

S. Welch

- Contributes to a growing area: Native American Philosophy
- Provides an in-depth analysis of epistemology offered from within Native Studies and American Indian Studies
- Intersects with Native Studies, Cognitive Science, Dance Theory, and Performance Philosophy

This book investigates the phenomenological ways that dance choreographing and dance performance exemplify both Truth and meaning-making within Native American epistemology, from an analytic philosophical perspective. Given that within Native American communities dance is regarded both as an integral cultural conduit and “a doorway to a powerful wisdom,” Shay Welch argues that dance and […]

About the author
Shay Welch is an Associate Professor of Philosophy at Spelman College, USA.

Fields of Interest
Epistemology; Analytic Philosophy; Dance

March 2019
XV, 440 p. 4 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 109.99 | € 129.99 | $ 159.99

All Languages Rights Available

August 2019
VIII, 171 p. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-030-21312-1

All Languages Rights Available

July 2019
XI, 215 p. 4 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 54.99 | € 64.99 | $ 79.99

All Languages Rights Available
Towards a Sustainable Philosophy of Endurance Sport
Cycling for Life
R. Welters

- The first book to cover the field of endurance sport and sustainability from a combined analytic-continental perspective
- Aimed at a wide audience including policy makers, sport scientists and environmental philosophers
- Builds on a unique perspective of continental philosophical tradition but also “ecosophy” and American pragmatism

This book provides new perspectives on endurance sport and how it contributes to a good and sustainable life in times of climate change, ecological disruption and inconvenient truths. It builds on a continental philosophical tradition, i.e. the philosophy of among others Peter Sloterdijk, but also on “ecosophy” and American pragmatism to explore the idea of sport as a voluntary attempt to [...]"}

About the author
Ron Welters (1962) is a researcher at the Philosophy and Science Studies department of the Institute for Science in Society of Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands. He is a non-delegate [...]"}

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Man; Sustainable Development; Sport Science

Series Title
Library of Ethics and Applied Philosophy

March 2019
X, 195 p. 31 illus., 23 illus. in color. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 64.99 | € 74.99 | $ 89.99

All Languages Rights Available

Universal Biology after Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel
The Philosopher’s Guide to Life in the Universe
R. D. Winfield

- Provides an outline of a universal biology that transcends the contingencies of life on earth
- Builds on the seminal achievements of Aristotle, Kant and Hegel
- Shows the fundamental forms that life can take wherever in the universe living things may arise

Here is a universal biology that draws upon the contributions of Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel to unravel the mystery of life and conceive what is essential to living things anywhere they may arise. The book develops a philosopher’s guide to life in the universe, conceiving how nature becomes a biosphere in which life can emerge, what are the basic life processes common to any organism, how [...]"

About the author
Richard Dien Winfield is Distinguished Research Professor of Philosophy at the University of Georgia, USA, where he has been teaching since 1982. He has been President of the Society of Systematic [...]"

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Philosophical and Historical Foundations of Science; German Idealism

Series Title
Sophia Studies in Cross-cultural Philosophy of Traditions and Cultures

May 2019
IX, 177 p. Softcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 99.99

All Languages Rights Available

Considering Religions, Rights and Bioethics: Memorial Volume for Max Charlesworth
P. Wong, S. Bloor, P. Hutchings, P. Bilimoria (Eds.)

- Is the first book on Max Charlesworth
- Brings together a group of world-class scholars
- Discusses challenges in the age of the post-secular liberalism

This volume engages in conversation with the thinking and work of Max Charlesworth as well as the many questions, tasks and challenges in academic and public life that he posed. It addresses philosophical, religious and cultural issues, ranging from bioethics to Australian Songlines, and from consultation in a liberal society to intentionality. [...]"

About the author
Peter Wong is a graduate of the Philosophy Department at the University of Hawaii at Mānoa with a focus on Chinese philosophy, especially Confucian thought. He is a Books Reviews Editor and an [...]"

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Religion; Religion and Society; Human Rights; Cultural Studies

Series Title
Sophia Studies in Cross-cultural Philosophy of Traditions and Cultures

September 2019
VIII, 287 p. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99

All Languages Rights Available
Pluralisms in Truth and Logic
J. Wyatt, N. J. L. Pedersen, N. Kellen
(Eds.)

- Brings together 18 state-of-the-art essays on pluralism about truth and logic
- Examines truth pluralism and logical pluralism and their interconnections
- Articulates novel versions of pluralism and contributes to fundamental debates internal to the pluralist camp

This edited volume brings together 18 state-of-the-art essays on pluralism about truth and logic. Parts I and II are dedicated to respectively truth pluralism and logical pluralism, and Part III to their interconnections. Some contributors challenge pluralism, arguing that the nature of truth or logic is uniform. The majority of contributors, however, defend pluralism, articulate novel [...] 

About the author
Jeremy Wyatt is Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Underwood International College, Yonsei University, South Korea. His main research interests are the philosophy of language, metaphysics, and [...] 

Fields of Interest
Logic; Epistemology

Series Title
Palgrave Innovations in Philosophy
Die K-Gruppen
Entstehung – Entwicklung – Niedergang
J. Benicke

- Zentrales Thema in der Protestgeschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
- Knappe Einführung und systematischer Überblick
- Triebkräfte in Politik und Gesellschaft der 70er-Jahre


About the author
Jens Benicke ist Doktor der Politikwissenschaften. Er promovierte zum Thema „Die Rezeption der Kritischen Theorie und die Auseinandersetzung mit der nationalsozialistischen deutschen Vergangenheit […]

Fields of Interest
History of Germany and Central Europe; Political History

Series Title
essentials

Geschichte der Antike
Ein Studienbuch
H. Gehrke, H. Schneider (Eds.)

- Das Standardwerk
- Mit 150 Seiten Serviceteil
- Neu mit Webadressen zu anteritumswissenschaftlichen Quellen
- Altes Wissenswertes zur Geschichte der Griechen und Römer: Vom Alten Orient bis zur Spätantike zeichnet das anschaulich aufbereitete Studienbuch die politischen, gesellschaftlichen, rechtlichen, wirtschaftlichen und kulturellen Entwicklungsnach. Die Beziehungen der Griechen zum Vorderen Orient und zu Ägypten, die Rolle der Etrusker, der Phönizier und Karthagos erhalten besondere […]

About the author
Hans-Joachim Gehrke, Professor em. für Geschichte, Honorarprofessor an der Universität Freiburg; Helmut Schneider, Professor em. für Alte Geschichte, Universität Kassel

Fields of Interest
Ancient History; Classical Studies; History of Ancient Europe; Political History; Cultural History; Economic History

Volksgemeinschaft 1933 - 1945
Zur Entstehung und Bedeutung eines politischen Schlagwortes
D. Gessner

- Grundlegende historische Studie zu Entstehung und Verbreitung des Konzepts “Volksgemeinschaft”
- Umfassend und systematisch
- Einführung und Überblick

Der Autor dieses Bandes untersucht die historische Entwicklung und Popularisierung des ideologischen Konzeptes der Volksgemeinschaft. Es ist dies ein Prozess der Verwissenschaftlichung, den der Autor am Beispiel der Soziologie, der Geschichtswissenschaft, der Wirtschaftswissenschaft, der Bevölkerungswissenschaft, der Psychologie sowie der Geographie beschreibt. Sein Ergebnis ist ein von […]

About the author
Dr. Dieter Gessner ist Journalist und Historiker.

Fields of Interest
History of Germany and Central Europe
Roma victa
Von Roms Umgang mit Niederlagen
S. Lentzsch

- Studie zur römischen Erinnerungskultur auf der Basis aktueller Gedächtnistheorien
- Roms Niederlagen im Spiegel der römischen Geschichte
- Rom und das Verhältnis zur militärischen Niederlage

Die Geschichte der römischen Republik war eine militärische Erfolgsgeschichte. Texte, Monumente und Rituale erinnerten an die Siege Roms, und diese Betonung der eigenen Triumphe bildete eine Grundlage des Führungsanspruchs der römischen Nobilität. Allerdings erlitten die Römer in der Zeit der Republik auch zahlreiche schwere Niederlagen. Die Studie untersucht erstmals umfassend, wie Roms […]

About the author
Simon Lentzsch ist Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter am Lehrstuhl für Alte Geschichte an der Universität zu Köln.

Fields of Interest
Ancient History; History of Ancient Europe

Series Title
Schriften zur Alten Geschichte

Von der Deliberationsdemokratie zur Zustimmungs民主kratie
Die öffentlichen Finanzen Athen und die Ausbildung einer Kompetenzzelle im 4. Jahrhundert v. Chr.
D. Rohde

- Fundierte wirtschaftsgeschichtliche Untersuchung
- Mit vielen neuen Quellen
- Ein neuer Ansatz für die Bewertung der athenischen Demokratie im 4. Jh. v.Chr.

Das politische System Athen erfuhr im Zeitraum zwischen 404 und 307 eine Neutarierung, die sich mit den Schlagwörtern „Niedergang“ oder „Krise“ nicht adäquat erfassen lässt. Die umfassende Analyse der öffentlichen Finanzen Athen eröffnet einen neuen Zugang zu dieser Scharnierepochen zwischen Klassik und Heilensmus und erklärt die evidente Veränderung der politischen Ordnung durch die […]

About the author
Dorothea Rohde lehrt und forscht an der Universität Bielefeld. Zu ihren Forschungsschwerpunkten gehören die antike Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, römische Religionsgeschichte und […]

Fields of Interest
Ancient History

Series Title
Schriften zur Alten Geschichte

Das Unbewusste und die Geschichtsarbeit
Theorie und Methode einer öffentlichen Geschichte
T. Walach

- Verständnis für den Zusammenhang zwischen der Krise der Geschichtswissenschaft und der Krise Demokratie
- Handlungsanleitung für Wege aus der doppelten Krise
- Interdisziplinäre Studie zur Geschichte, Politik, Psychoanalyse

Die Geschichtswissenschaft steckt in der Krise. Ist sie dabei, ihre Deutungshoheit über die Geschichte endgültig zu verlieren? Und was bedeutet das für die Zukunft der liberalen Demokratie, deren eigene Krise sich immer deutlicher abzeichnet? Zur Beantwortung dieser Fragen macht sich Thomas Walach auf die Suche nach dem Unbewussten in der Geschichte und den weitgehend unerforschten Wegen, die […]

About the author
Thomas Walach ist Universitätsassistent für die Geschichte der Neuzeit an der Universität Wien. Er lehrt und forscht zu Digitalisierung, Quellentheorie und dem Verhältnis von Geschichte und […]

Fields of Interest
Historiography and Method
Die Ordnung der Welt in Haus und Staat
Gesellschaftliche Steuerung im westöstlichen Vergleich
W. R. Wendt

- Geistes- und ideengeschichtlicher Vergleich zweier Kulturkreise
- Systematischer Vergleich und Überblick
- Umfassende und systematische Einführung

Auf einer ökotheoretischen Grundlage werden die Institutionen des Hauses und des Staates in der Welt in ihren inneren Beziehungen aufeinander erörtert. Haus, Staat und Welt bilden Handlungsrahmen sowohl individueller und gemeinsamer Lebensführung als auch der politischen Daseinsgestaltung. In ihnen und mit ihnen wird Ordnung geschaffen. Welche das ist, woher sie kommt und wie zukunftsfähig sie [...] 

About the author
Professor Dr. Wolf Rainer Wendt lehrt an der Dualen Hochschule BW Stuttgart und an anderen Hochschulen. Er war bis 2009 Vorsitzender der Deutschen Gesellschaft für Soziale Arbeit.

Fields of Interest
World History, Global and Transnational History

September 2019
Etwa 300 S. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 39,99 | € 46,72 | $ 59,99
ISBN 978-3-658-27013-1

All Languages Rights Available

Geschichte des mestizischen Europas
Vermischung als Leitkategorie europäischer Geschichtsschreibung
H. Wendt

- Erstes Buch, das die europäische Geschichte konsequent als Globalgeschichte versteht
- Eine selektive Einführung in wichtige Werke der europäischen Geschichtsschreibung
- Ein Diskussionsbeitrag über die Rolle von Geschichtsschreibung

Die Geschichtswissenschaft in Europa, so hat es den Anschein, gestaltet ihre Methodologie aus einer Abgrenzung gegenüber nicht-europäischen Tendenzen und verpasst damit die Chance, ihren eigenen Reichtum zu verdeutlichen und neue Argumente in einem globalisierten Diskursfeld einbringen zu können. Es ist an der Zeit, die europäische Geschichte als eine Vielzahl von Vermischungsprozessen zu [...] 

About the author
Dr. Helge Wendt ist Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter des MPI für Wissenschaftsgeschichte und des DFG-geförderten Sonderforschungsbereichs 980 „Episteme in Bewegung“.

Fields of Interest
European History

March 2019
VIII, 176 S. 1 Abb. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 29,99 | € 35,51 | $ 44,99
ISBN 978-3-658-22457-8

All Languages Rights Available
Handbuch Tierethik
Grundlagen – Kontexte – Perspektiven
J. S. Ach, D. Borchers (Eds.)

- Konkurrenzloser Grundlagenband für Forschung, Lehre und Praxis
- Die kontroversen Debatten zur Frage nach dem moralischen Status von Tieren werden hier zusammengefasst
- Eine der zentralen Bereichsethiken - umfassend dargestellt

Das Handbuch führt ein in zentrale Begriffe, Konzeptionen, Themen- und Problemfelder der Tierethik. Neben der Geschichte der Tierethik, relevanten Konzepten und Theorien sowie einer Bandbreite unterschiedlicher Anwendungskontexte findet sich auch eine Darstellung der Tierphilosophie und ihrer wichtigsten Fragestellungen. Das Handbuch will darüber hinaus auch die sich in aktuellen Diskussionen [...]

About the author
Johann S. Ach ist Geschäftsführer und Wissenschaftlicher Leiter des Centrums für Bioethik an der Universität Münster.; Dagmar Borchers ist Professorin für Angewandte Philosophie an der Universität [...]

Fields of Interest
Bioethics; Animal Welfare/Animal Ethics

Christian Wolff
Eine Einführung
A. Aichele

- Erste Einführung zu Christian Wolff
- Umfassend und systematisch
- Überblick für Forschung und Lehre

Christian Wolff (1679-1754) war ohne Zweifel der historisch bedeutendste und sowohl national wie international - bis in die seinerzeit gerade erst entstehenden Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika – einflussreichste Philosoph der deutschen Aufklärung, ja vielleicht der Aufklärung überhaupt. Seine konsequent durchgeführte, auf der mathematischen Methode samt (soweit nur möglich) empirischer [...] 

About the author
PD Dr. Alexander Aichele lehrt Philosophie an der Universität Halle.

Fields of Interest
Metaphysics; Philosophy of Science; Ethics

Max Bense
Werk - Kontext - Wirkung
A. Albrecht, M. Bonitz, A. Skowronski, C. Zittel (Eds.)

- Das Werk von Max Bense wird umfassend ins Licht der Forschung gerückt
- Max Benses zukunftsweisende Ideen werden anhand der heutigen Entwicklungen neu bewertet
- Aufschluss über Verhaltensstrategien und Karrierewege im und nach dem Nationalsozialismus


About the author
Andrea Albrecht ist seit Herbst 2017 Professorin für Neuere deutsche Literatur mit dem Schwerpunkt Moderne an der Universität Heidelberg.; Masetto Bonitz M.A. verfolgt seit 2016 ein [...]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Science; Aesthetics
Wirtschafts- und Unternehmensethik
T. Beschorner, A. Brink, B. Hollstein, M. C. Hübscher, O. Schumann (Eds.)

- Zentrale Texte der deutschen und internationalen Unternehmens- und Wirtschaftsethik
- Umfassende und systematische Textsammlung
- Anspruchsvolle Einführung zum Thema

Dieser Band bietet zentrale und wegweisende Texte zu allen wichtigen Fragen der Wirtschafts- und Unternehmensethik, bereitgestellt von führenden Experten aus dem deutschsprachigen und internationalen Bereich.

About the author
Prof. Dr. Thomas Beschorner ist Ordinarius und Direktor des Instituts für Wirtschaftsethik an der Universität St.Gallen und lehrt dort Wirtschaftsethik.

Fields of Interest
Business Ethics; Business Ethics

Gute Begutachtung?
Ethische Perspektiven der Evaluation von Ethikkommissionen zur medizinischen Forschung am Menschen
M. Bobbert, G. Scherzinger (Eds.)

- Interdisziplinäre Studien zur Arbeit von Ethikkommissionen
- Theoretischer Rahmen und praktische Anwendungen
- Einführung und Überblick


About the author
Prof. Dr. Monika Bobbert lehrt und forscht zur Moraltheologie und Medizinethik an der Universität Münster.; Dr. Gregor Scherzinger ist wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter am Institut für Sozialethik […]

Fields of Interest
Bioethics

"- ein Leser, wie ich ihn verdiene"
Nietzsche-Lektüren in der deutschen Philosophie und Soziologie
E. Brock, J. Georg (Eds.)

- Der erste Band zur deutschsprachigen Nietzsche-Rezeption in Philosophie und Soziologie
- Schlägt eine Schneise in das Dickicht der Nietzsche-Forschung
- Gleichzeitig eine Geschichte der deutschen Philosophie des 20. Jahrhunderts

Dieses Buch trägt die Nietzsche-Rezeption im deutschsprachigen Raum anhand der bedeutendsten Autorinnen und Autoren zusammen, wobei neben der philosophischen auch die soziologische Rezeption berücksichtigt wird. Es dokumentiert die spannenden Veränderungen des Nietzsche-Verständnisses im Wandel der Zeiten und eröffnet im selben Atemzug neue Perspektiven für die Interpretation von Nietzsches […]

About the author
Dr. Eike Brock lehrt und forscht am Institut für Philosophie der Ruhr Universität Bochum zu ethisch-ästhetischen Grenzfällen. Dr. Jutta Georg arbeitete als Operndramaturgin an der Oper […]

Fields of Interest
Modern Philosophy
Bi-Valenz der Erfahrung

Assoziation, Imaginäres und Trieb in der
Genesis der Subjektivität bei Husserl und Freud

J. Brudzińska

- Verbindet als erstes deutschsprachiges Buch Husserls Phänomenologie mit Freud's Psychoanalyse.
- Eröffnet der Phänomenologie den Erfahrungsbereich des Unbewussten.
- Neue Deutung des Traums auf dem Boden der Phänomenologie.

About the author
Jagna Brudzińska, Dr. phil. Dr. habil., Dipl.-Psych., ist Professorin für Philosophie am Institut für Philosophie und Soziologie der Polnischen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Warschau, wo sie die [...]
Handbuch Philosophie der Kindheit
J. Drerup, G. Schweiger (Eds.)
- Erster systematischer Überblick über die Themen Kinder und Kindheit aus philosophischer Perspektive
- Gebündeltes, interdisziplinäres Wissen
- Orientierung für Fachwissenschaftler/innen und Studierende

About the author
Dr. Johannes Drerup hat 2013 an der Universität Münster im Fach Erziehungswissenschaft mit einer Arbeit zu dem Thema „Paternalismus, Perfektionismus und die Grenzen der Freiheit“ promoviert; seit [...] 

Fields of Interest
Philosophy, general

Handbuch Erkenntnistheorie
M. Grajner, G. Melchior (Eds.)
- Die Erkenntnistheorie ist eine der zentralsten Disziplinen der Philosophie
- Berücksichtigung der aktuellsten Entwicklungen
- Verfasst von ausgewiesenen Expertinnen und Experten des Fachs
Die Erkenntnistheorie zählt zu den wichtigsten Teildisziplinen der theoretischen Philosophie. Seit 2000 hat sich die Disziplin sehr stark entwickelt. In diesem Zeitraum wurden in der Forschungsliteratur viele neue Antworten auf klassische erkenntnistheoretischen Fragen hervorgebracht und auch gänzlich neue Fragen und Probleme behandelt. Das Handbuch liefert einen Überblick über die aktuelle [...] 

About the author
Dr. Martin Grajner ist nach einem Studium der Philosophie, Linguistik, Literaturwissenschaft sowie Logik und Wissenschaftstheorie an der LMU München seit 2006 wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter an der [...] 
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Epistemology

Körper und Räume
J. Gruevska (Ed.)
- Aktuelles wissenschaftliches Thema
- Neue Denkansätze
- Interdisziplinärer Dialog
Der vorliegende Band versammelt Studien sowie grundlegende Beiträge unterschiedlicher Disziplinen, um den Spuren von Körper und Raum-Relationen nachzugehen. Die Annahme, dass Körper und Räume in einer permanenten wie ursprünglichen Beziehung zueinander stehen, wird in verschiedensten Disziplinen und Denkmustern immer wieder neu kontrovers diskutiert und auf ihre Evidenz und Tatsächlichkeit hin [...] 

About the author
Julia Gruevska ist wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiterin am Institut für Philosophie I - Philosophische Anthropologie und Geschichte der Lebenswissenschaften an der Ruhr-Universität Bochum.
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Philosophinnen in Geschichte und Gegenwart.
R. Hagengruber (Ed.)

- Umfassende und systematische Darstellung
- Verständliche Einführung für Schule und Universität
- Die weißen Flecken der Philosophiegeschichte bunt ausgemalt


About the author
Prof. Dr. Ruth Hagengruber lehrt Philosophie an der Universität Paderborn.

Fields of Interest
History of Philosophy

Emilie Du Châtelet und die deutsche Aufklärung
R. Hagengruber, H. Hecht (Eds.)

- Neue Forschungen zu einer bedeutenden Philosophin
- Umfassender und systematischer Überblick
- Überraschende Einsichten in die Geschichte der philosophischen Aufklärung

In diesem Band werden neueste Forschungen zur Physikerin, Mathematikerin und Philosophin Emilie Du Châtelet (1706-1749) vorgestellt. Emilie Du Châtelet genoss in der deutschen Aufklärung eine hohe Reputation. Sie verband Leibniz Metaphysik mit der Physik von Newton und gelangte zu erstaunlichen Ergebnissen, die die Physik auf den Weg zu Einsteins Energieformel führte. Ihre Werke wurden sofort […]

About the author
Prof. Dr. Ruth Hagengruber lehrt Philosophie an der Universität Paderborn.; PD Dr. Hartmut Hecht ist Philosoph und Naturwissenschaftler. Er hat im Rahmen der Akademie-Ausgabe Gottfried Wilhelm […]
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History of Philosophy
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Frauen in Philosophie und Wissenschaft. Women Philosophers and Scientists

Interdisziplinäre Anthropologie
Jahrbuch 6/2018: Das Eigene & das Fremde
G. Hartung, M. Herrgen (Eds.)

- Das Fremde und das Andere in der anthropologischen Diskussion
- Aktuelle Forschungen zur Anthropologie
- Interdisziplinärer Zugang zum Thema


About the author
Dr. Gerald Hartung ist Professor für Philosophie mit den Schwerpunkten Kulturphilosophie/Aesthetik an der Bergischen Universität Wuppertal.; Dr. Matthias Herrgen studierte Anthropologie & […]
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Philosophy of Man
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Interdisziplinäre Anthropologie
Neuroethik
Eine Einführung
J. Heinrichs

- Junge Disziplin der Neuroethik wird umfassend vorgestellt
- Ethik des Umgangs mit Manipulationen des menschlichen Geistes
- Moralishe Herausforderungen jenseits von Labor und Arztpraxis

Das Buch bietet eine Gesamtdarstellung der noch relativ jungen Disziplin der Neuroethik. Es führt die derzeit separat geführten Diskussionen der forschungs- und medizinethisch ausgerichteten Ethik in den Neurowissenschaften mit der in professionellen und öffentlichen Diskussionen vernachlässigten alltäglichen Ethik des Umgangs mit Manipulationen des menschlichen Geistes jenseits von […]

About the author
PD Dr. Jan-Hendrik Heinrichs ist wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter am Institut für Ethik in den Neurowissenschaften am Forschungszentrum Jülich. In den letzten fünf Jahren zahlreiche Publikationen zu […]
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Ethics; Neurosciences; Neurology; Philosophy of Mind; Philosophy of Science

Der Begriff des Flüchtlings
Rechtliche, moralische und politische Kontroversen
D. Kersting, M. Leuoth (Eds.)

- Philosophische Analysen zu einem der aktuellsten und brisantesten politischen Themen
- Gesellschaftliche Aufklärung und Orientierung
- Neuer Zugang durch systematisch und interdisziplinär angelegte Forschung


About the author
Dr. phil. Daniel Kersting ist wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter am Institut für Philosophie der Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena.; Marcus Leuoth M.A. hat Politikwissenschaft, […]
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Political Philosophy; Ethics

Reformation im Islam
Perspektiven und Grenzen
J. E. Klußmann, M. Kreutz, A. Sarhan (Eds.)

- Aktuelle Studien zum Islam in der modernen Welt
- Beiträge zu einer Schicksalsfrage des Islam
- Interdisziplinärer und interreligiöser Zugang

Dass der Islam in der modernen Welt, die von Demokratie, Säkularismus und Fortschritt geprägt ist, nur bestehen könne, wenn er eine Reformation durchlaufe, wird von den einen behauptet, von den anderen bestritten und ist Gegenstand einer bis heute andauernden Debatte, die sich mindestens bis auf das frühe 20. Jahrhundert zurückverfolgen lässt. Dieser Sammelband lässt Stimmen für und wider eine […]

About the author
Jörgen Erik Klußmann ist Studienleiter an der Evangelischen Akademie im Rheinland und nebenberuflich Coach und Trainer für soziokulturelle und religiöse Sensibilisierung sowie für systemische […]
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Philosophy of Religion
Philosophie der Existenz
Aktuelle Beiträge von der Ontologie bis zur Ethik
A. Luckner, S. Ostritsch (Eds.)
• Existenz – ein philosophisches Dauerthema seit über 2000 Jahren
• State of the art der deutschsprachigen philosophischen Forschung zum Thema 'Existenz'
• Führende Philosophen unterschiedlichster Schulen sind hier versammelt
Kaum ein anderer philosophischer Grundbegriff hat so vielfältige und auf den ersten Blick disparate philosophische Debatten hervorgebracht wie der Begriff der Existenz. Dieses Buch versammelt aktuelle Beiträge zu historisch-metaphysischen, semantischen, ontologischen sowie existenzialistischen Fragen. Mit der thematisch-inhaltlichen Vielfalt geht auch eine methodisch-schulische Vielfalt [...]

About the author
Apl. Prof. Dr. Andreas Luckner koordiniert an der Universität Stuttgart das Ethisch-Philosophische Grundlagenstudium (EPG), seine Forschungsgebiete sind u.a. Rationalismus des 17. Jahrhunderts, [...]
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Ontology; Ethics; Logic; Phenomenology; Analytic Philosophy
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Abhandlungen zur Philosophie

Natur denken
Eine Genealogie der ökologischen Idee. Texte und Kommentare
P. C. Mayer-Tasch, A. Adam, H. Schönherr-Mann (Eds.)
• Einführung und Überblick
• Grundlagen für ein Denken der Nachhaltigkeit
• Zeitlose Aktualität
Dieses Buch bietet einen weit zurückgreifenden Einblick in die abendländische Naturphilosophie. Beginnend mit den Vorsokratikern als erstem Höhepunkt des europäischen Naturbegriffs erfasst der Band alle Epochen der Geistesgeschichte: die Antike, christliche und mittelalterliche Naturvorstellungen, die Revolution des Naturdenkens in der Renaissance, den neuzeitlichen Naturbegriff und die [...]

About the author
Prof. Dr. Peter Cornelius Mayer-Tasch ist Professor für Politikwissenschaft und Rechtstheorie an der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München und Altrektor der Hochschule für Politik München. Dr. [...]

Fields of Interest
Philosophy of Nature

Philosophie des Mittelalters
Eine Einführung
H. Möhle
• Zugang zu mittelalterlichen philosophischen Texten wird verständlich vermittelt
• Transfer auf aktuelle Fragestellungen
• In zweifarbigem Layout mit Abbildungen, Definitionen, Zeittafeln und Vertiefungskästen
Das Lehrbuch bietet eine Kombination von Sachinformation und beispielhafter Textanalyse ausgewählter Originalwerke der mittelalterlichen Philosophie. Ziel ist es, den Lesern nicht nur Informationen über Bereiche der mittelalterlichen Philosophie und ihre Hintergründe zu vermitteln, sondern die hermeneutischen Fähigkeiten auszubilden, sich selbstständig Texte einer zunächst fremden Epoche zu [...]
Wissen begreifen
Zur Selbstorganisation von Erfahrung, Handlung und Begriff
W. Neuser

- Wissen im Zeitalter des Internet
- Eine neue Theorie des Wissens
- Historischer Überblick

Das Internet, elektronische Medien und intelligente Wissenssysteme haben unseren Umgang mit Wissen grundlegend verändert – und mit ihm unsere traditionellen Begriffe von Wissen und Rationalität. 

About the author
Wolfgang Neuser ist Professor für Philosophie mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Philosophie der Naturwissenschaften und Technik an der Technischen Universität Kaiserslautern.

Fields of Interest
Philosophy, general; Political Science; Sociology, general

Teleologische Reflexion in Kants Philosophie
P. Ördenes, A. Pickhan (Eds.)

- Aktuellste Debatte zur Teleologie Kants
- Beiträge wichtiger Kantforscher aus internationalem Kontext
- Ein Blick auf Kants Gesamtwerk


About the author
Paula Ördenes ist Philosophin am Philosophischen Seminar der Universität Heidelberg.; Anna Pickhan ist Philosophin am Institut für Philosophie in Jena.
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Aesthetics; Philosophy of Science; History of Philosophy

Deutungen der Gegenwart
Zur Kritik wissenschaftlicher Zeitdiagnostik
W. Reese-Schäfer

- Wissenschaftliche Grundlagen einer wirklichkeitsgerechten Zeitdiagnose
- Theoretische Basis, grundlegende Begriffe und Anwendungen
- Umfassender und systematischer Überblick


About the author
Prof. Dr. Walter Reese-Schäfer, Universität Göttingen, Lehrstuhl für politische Theorie und Ideengeschichte.
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Ideengeschichte als Provokation
Schriften zum politischen Denken
W. Reese-Schäfer

- Neue Impulse für die politische Ideengeschichte
- Ideengeschichte als zentrales Feld des politischen Denkens
- Umfassender und systematischer Überblick


About the author
Prof. Dr. Walter Reese-Schäfer, Universität Göttingen, Lehrstuhl für politische Theorie und Ideengeschichte.
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Political Philosophy; Political Theory

Philosophische Anthropologie
R. Schaeffler

- Grundlegende Fragen der philosophischen Anthropologie
- Vernunft als Prinzip der philosophischen Anthropologie
- Neuer Band der Reihe "Das Bild vom Menschen und die Ordnung der Gesellschaft"

Die hier erstmals veröffentlichte Philosophische Anthropologie des weltweit anerkannten Religionsphilosophen Richard Schaeffler (1926 bis 2019) ist eine Reflexion auf die seit jeher das Nachdenken der Menschen bewegende Frage „Wer bin ich?“. Immanuel Kant behauptet, dass die Frage nach dem Menschen sogar die ihr vorgehenden drei Leitfragen der gesamten Philosophie überhaupt – die Fragen nach [...] 

About the author
Richard Schaeffler, 1926 bis 2019, war Professor für Philosophisch-Theologische Grenzfragen in Bochum und lehrte nach seiner Emeritierung Geschichte- und Religionsphilosophie an der Hochschule für [...] 
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Philosophy of Man
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Das Bild vom Menschen und die Ordnung der Gesellschaft

Der Erkenntniswert von Fehlfunktionen
Die Analyse von Ausfällen, Defekten und Störungen als wissenschaftliche Strategie
B. Schweitzer

- Einzigartige Studie zur Funktion von Fehlern in der wissenschaftlichen Arbeit
- Umfassender und systematischer Überblick
- Wissenschaftstheoretischer Beitrag zu einem wichtigen, aber wenig beachteten Thema

Diese philosophische, interdisziplinäre Studie untersucht, auf welche Weise Fehlfunktionen einen einzigartigen Zugang zu Daten für Entdeckung und Prüfung von Theorien in vielen Wissenschaften bieten. Anhand von Beispielen aus Biologie, Evolution, Linguistik, Kognitionsphilosophie und anderen arbeitet sie die Funktionsweise wissenschaftlicher Methoden heraus, die versuchen, aus der Analyse von [...] 

About the author
PD Dr. Bertold Schweitzer lehrt theoretische Philosophie an der Universität Siegen.
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Philosophy of Science; Epistemology
Zweck und Zweckfreiheit
Zum Funktionswandel der Künste im 21. Jahrhundert
J. Siegmund

Grundlagenwerk zur Theorie der Kunst
Eine neue Lesart der Funktion der Kunst in der Gesellschaft
Überblick und State of the Art

Macht und Gewalt. Hannah Arendts “On Violence” neu gelesen
G. Zenkert, M. Wischke (Eds.)

- Neue Studien zu Hannah Arendts “Macht und Gewalt”
- Einführung und Überblick
- Aktuelle Zugänge zu Arendts Theorie der Macht und der Gewalt


About the author
Prof. Dr. Georg Zenkert lehrt Philosophie an der Pädagogischen Hochschule Heidelberg.;
PD Dr. Mirko Wischke ist Lehrer an der Neuen Schule Wolfsburg; Privatdozent und Lehrbeauftragter an der […]
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Political Philosophy

Leibniz und die Folgen
J. Zimmer

- Konzise Darstellung von Werk und vor allem Wirkung
- Die etwas „andere“ Einführung
- Was bleibt von Leibniz heute?

Leibniz war in der Moderne wohl der letzte Universalgelehrte, der auf allen wesentlichen Wissensgebieten seiner Zeit originelle und innovative Leistungen erbracht hat: als reformorientierter Jurist, multilateral denkender Diplomat, als Mathematiker der Infinitesimalrechnung, als Erfinder einer Rechenmaschine und im Bergbau der Horizontalwindkraft, als Wissenschaftsorganisator und als einer der […]

About the author
Prof. Dr. Jörg Zimmer studierte Philosophie und Literaturwissenschaft in Osnabrück und ist seit 1997 Professor für Philosophie an der spanischen Universität Girona.
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